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A Day at the Races

find a better way to explain how C# works to their less-seasoned developer friends.â€� ...... It's easy enough to download and install Visual C# 2010 Express Edition. ...... three arrays of strings to hold the meats, condiments, and breads. 1. Do this. 
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Advance Praise for Head First C# “I’ve never read a computer book cover to cover, but this one held my interest from the first page to the last. If you want to learn C# in depth and have fun doing it, this is THE book for you.” — Andy Parker, fledgling C# programmer “It’s hard to really learn a programming language without good engaging examples, and this book is full of them! Head First C# will guide beginners of all sorts to a long and productive relationship with C# and the .NET Framework.” —Chris Burrows, developer for Microsoft’s C# Compiler team “With Head First C#, Andrew and Jenny have presented an excellent tutorial on learning C#. It is very approachable while covering a great amount of detail in a unique style. If you’ve been turned off by more conventional books on C#, you’ll love this one.” —Jay Hilyard, software developer, co-author of C# 3.0 Cookbook “I’d reccomend this book to anyone looking for a great introduction into the world of programming and C#. From the first page onwards, the authors walks the reader through some of the more challenging concepts of C# in a simple, easy-to-follow way. At the end of some of the larger projects/labs, the reader can look back at their programs and stand in awe of what they’ve accomplished.” —David Sterling, developer for Microsoft’s Visual C# Compiler team “Head First C# is a highly enjoyable tutorial, full of memorable examples and entertaining exercises. Its lively style is sure to captivate readers—from the humorously annotated examples, to the Fireside Chats, where the abstract class and interface butt heads in a heated argument! For anyone new to programming, there’s no better way to dive in.” —Joseph Albahari, C# Design Architect at Egton Medical Information Systems, the UK’s largest primary healthcare software supplier, co-author of C# 3.0 in a Nutshell “[Head First C#] was an easy book to read and understand. I will recommend this book to any developer wanting to jump into the C# waters. I will recommend it to the advanced developer that wants to understand better what is happening with their code. [I will recommend it to developers who] want to find a better way to explain how C# works to their less-seasoned developer friends.” —Giuseppe Turitto, C# and ASP.NET developer for Cornwall Consulting Group “Andrew and Jenny have crafted another stimulating Head First learning experience. Grab a pencil, a computer, and enjoy the ride as you engage your left brain, right brain, and funny bone.” —Bill Mietelski, software engineer “Going through this Head First C# book was a great experience. I have not come across a book series which actually teaches you so well.…This is a book I would definitely recommend to people wanting to learn C#” —Krishna Pala, MCP



Praise for other Head First books “Kathy and Bert’s Head First Java transforms the printed page into the closest thing to a GUI you’ve ever seen. In a wry, hip manner, the authors make learning Java an engaging ‘what’re they gonna do next?’ experience.” —Warren Keuffel, Software Development Magazine



“Beyond the engaging style that drags you forward from know-nothing into exalted Java warrior status, Head First Java covers a huge amount of practical matters that other texts leave as the dreaded “exercise for the reader….”  It’s clever, wry, hip and practical—there aren’t a lot of textbooks that can make that claim and live up to it while also teaching you about object serialization and network launch protocols.  ” —Dr. Dan Russell, Director of User Sciences and Experience Research IBM Almaden Research Center (and teaches Artificial Intelligence at Stanford University) “It’s fast, irreverent, fun, and engaging. Be careful—you might actually learn something!” —Ken Arnold, former Senior Engineer at Sun Microsystems Co-author (with James Gosling, creator of Java), The Java Programming Language “I feel like a thousand pounds of books have just been lifted off of my head.” —Ward Cunningham, inventor of the Wiki and founder of the Hillside Group “Just the right tone for the geeked-out, casual-cool guru coder in all of us. The right reference for practical development strategies—gets my brain going without having to slog through a bunch of tired stale professor-speak.” —Travis Kalanick, Founder of Scour and Red Swoosh Member of the MIT TR100 “There are books you buy, books you keep, books you keep on your desk, and thanks to O’Reilly and the Head First crew, there is the penultimate category, Head First books. They’re the ones that are dogeared, mangled, and carried everywhere. Head First SQL is at the top of my stack. Heck, even the PDF I have for review is tattered and torn.” — Bill Sawyer, ATG Curriculum Manager, Oracle “This book’s admirable clarity, humor and substantial doses of clever make it the sort of book that helps even non-programmers think well about problem-solving.” — Cory Doctorow, co-editor of Boing Boing Author, Down and Out in the Magic Kingdom and Someone Comes to Town, Someone Leaves Town



Praise for other Head First books “I received the book yesterday and started to read it…and I couldn’t stop. This is definitely très ‘cool.’ It is fun, but they cover a lot of ground and they are right to the point. I’m really impressed.” — Erich Gamma, IBM Distinguished Engineer, and co-author of Design Patterns “One of the funniest and smartest books on software design I’ve ever read.” — Aaron LaBerge, VP Technology, ESPN.com “What used to be a long trial and error learning process has now been reduced neatly into an engaging paperback.” — Mike Davidson, CEO, Newsvine, Inc. “Elegant design is at the core of every chapter here, each concept conveyed with equal doses of pragmatism and wit.” — Ken Goldstein, Executive Vice President, Disney Online “I ♥ Head First HTML with CSS & XHTML—it teaches you everything you need to learn in a ‘fun coated’ format.” — Sally Applin, UI Designer and Artist “Usually when reading through a book or article on design patterns, I’d have to occasionally stick myself in the eye with something just to make sure I was paying attention. Not with this book. Odd as it may sound, this book makes learning about design patterns fun. “While other books on design patterns are saying ‘Bueller… Bueller… Bueller…’ this book is on the float belting out ‘Shake it up, baby!’” — Eric Wuehler “I literally love this book. In fact, I kissed this book in front of my wife.” — Satish Kumar
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it’s all just code Under the hood You’re a programmer, not just an IDE user. You can get a lot of work done using the IDE. But there’s only so far it can take you. Sure, there are a lot of repetitive tasks that you do when you build an application. And the IDE is great at doing those things for you. But working with the IDE is only the beginning. You can get your programs to do so much more—and writing C# code is how you do it. Once you get the hang of coding, there’s nothing your programs can’t do. When you’re doing this… 
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objects: get oriented! Making Code Make Sense Every program you write solves a problem. When you’re building a program, it’s always a good idea to start by thinking about what problem your program’s supposed to solve. That’s why objects are really useful. They let you structure your code based on the problem it’s solving, so that you can spend your time thinking about the problem you need to work on rather than getting bogged down in the mechanics of writing code. When you use objects right, you end up with code that’s intuitive to write, and easy to read and change.
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How Mike thinks about his problems 
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types and references It’s 10:00. Do you know where your data is? Data type, database, Lieutenant Commander Data… it’s all important stuff. Without data, your programs are useless. You need information from your users, and you use that to look up or produce new information to give back to them. In fact, almost everything you do in programming involves working with data in one way or another. In this chapter, you’ll learn the ins and outs of C#’s data types, see how to work with data in your program, and even figure out a few dirty secrets about objects (pssst…objects are data, too). The variable’s type determines what kind of data it can store 
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C# does some casting automatically 
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C# Lab 1 A Day at the Races Joe, Bob, and Al love going to the track, but they’re tired of losing all their money. They need you to build a simulator for them so they can figure out winners before they lay their money down. And, if you do a good job, they’ll cut you in on their profits.
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encapsulation Keep your privates… private Ever wished for a little more privacy? Sometimes your objects feel the same way. Just like you don’t want anybody you don’t trust reading your journal or paging through your bank statements, good objects don’t let other objects go poking around their fields. In this chapter, you’re going to learn about the power of encapsulation. You’ll make your object’s data private, and add methods to protect how that data is accessed. Kathleen is an event planner 
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inheritance Your object’s family tree Sometimes you DO want to be just like your parents. Ever run across an object that almost does exactly what you want your object to do? Found yourself wishing that if you could just change a few things, that object would be perfect? Well, that’s just one reason that inheritance is one of the most powerful concepts and techniques in the C# language. Before you’re through with this chapter, you’ll learn how to subclass an object to get its behavior, but keep the flexibility to make changes to that behavior. You’ll avoid duplicate code, model the real world more closely, and end up with code that’s easier to maintain. Kathleen does birthday parties, too 
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interfaces and abstract classes Making classes keep their promises Actions speak louder than words. Sometimes you need to group your objects together based on the things they can do rather than the classes they inherit from. That’s where interfaces come in—they let you work with any class that can do the job. But with great power comes great responsibility, and any class that implements an interface must promise to fulfill all of its obligations…or the compiler will break their kneecaps, see? Let’s get back to bee-sics 
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enums and collections Storing lots of data When it rains, it pours. In the real world, you don’t get to handle your data in tiny little bits and pieces. No, your data’s going to come at you in loads, piles, and bunches. You’ll need some pretty powerful tools to organize all of it, and that’s where collections come in. They let you store, sort, and manage all the data that your programs need to pore through. That way, you can think about writing programs to work with your data, and let the collections worry about keeping track of it for you.
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Strings don’t always work for storing categories of data 
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C# Lab 2 The Quest Your job is to build an adventure game where a mighty adventurer is on a quest to defeat level after level of deadly enemies. You’ll build a turn-based system, which means the player makes one move and then the enemies make one move. The player can move or attack, and then each enemy gets a chance to move and attack. The game keeps going until the player either defeats all the enemies on all seven levels or dies. The spec: build an adventure game 
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reading and writing files Save the byte array, save the world Sometimes it pays to be a little persistent. So far, all of your programs have been pretty short-lived. They fire up, run for a while, and shut down. But that’s not always enough, especially when you’re dealing with important information. You need to be able to save your work. In this chapter, we’ll look at how to write data to a file, and then how to read that information back in from a file. You’ll learn about the .NET stream classes, and also take a look at the mysteries of hexadecimal and binary.
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.NET uses streams to read and write data 
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exception handling Putting out fires gets old Programmers aren’t meant to be firefighters. You’ve worked your tail off, waded through technical manuals and a few engaging Head First books, and you’ve reached the pinnacle of your profession: master programmer. But you’re still getting panicked phone calls in the middle of the night from work because your program crashes, or doesn’t behave like it’s supposed to. Nothing pulls you out of the programming groove like having to fix a strange bug… but with exception handling, you can write code to deal with problems that come up. Better yet, you can even react to those problems, and keep things running. Brian needs his excuses to be mobile 
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When your program throws an exception, .NET generates an Exception object. 
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events and delegates What your code does when you’re not looking Your objects are starting to think for themselves. You can’t always control what your objects are doing. Sometimes things…happen. And when they do, you want your objects to be smart enough to respond to anything that pops up. And that’s what events are all about. One object publishes an event, other objects subscribe, and everyone works together to keep things moving. Which is great, until you want your object to take control over who can listen. That’s when callbacks will come in handy.
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LINQ Get control of your data It’s a data-driven world…you better know how to live in it. Gone are the days when you could program for days, even weeks, without dealing with loads of data. But today, everything is about data. In fact, you’ll often have to work with data from more than one place…and in more than one format. Databases, XML, collections from other programs…it’s all part of the job of a good C# programmer. And that’s where LINQ comes in. LINQ not only lets you query data in a simple, intuitive way, but it lets you group data, and merge data from different data sources.
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leftovers The top 11 things we wanted to include in this book The fun’s just beginning! We’ve shown you a lot of great tools to build some really powerful software with C#. But there’s no way that we could include every single tool, technology, or technique in this book—there just aren’t enough pages. We had to make some really tough choices about what to include and what to leave out. Here are some of the topics that didn’t make the cut. But even though we couldn’t get to them, we still think that they’re important and useful, and we wanted to give you a small head start with them.
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Intro I can’t believe they put that in a C# programming book!
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how to use this book



Who is this book for? If you can answer “yes” to all of these: 1



Do you want to learn C#?



2



Do you like to tinker—do you learn by doing, rather than just reading?



3



Do you prefer stimulating dinner party conversation to dry, dull, academic lectures?



this book is for you.



Who should probably back away from this book? If you can answer “yes” to any of these: 1



Does the idea of writing a lot of code make you bored and a little twitchy?



2 Are you a kick-butt C++ or Java programmer looking for a reference book?



3



Are you afraid to try something different? Would you rather have a root canal than mix stripes with plaid? Do you believe that a technical book can’t be serious if C# concepts are anthropomorphized?



this book is not for you.



[Note from marketing: this boo for anyone with a credit card.] k is
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We know what you’re thinking. “How can this be a serious C# programming book?” “What’s with all the graphics?” “Can I actually learn it this way?”



And we know what your brain is thinking.



Your bra THIS is imin thinks portant.



Your brain craves novelty. It’s always searching, scanning, waiting for something unusual. It was built that way, and it helps you stay alive. So what does your brain do with all the routine, ordinary, normal things you encounter? Everything it can to stop them from interfering with the brain’s real job—recording things that matter. It doesn’t bother saving the boring things; they never make it past the “this is obviously not important” filter. How does your brain know what’s important? Suppose you’re out for a day hike and a tiger jumps in front of you, what happens inside your head and body? Neurons fire. Emotions crank up. Chemicals surge. And that’s how your brain knows… This must be important! Don’t forget it! But imagine you’re at home, or in a library. It’s a safe, warm, tiger‑free zone. You’re studying. Getting ready for an exam. Or trying to learn some tough technical topic your boss thinks will take a week, ten days at the most.



in thinks Your bran’t worth THIinS gis. sav



Great. Only 700 more dull, dry, boring pages.



Just one problem. Your brain’s trying to do you a big favor. It’s trying to make sure that this obviously non-important content doesn’t clutter up scarce resources. Resources that are better spent storing the really big things. Like tigers. Like the danger of fire. Like how you should never have posted those “party” photos on your Facebook page. And there’s no simple way to tell your brain, “Hey brain, thank you very much, but no matter how dull this book is, and how little I’m registering on the emotional Richter scale right now, I really do want you to keep this stuff around.”
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Metacognition: thinking about thinking If you really want to learn, and you want to learn more quickly and more deeply, pay attention to how you pay attention. Think about how you think. Learn how you learn. Most of us did not take courses on metacognition or learning theory when we were growing up. We were expected to learn, but rarely taught to learn.



I wonder how I can trick my brain into remembering this stuff…



But we assume that if you’re holding this book, you really want to learn how to build programs in C#. And you probably don’t want to spend a lot of time. If you want to use what you read in this book, you need to remember what you read. And for that, you’ve got to understand it. To get the most from this book, or any book or learning experience, take responsibility for your brain. Your brain on this content. The trick is to get your brain to see the new material you’re learning as Really Important. Crucial to your well-being. As important as a tiger. Otherwise, you’re in for a constant battle, with your brain doing its best to keep the new content from sticking.



So just how DO you get your brain to treat C# like it was a hungry tiger? There’s the slow, tedious way, or the faster, more effective way. The slow way is about sheer repetition. You obviously know that you are able to learn and remember even the dullest of topics if you keep pounding the same thing into your brain. With enough repetition, your brain says, “This doesn’t feel important to him, but he keeps looking at the same thing over and over and over, so I suppose it must be.” The faster way is to do anything that increases brain activity, especially different types of brain activity. The things on the previous page are a big part of the solution, and they’re all things that have been proven to help your brain work in your favor. For example, studies show that putting words within the pictures they describe (as opposed to somewhere else in the page, like a caption or in the body text) causes your brain to try to makes sense of how the words and picture relate, and this causes more neurons to fire. More neurons firing = more chances for your brain to get that this is something worth paying attention to, and possibly recording. A conversational style helps because people tend to pay more attention when they perceive that they’re in a conversation, since they’re expected to follow along and hold up their end. The amazing thing is, your brain doesn’t necessarily care that the “conversation” is between you and a book! On the other hand, if the writing style is formal and dry, your brain perceives it the same way you experience being lectured to while sitting in a roomful of passive attendees. No need to stay awake. But pictures and conversational style are just the beginning.
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Here’s what WE did: We used pictures, because your brain is tuned for visuals, not text. As far as your brain’s concerned, a picture really is worth a thousand words. And when text and pictures work together, we embedded the text in the pictures because your brain works more effectively when the text is within the thing the text refers to, as opposed to in a caption or buried in the text somewhere. We used redundancy, saying the same thing in different ways and with different media types, and multiple senses, to increase the chance that the content gets coded into more than one area of your brain. We used concepts and pictures in unexpected ways because your brain is tuned for novelty, and we used pictures and ideas with at least some emotional content, because your brain is tuned to pay attention to the biochemistry of emotions. That which causes you to feel something is more likely to be remembered, even if that feeling is nothing more than a little humor, surprise, or interest. We used a personalized, conversational style, because your brain is tuned to pay more attention when it believes you’re in a conversation than if it thinks you’re passively listening to a presentation. Your brain does this even when you’re reading. We included more than 80 activities, because your brain is tuned to learn and remember more when you do things than when you read about things. And we made the exercises challenging-yet-do-able, because that’s what most people prefer. We used multiple learning styles, because you might prefer step-by-step procedures, while someone else wants to understand the big picture first, and someone else just wants to see an example. But regardless of your own learning preference, everyone benefits from seeing the same content represented in multiple ways. We include content for both sides of your brain, because the more of your brain you engage, the more likely you are to learn and remember, and the longer you can stay focused. Since working one side of the brain often means giving the other side a chance to rest, you can be more productive at learning for a longer period of time. And we included stories and exercises that present more than one point of view, because your brain is tuned to learn more deeply when it’s forced to make evaluations and judgments. We included challenges, with exercises, and by asking questions that don’t always have a straight answer, because your brain is tuned to learn and remember when it has to work at something. Think about it—you can’t get your body in shape just by watching people at the gym. But we did our best to make sure that when you’re working hard, it’s on the right things. That you’re not spending one extra dendrite processing a hard-to-understand example, or parsing difficult, jargon-laden, or overly terse text. We used people. In stories, examples, pictures, etc., because, well, because you’re a person. And your brain pays more attention to people than it does to things.
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When you define a class, you define its methods, just like a blueprint defines the layout of the house.



You can use one blueprint to make any number of houses, and you can use one class to make any number of objects.
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Here’s what YOU can do to bend your brain into submission So, we did our part. The rest is up to you. These tips are a starting point; listen to your brain and figure out what works for you and what doesn’t. Try new things.



Cut this out an ick it on your refrigerdatst or. 1



Slow down. The more you understand, the less you have to memorize.



6



Speaking activates a different part of the brain. If you’re trying to understand something, or increase your chance of remembering it later, say it out loud. Better still, try to explain it out loud to someone else. You’ll learn more quickly, and you might uncover ideas you hadn’t known were there when you were reading about it.



Don’t just read. Stop and think. When the book asks you a question, don’t just skip to the answer. Imagine that someone really is asking the question. The more deeply you force your brain to think, the better chance you have of learning and remembering. 2



Do the exercises. Write your own notes.



7



Read the “There are No Dumb Questions”



8



Make this the last thing you read before bed. Or at least the last challenging thing.



Part of the learning (especially the transfer to long-term memory) happens after you put the book down. Your brain needs time on its own, to do more processing. If you put in something new during that processing time, some of what you just learned will be lost. 5



Drink water. Lots of it.



Your brain works best in a nice bath of fluid. Dehydration (which can happen before you ever feel thirsty) decreases cognitive function.



Feel something.



Your brain needs to know that this matters. Get involved with the stories. Make up your own captions for the photos. Groaning over a bad joke is still better than feeling nothing at all.



That means all of them. They’re not optional sidebars—they’re part of the core content! Don’t skip them. 4



Listen to your brain.



Pay attention to whether your brain is getting overloaded. If you find yourself starting to skim the surface or forget what you just read, it’s time for a break. Once you go past a certain point, you won’t learn faster by trying to shove more in, and you might even hurt the process.



We put them in, but if we did them for you, that would be like having someone else do your workouts for you. And don’t just look at the exercises. Use a pencil. There’s plenty of evidence that physical activity while learning can increase the learning. 3



Talk about it. Out loud.



9



Write a lot of software!



There’s only one way to learn to program: writing a lot of code. And that’s what you’re going to do throughout this book. Coding is a skill, and the only way to get good at it is to practice. We’re going to give you a lot of practice: every chapter has exercises that pose a problem for you to solve. Don’t just skip over them—a lot of the learning happens when you solve the exercises. We included a solution to each exercise—don’t be afraid to peek at the solution if you get stuck! (It’s easy to get snagged on something small.) But try to solve the problem before you look at the solution. And definitely get it working before you move on to the next part of the book. you are here 4   xxxv
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What you need for this book: We wrote this book using Visual C# 2010 Express Edition, which uses C# 4.0 and .NET Framework 4.0. All of the screenshots that you see throughout the book were taken from that edition, so we recommend that you use it. If you’re using Visual Studio 2010 Professional, Premium, Ultimate or Test Professional editions, you’ll see some small differences, which we’ve pointed out wherever possible. You can download the Express Edition for free from Microsoft’s website—it installs cleanly alongside other editions, as well as previous versions of Visual Studio.



SETTING UP VISUAL STUDIO 2010 EXPRESS EDITION



� It’s easy enough to download and install Visual C# 2010 Express Edition. Here’s the link to the Visual Studio



2010 Express Edition download page: http://www.microsoft.com/express/downloads/ You don’t need to check any of the options in the installer to get the code in this book to run, but feel free to if you want. If you absolutely must use an older version of Visual Studio, C# or the .NET Framework, then please keep in mind that you’ll come acros s topics in this book that won’t be compatible with your versio n. The C# team at Micro soft has added some prett y cool featu res to the language. Keep in mind that if you’re not using the latest versio n, there will be some code in this book that won’t work. 



� Download the installation package for Visual C# 2010 Express Edition. Make sure you do a complete



installation. That should install everything that you need: the IDE (which you’ll learn about),.NET Framework 4.0, and other tools.



� Once you’ve got it installed, you’ll have a new Start menu option: Microsoft Visual C# 2010 Express Edition. Click on it to bring up the IDE, and you’re all set.
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Read me This is a learning experience, not a reference book. We deliberately stripped out everything that might get in the way of learning whatever it is we’re working on at that point in the book. And the first time through, you need to begin at the beginning, because the book makes assumptions about what you’ve already seen and learned. The activities are NOT optional. The exercises and activities are not add-ons; they’re part of the core content of the book. Some of them are to help with memory, some for understanding, and some to help you apply what you’ve learned. Don’t skip the written problems. The pool puzzles are the only things you don’t have to do, but they’re good for giving your brain a chance to think about twisty little logic puzzles. The redundancy is intentional and important. One distinct difference in a Head First book is that we want you to really get it. And we want you to finish the book remembering what you’ve learned. Most reference books don’t have retention and recall as a goal, but this book is about learning, so you’ll see some of the same concepts come up more than once. Do all the exercises! The one big assumption that we made when we wrote this book is that you want to learn how to program in C#. So we know you want to get your hands dirty right away, and dig right into the code. We gave you a lot of opportunities to sharpen your skills by putting exercises in every chapter. We’ve labeled some of them “Do this!”—when you see that, it means that we’ll walk you through all of the steps to solve a particular problem. But when you see the Exercise logo with the running shoes, then we’ve left a big portion of the problem up to you to solve, and we gave you the solution that we came up with. Don’t be afraid to peek at the solution—it’s not cheating! But you’ll learn the most if you try to solve the problem first. We’ve also placed all the exercise solutions’ source code on the web so you can download it. You’ll find it at http://www.headfirstlabs.com/books/hfcsharp/ The “Brain Power” exercises don’t have answers.
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Activities marked with the Exercise (running shoe ) are really important! D logo skip them if you’re serioon’t us about learning C#.



o, If you see the Pool Puzzle logif the activity is optional, andyou you don’t like twisty logic, won’t like these either.



For some of them, there is no right answer, and for others, part of the learning experience of the Brain Power activities is for you to decide if and when your answers are right. In some of the Brain Power exercises you will find hints to point you in the right direction.
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The technical review team Lisa Kellner



Chris Burrow s



ateful for r g y ll ia c e We’re esp sight and almost ck. Chris’s insly helpful feedba ridiculou



David Sterling



Nick Paladino



David really helped us out, especially with some very neat IDE tricks.



Not pictured (but just as awesome are the reviewers from the first edition): Joe Albahari, Jay Hilyard, Aayam Singh, Theodore, Peter Ritchie,Bill Meitelski Andy Parker, Wayne Bradney, Dave Murdoch, Bridgette Julie Landers. And special thanks to Jon Skeet for his thorough review and suggestions for the first edition!



Technical Reviewers: When we wrote this book, it had a bunch of mistakes, issues, problems, typos, and terrible arithmetic errors. OK, it wasn’t quite that bad. But we’re still really grateful for the work that our technical reviewers did for the book. We would have gone to press with errors (including one or two big ones) had it not been for the most kick-ass review team EVER.… First of all, we really want to thank Chris Burrows and David Sterling for their enormous amount of technical guidance. We also want to thank Lisa Kellner—this is our sixth book that she’s reviewed for us, and she made a huge difference in the readability of the final product. Thanks, Lisa! And special thanks to Nick Paladino. Thanks! Chris Burrows is a developer at Microsoft on the C# Compiler team who focused on design and implementation of language features in C# 4.0, most notably dynamic. David Sterling has worked on the Visual C# Compiler team for nearly 3 years. Nicholas Paldino has been a Microsoft MVP for .NET/C# since the discipline’s inception in the MVP program and has over 13 years of experience in the programming industry, specifically targeting Microsoft technologies. xxxviii   intro
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Safari® Books Online Safari Books Online is an on-demand digital library that lets you easily search over 7,500 technology and creative reference books and videos to find the answers you need quickly. With a subscription, you can read any page and watch any video from our library online. Read books on your cell phone and mobile devices. Access new titles before they are available for print, and get exclusive access to manuscripts in development and post feedback for the authors. Copy and paste code samples, organize your favorites, download chapters, bookmark key sections, create notes, print out pages, and benefit from tons of other time-saving features. O’Reilly Media has uploaded this book to the Safari Books Online service. To have full digital access to this book and others on similar topics from O’Reilly and other publishers, sign up for free at http://my.safaribooksonline.com/?portal=oreilly.
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1 get productive with c#



Visual Applications, in 10 minutes or less Don’t worry, Mother. With Visual Studio and C#, you’ll be able to program so fast that you’ll never burn the pot roast again.



Want to build great programs really fast? With C#, you’ve got a powerful programming language and a valuable tool at your fingertips. With the Visual Studio IDE, you’ll never have to spend hours writing obscure code to get a button working again. Even better, you’ll be able to focus on getting your work done, rather than remembering which method parameter was for the name of a button, and which one was for its label. Sound appealing? Turn the page, and let’s get programming.



this is a new chapter   1



c# makes it easy



Why you should le arn C# C# and the Visual Studio IDE make it easy for you to get to the business of writing code, and writing it fast. When you’re working with C#, the IDE is your best friend and constant companion.



Here’s what the IDE automate s for you… Every time you want to get started writing a program, or just putting a button on a form, your program needs a whole bunch of repetitive code.



ic; using System; llections.Gener using System.Co ndows.Forms; using System.Wi gram Pro ew_ A_N namespace { Program static class { lication. /// entry point for the app /// The main > ary /// > Other Windows menu. Then in each of the blanks, try and fill in an annotation saying what that part of the IDE does. We’ve done one to get you started.



This toolbar has button that apply to what yo s currently doing in the u’re IDE.



If your IDE doesn’t look exactly like this picture, you can select “Reset Window Layout” from the Window menu.



We’ve blown up this window below so you have more room.



If you don’t see the Error List or Toolbox, choose them from View >> Other Windows.
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know your ide



This toolbar has button that apply to what yo s currently doing in the u’re IDE.



This is the toolbox. It has a bunch of visual controls that you can drag onto your form.



shows This Error List window in rs you when there are erro ow ll sh your code. This pane wi t abou lots of diagnostic info your program. The Form1.cs an d files that the Program.cs ID for you when yo E created u new project ap added the pear Solution Explor in the er.
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We’ve filled in the annotations about the different sections of the Visual Studio C# IDE. You may have some different things written down, but you should have been able to figure out the basics of what each window and section of the IDE is used for.



This window shows properties of the control currently selected on your form. See this little pushpin icon? If you click it, you can turn auto-hide on or off. The Toolbox window has auto-hide turned on by default.



You can switch between files using the Solution Explorer in the IDE.



get productive with c#



Q:



So if the IDE writes all this code for me, is learning C# just a matter of learning how to use the IDE?



A:



No. The IDE is great at automatically generating some code for you, but it can only do so much. There are some things it’s really good at, like setting up good starting points for you, and automatically changing properties of controls on your forms. But the hard part of programming—figuring out what your program needs to do and making it do it—is something that no IDE can do for you. Even though the Visual Studio IDE is one of the most advanced development environments out there, it can only go so far. It’s you—not the IDE—who writes the code that actually does the work.



Q:



I created a new project in Visual Studio, but when I went into the “Projects” folder under My Documents, I didn’t see it there. What gives?



A:



When you first create a new project in Visual Studio 2010 Express, the IDE creates the project in your Local Settings\



Application Data\Temporary Projects folder. When you save the project for the first time, it will prompt you for a new filename, and save it in the My



Documents\Visual Studio 2010\Projects folder. If you try to



open a new project or close the temporary one, you’ll be prompted to either save or discard the temporary project. (NOTE: The other, non-Express versions of Visual Studio do not use a temporary projects folder. They create the project directly in Projects!)



Q:



What if the IDE creates code I don’t want in my project?



A:



You can change it. The IDE is set up to create code based on the way the element you dragged or added is most commonly 



used. But sometimes that’s not exactly what you wanted. Everything the IDE does for you—every line of code it creates, every file it adds—can be changed, either manually by editing the files directly or through an easyto-use interface in the IDE.



Q:



Is it OK that I downloaded and installed Visual Studio Express? Or do I need to use one of the versions of Visual Studio that isn’t free in order to do everything in this book?



A:



There’s nothing in this book that you can’t do with the free version of Visual Studio (which you can download from Microsoft’s website). The main differences between Express and the other editions (Professional and Team Foundation) aren’t going to get in the way of writing C# and creating fully functional, complete applications.



Q:



Can I change the names of the files the IDE generates for me?



A:



Absolutely. When you create a new project, the IDE gives you a default form called Form1 (which has files called Form1.cs, Form1.Designer.cs, and Form1. resx). But you can use the Solution Explorer to change the names of the files to whatever you want. By default, the names of the files are the same as the name of the form. If you change the names of the files, you’ll be able to see in the Properties window that the form will still be called Form1. You can change the name of the form by changing the “(Name)” line in the Properties window. If you do, the filenames won’t change. C# doesn’t care what names you choose for your files or your forms (or any other part of the program), although there are a few rules for this. But if you choose good names, it makes your programs easier to work with. For now, don’t worry about names—we’ll talk a lot more about how to choose good names for parts of your program later on.



Q:



I’m looking at the IDE right now, but my screen doesn’t look like yours! It’s missing some of the windows, and others are in the wrong place. What gives?



A:



If you click on the “Reset Window Layout” command under the “Window” menu, the IDE will restore the default window layout for you. Then you can use the “View >> Other Windows” menu to make your screen look just like the ones in this chapter.



Visual Studio will generate code you can use as a starting point for your applications. Making sure the application does what it’s supposed to do is entirely up to you. you are here 4   11



a picturebox is worth a thousand words



Develop the user interface Adding controls and polishing the user interface is as easy as dragging and dropping with the Visual Studio IDE. Let’s add a logo to the form: 1



 Use the PictureBox control to add a picture. Click on the PictureBox control in the Toolbox, and drag it onto your form. In the background, the IDE added code to Form1.Designer.cs for a new picture control.



If you don’t see the toolbox, try hovering over the word “Toolbox” that shows up in the upper left-hand corner of the IDE. If it’s not there, select “Toolbox” from the View menu to make it appear.



Every time you make a cha properties on the form, thengecodto a control’s Designer.cs is getting changed e in Form1. by the IDE. C# Form1.Designer.cs
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It’s OK if you’re not a pro at user interface design. We’ll talk a lot more about designing good user interfaces later on. For now, just get the logo and other controls on your form, and worry about behavior. We’ll add some style later.



get productive with c# .NET Visual Objects



.NET Database Objects



Data Storage Stored Procedures



You are Here



2



 Set the PictureBox to Zoom mode. Every control on your form has properties that you can set. Click the little black arrow for a control to access these properties. Change the PictureBox’s Size property to “Zoom” to see how this works:



You can also use the “Properties” window in the IDE to set the Size property. The little black arrow is just there to make it easy to access the most common properties of any control.



Then click “Choose Image” the Select Resource dialog to bring up can import a local resourc box so you e. 3



Deployment Pack age



little Click on this to access black arrow operties. a control’s pr



Choose “ the PictuZr oom” so that will change eBox frame size of th to match the put in it. e picture you



 Download the Objectville Paper Company logo. Download the Objectville Paper Co. logo from Head First Labs (http:// www.headfirstlabs.com/books/hfcsharp) and save it to your hard drive. Then click the PictureBox properties arrow, and select Choose Image. You’ll see a Select Resources window pop up. Click the “Local Resource” radio button to enable the “Import…” button at the top of the form. Click that button, find your logo, and you’re all set.



logo, Here’s the OPurCeBox and the Pict the size zooms to get just right.
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conserving c#’s natural resources



Visual Studio, behind the scene s Every time you do something in the Visual Studio IDE, the IDE is writing code for you. When you created the logo and told Visual Studio to use the image you downloaded, Visual Studio created a resource and associated it with your application. A resource is any graphics file, audio file, icon, or other kind of data file that gets bundled with your application. The graphics file gets integrated into the program, so that when it’s installed on another computer, the graphic is installed along with it and the PictureBox can use it. When you dragged the PictureBox control onto your form, the IDE automatically created a resource file called Form1.resx to store that resource and keep it in the project. Double-click on this file, and you’ll be able to see the newly imported image.



This image is now a resource of the Contact List application.



Go to the Solution Explorer and click on the “expand” icon next to Form1.cs to expand it (if it’s not already expanded). This will display two files: Form1.Designer.cs and Form1. resx. Double-click on Form1.resx, click on the arrow next to “Strings”, and select “Images” from the drop-down list (or hit Ctrl-2) to see the logo that you imported. That file is what links it to the PictureBox, and the IDE added code to do the linking.



If you chose the other “Import.” button from the Select Resource dialog on the last page, then your image will show up in the Resources folder in the Solution Explorer instead. Don’t worry—just go back to Select Resources, choose “Local Resource,” and reimport the image into the resources, and it’ll show up here.



C# C#



e files Here are tdhio Visual Stu arlier. created e



Form1.cs
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Form1.Designer.cs



C# Program.cs



C# Form1.resx



When you imported the image, the IDE created this file for you. It contains all of the resources (graphics, video, audio and other stored data) associated with Form1.
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Add to the auto-generated code The IDE creates lots of code for you, but you’ll still want to get into this code and add to it. Let’s set the logo up to show an About message when the users run the program and click on the logo. When you’re editing a form in the IDE, double-clicking on any of the toolbox controls causes the IDE to automatically add code to your project. Make sure you’ve got the form showing in the IDE, and then double-click on the PictureBox control. The IDE will add code to your project that gets run any time a user clicks on the PictureBox. You should see some code pop up that looks like this: public partial class Form1 : Form {



When you double-clicked on the PictureBox control, the IDE created this method. It will run every time a user clicks on the logo in the running application. InitializeComponent(); od name gives you nsa : th me s hi T } en it ru good idea about wh on this ks ic cl private void pictureBox1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) when someone PictureBox control. public Form1() {



{



MessageBox.Show(“Contact List 1.0.\nWritten by: Your Name”, “About”); }



}



When you double-click on the PictureBox, it will open this code up with a cursor blinking right here. Ignore any windows the IDE pops up as you type; it’s trying to help you, but we don’t need that right now.



Q: A:



Type in this line box to pop up witof code. It causes a message box will be titled h the text you provide. The “About”.



What’s a method?



A method is just a named block of code. We’ll talk a lot more about methods in Chapter 2.



Q: A:



Once you’ve typed in the line of code, save it using the Save icon on the IDE toolbar or by selecting “Save” from the File menu. Get in the habit of doing “Save All” regularly!



What does that \n thing do?



That’s a line break. It tells C# to put “Contact List 1.0.” on one line, and then start a new line for “Written by:”.
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run the app (already!)



You can alre ady run your application Press the F5 key on your keyboard, or click the green arrow button ( ) on the toolbar to check out what you’ve done so far. (This is called “debugging,” which just means running your program using the IDE.) You can stop debugging by selecting “Stop Debugging” from the Debug . menu or clicking this toolbar button:



All three of thes buttons work—ande yo didn’t have to write u code to make them any work.



Clicking on the OPC logo brings up the About box you just coded.



Where are my file s? When you run your program, Visual Studio copies your files to My Documents\Visual Studio 2010\Projects\Contacts\Contacts\ bin\debug. You can even hop over to that directory and run your program by double-clicking on the .exe file the IDE creates.



C#



Program.cs



C# C#



Form1.cs



Form1. Designer.cs



C# turns your program into a file that you can run, called an executable. You’ll find it in here, in the debug folder.



Form1.resx



Contacts.csproj



bin Properties



This isn’t a mistake; there are two levels of folders. The inner folder has the actual C# code files. 16   Chapter 1



In my IDE, the green arrow is marked as “Debug.” Is that a problem? No. Debugging, at least for our purposes right now, just means running your application inside the IDE. We’ll talk a lot more about debugging later, but for now, you can simply think about it as a way to run your program.



Q:



C# C#



Q: A:



I don’t see the Stop Debugging button on my toolbar. What gives?



A:



The Stop Debugging button shows up in a special toolbar that only shows up when your program is running. Try starting the application again, and see if it appears.
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Here’s what we’ve done so far We’ve built a form and created a PictureBox object that pops up a message box when it’s clicked on. Next, we need to add all the other fields from the card, like the contact’s name and phone number. Let’s store that information in a database. Visual Studio can connect fields directly to that database for us, which means we don’t have to mess with lots of database access code (which is good). But for that to work, we need to create our database so that the controls on the form can hook up to it. So we’re going to jump from the .NET Visual Objects straight to the Data Storage section.



SQL a D tabase



.NET Visual Objects .NET Database Objects



Here’s what we’ve already done…



ed some …but we still ne act objects to intaerwe’ll put with the dat e. in our databas



This step is about connecting our form to the database, so we’re not ready for it yet, since we don’t have a database.



Data Storage



Deployment Pack age



Stored Procedures



So we need to focus on this step next: creating our database, and putting some initial data into it.



Visual Studio can generate code to connect your form to a database, but you need to have the database in place BEFORE generating that code. you are here 4   17



save it for later



We need a database to store our information Before we add the rest of the fields to the form, we need to create a database to hook the form up to. The IDE can create lots of the code for connecting our form to our data, but we need to define the database itself first. 1



Make sure you’ stopped debuggiveng before you contin ue



.



 Add a new SQL database to your project. In the Solution Explorer, right-click the Contacts project, select Add, and then choose New Item. Choose the SQL Database icon, and name it ContactDB.sdf.



This file is our new database.



SQL ContactDB.sdf



is A Local Database rv er Se L actually a SQ n io it Compact Ed database file, which typically has the gives extension SDF. It you an easy way to into embed a database your program.



Choose Local Database to create a SQL Server Compact Edition file, which will hold your entire database. Name your file ContactDB.sdf.



2



 Click on the Add button in the Add New Item window. 



3



4



 Cancel the Data Source Configuration Wizard. For now, we want to skip configuring a data source, so click the Cancel button. We’ll come back to this once we’ve set up our database structure.  View your database in the Solution Explorer. Go to the Solution Explorer, and you’ll see that ContactDB has been added to the file list. Double-click ContactDB.sdf in the Solution Explorer and look at the left side of your screen. The Toolbox has changed to a Database Explorer.
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If you’re not using the Express edition, you’ll see “Server Explorer” instead of “Database Explorer.”



The Visual Studio 2010 Professional and Team Foundation editions don’t have a Database Explorer window. Instead, they have a Server Explorer window, which does everything the Database Explorer does, but also lets you explore data on your network.
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The IDE cre ated a database



.NET Visual Objects



.NET Database Objects



Data Storage



Deployment Pack age



Stored Procedures



When you told the IDE to add a new SQL database to your project, the IDE created a new database for you. A SQL database is a system that stores data for you in an organized, interrelated way. The IDE gives you all the tools you need to maintain your data and databases. Data in a SQL database lives in tables. For now, you can think of a table like a spreadsheet. It organizes your information into columns and rows. The columns are the data categories, like a contact’s name and phone number, and each row is the data for one contact card.



in a Your data’s storedns and table with colum readsheet. rows, like in a sp



You are Here



A SQL database stores your data, and has information abo how it’s structured and SQL ut code to help you access it. Tables



Store Procedudre s



SQL Database



SQL is its own language SQL stands for Structured Query Language. It’s a programming language for accessing data in databases. It’s got its own syntax, keywords, and structure. SQL code takes the form of statements and queries, which access and retrieve the data. A SQL database can hold stored procedures, which are a bunch of SQL statements and queries that are stored in the database and can be run at any time. The IDE generates SQL statements and stored procedures for you automatically to let your program access the data in the database.



SQL



The SQL database is in this file. We’re just about to define tables and data for it, and all of that will be stored in here too.



ContactDB.sdf



[note from marketing: Can we get a plug for Head First SQL in here?] you are here 4   19



data storage made easy



Cre ating the table for the Contact List We have a database, and now we need to store information in it. But our information actually has to go into a table, the data structure that databases use to hold individual bits of data. For our application, let’s create a table called “People” to store all the contact information: 1



 Add a table to the ContactDB database. Right-click on Tables in the Database Explorer, and select Create Table. This will open up a window where you can define the columns in the table you just created.



Q: A:



What’s a column again?



A column is one field of a table. So in a People table, you might have a FirstName and LastName column. It will always have a data type, too, like String or Date or Bool.



Q:



Why do we need this ContactID column?



A:



It helps to have a unique ID for each record in most database tables. Since we’re storing contact information for individual people, we decided to create a column for that, and call it ContactID.



Now we need to add columns to our table. First, let’s add a column called ContactID to our new People table, so that each Contact record has its own unique ID. 2



 Add a ContactID column to the People table. Type “ContactID” in the Column Name field, and select Int from the Data Type drop-down box. Be sure to select “No” for Allow Nulls. Finally, let’s make this the primary key of our table. Highlight the ContactID column you just created, and click the Primary Key button. This tells the database that each entry will have a unique primary key entry.



type “int”. Make sure to Add a new column called “ContactID” with data ary Key to “Yes.” set “Allow Nulls” to No, “Unique” to Yes, and Prim 20   Chapter 1



Q: A:



What’s that Int from Data Type mean?



The data type tells the database what type of information to expect for a column. Int stands for integer, which is just a whole number. So the ContactID column will have whole numbers in it.



Q:



This is a lot of stuff. Should I be getting all of this?



A:



No, it’s OK if you don’t understand everything right now. Your goal right now should be to start to get familiar with the basics of using the Visual Studio IDE to lay out your form and run your program. (If you’re dying to know more about databases, you can always pick up Head First SQL.)
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3



 Tell the database to autogenerate IDs. Since ContactID is a number for the database, and not our users, we can tell our database to handle creating and assigning IDs for us automatically. That way, we don’t have to worry about writing any code to do this.



.NET Database Objects



Data Storage
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Stored Procedures



You are Here



In the properties below your table, set Identity to “True” to make ContactID an identity column for your table. And make sure you specify the table name “People” in the Name box at the top of the window.



u use This window is what yoand to define your tablee. the data it will stor



A primary key helps your database look up records quickly. Since the primary key is the main way your program will locate records, it always needs to have a value.



You’ll need to click on the right column and select “True” from the drop-down next to Identity to designate ContactID as your table’s record Identifier.



This will make it so that the ContactID field updates automatically whenever a new record is added. you are here 4   21



let’s table this discussion



The blanks on the contact card are columns in our People table Now that you’ve created a primary key for the table, you need to define all of the fields you’re going to track in the database. Each field on our written contact card should become a column in the People table.



People Name:



Laverne Smith



Company:



XYZ Industries



(212)555-8129 Email: [email protected]



Telephone: Client: Yes



Last call:



05/26/07



For each person, we want to store data: her name, company, phone num address, if she’s an OPC clientber, email date of the last time she wa , and the s called.



Each blank on should map to the card the people tab a column in le.



What kinds of problems could result from having multiple rows stored for the same person?
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get productive with c#



Now that you’ve created a People table and a primary key column, you need to add columns for all of the data fields. See if you can work out which data type goes with each of the columns in your table, and also match the data type to the right description.



Column Name



Data Type



Last Call



int



Description This type stores a date and time



A Boolean true/false type



Name



bit ContactID



nvarchar(100)



A string of letters, numbers, and other characters with a maximum length of 100



Client?



datetime



A whole number
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it’s just my type



Now that you’ve created a People table and a primary key column, you need to add columns for all of the data fields. See if you can work out which data type goes with each of the columns in your table, and also match the data type to the right description.



Column Name



Data Type



Last Call



int



Description This type stores a date and time



A Boolean true/false type



Name



bit ContactID



nvarchar(100)



A string of letters, numbers, and other characters with a maximum length of 100



Client?



datetime
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A whole number
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Finish building the table
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Go back to where you entered the ContactID column and add the other five columns from the contact card. Here’s what your database table should look like when you’re done: You are Here



ow If you set A, llthe Nulls to No column must . have a value



Bit fields hold True or False values and can be represented as a checkbox.



Some cards might have some missing information, so we let certain columns’ll be blank. Click on the OK button to save your new table. This will add an empty table to your database.



Once you click OKds, a Visual Studio ade to new People tabl the database.



People



ContactDB



This new t ready for yaoble is empty, but it’s u to add dat a! you are here 4   25



adding your data



Insert your card data into the database Now you’re ready to start entering cards into the database. Here are some of the boss’s contacts—we’ll use those to set up the database with a few records.



1



Expand Tables and then right-click on the People table in the Database Explorer (or Server Explorer) and select Show Table Data.



2



Once you see the Table grid in the main window, go ahead and add all of the data below. (You’ll see all null values at first—just type over them when you add your first row. And ignore the exclamation points that appear next to the data.) You don’t need to fill in the ContactID column; that happens automatically.



se” or “Faln. ” e u r T Type “ Client columated in the l get transl tores That’l e way SQL s to th no info. yes or



Name:



Lloyd Jones Company: Black Box inc. Name:



(718)555-5638 Email: [email protected] Last call: 05/26/10 Client: Yes



Telephone:
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Your job is to enter the data from all six of these cards into the People table.



Liz Nelson JTP Company: 78 : 19)555-25 Telephone (4 P.ORg izNelson@JT Email: L 03/04/09 Last call: s e Y ent: 



Name:



Cli



Lucinda Ericson



Company:



Ericson Events



(212)555-9523 Email: [email protected]



Telephone: Client: No



Last call:



05/17/10
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Name:



Name:



Matt Franks



Company: Telephone:



XYZ Industries



(614)555-5641 Email: [email protected]



Telephone:



(212)555-8125 Email: [email protected] Client: Yes Last call: 05/26/10 Name:



Objectville Paper Company is in the United States, so the CEO writes dates so that 05/26/10 means May 26, 2010. If your machine is set to a different location, you may need to enter dates differently; you might need to use 26/05/10 instead. 3



Client: no



Last call:



12/10/08



Laverne Smith



Company:



XYZ Industries



(212)555-8129 Email: [email protected]



Telephone: Client: Yes



Once you’ve entered all six records, select Save All from the File menu again. That should save the records to the database.



Q:



So what happened to the data after I entered it? Where did it go?



A:



Sarah Kalter Kalter, Riddle and Stoft



Company:



The IDE automatically stored the data you entered into the People table in your database. The table, its columns, the data types, and all of the data inside it is all stored in the SQL Server Compact database file, ContactDB.sdf. That file is stored as part of your project, and the IDE updates it just like it updates your code files when you change them.



Last call:



04/11/10



e “Save All” tells the IDE to sav n. tio lica everything in your app , which That’s different from “Save”kin g on. wor ’re just saves the file you



Q:



OK, I entered these six records. Will they be part of my program forever?



A:



Yes, they’re as much a part of the program as the code that you write and the form that you’re building. The difference is that instead of being compiled into an executable program, the ContactDB.sdf file is copied and stored along with the executable. When your application needs to access data, it reads and writes to ContactDB.sdf, in the program’s output directory.



This file is actually a SQ database, and your prograL can use it with the code m IDE generated for you. the



SQL



ContactDB.sdf
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the data’s all in there



Connect your form to your database objects with a data source We’re finally ready to build the .NET database objects that our form will use to talk to your database. We need a data source, which is really just a collection of SQL statements your program will use to talk to the ContactDB database. 1



 Go back to your application’s form. Close out the People table and the ContactDB database diagram. You should now have the Form1.cs [Design] tab visible.



2



 Add a new data source to your application. This should be easy by now. Click the Data menu, and then select Add New Data Source…from the drop-down.



Once you’re done entering data, close the data entr y wi nd ow to get back to your form.



The data source you’re creating will handle all the interactions between your form and your database.
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3



 Configure your new data source. Now you need to set up your data source to use the ContactDB database. Here’s what to do:



.NET Database Objects



Data Storage
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≥≥ Step 1: Choose a Data Source Type. Select Database and click the Next button. ≥≥ Step 2: Choose a Database Model. Select Dataset and click the Next button. ≥≥ Step 3: Choose Your Data Connection. You should see your Contact database in the drop-down. Click Next. ≥≥ Step 4: Choose Your Database Objects. Click the Tables checkbox. ≥≥ In the Dataset Name field, make sure it says “ContactDBDataSet” and click Finish.



These steps connect your new data source the People table inwith the ContactDB database.



In the non-Expr itions, you may be asked to save theesscoed nn config. Answer “Yes.” ection in the app



data Now your form can use the the h source to interact wit ContactDB database. XML ContactDBDataSet.xsd



C#



Here’s your existing form.



ContactDBDataSet. Designer.cs



SQL ContactDB.sdf



This file is your database.



These files are what’s generated by the data source you just set up. you are here 4   29



bind it all together



Add database-dri ven controls to your form Now we can go back to our form and add some more controls. But these aren’t just any controls—they are controls that are bound to our database and the columns in the People table. That just means that a change to the data in one of the controls on the form automatically changes the data in the matching column in the database.



It took a little work, but now we’re back to creating form objects that interact with our data storage.



Here’s how to create several database-driven controls:



1



 Select the data source you want to use. Select Show Data Sources from the Data pull-down menu. This will bring up the Data Sources window, showing the sources you have set up for your application.



This window shows yo sources. We’ve only gotu all your data you could have more fo one setup, but tables or databases. r different 2



If you don’t see this tab, select Show Data Sources from the Data menu.



You can also look for, and click on, the Data Sources tab along the bottom of your Database Explorer window.



 Select the People table. Under the ContactDBDataSet, you should see the People table and all of the columns in it. Click the “expand” icon next to the People table to expand it—you’ll see the columns that you added to your table. When you click on the People table in the Data Sources window and drag it onto your form, the IDE automatically adds data controls to your form that the user can use to browse and enter data. By default it adds a DataGridView, which lets the user work with the data using one big spreadsheet-like control. Click the arrow next to the People table and select Details—that tells the IDE to add individual controls to your form for each column in the table.



choose Details to Click this arrow andd individual controls tell the IDE to ader than one large to your form rath ta control. spreadsheet-like da All of the columns you created should show up here. 30   Chapter 1



op-down if you’ve You’ll only see this dr ndow open in the got a form designeragwidata controls IDE. It lets you drur data source and directly out of yo onto your form.
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 Create controls that bind to the People table. Drag and drop the People table onto your form in the form designer window. You should see controls appear for each column in your database. Don’t worry too much about how they look right now; just make sure that they all appear on the form. If you accidentally click out of the form you’re working on, you can always get back to it by clicking the “Form1.cs [Design]” tab, or opening Form1.cs from the Solution Explorer.



The IDE creates this toolbar for navigating through the People table.



These won’t show up on your form, but represent the code that the IDE created to interact with the People table and ContactDB database.



When you dragged the People table onto the form, a control was created for each column in the table.



This object connects th form to your People ta e ble.



This adapter allows your controls to interact with SQL commands that the IDE and data source generated for you.



The bindin connects thgenavigator controls to toolbar your table. you are here 4   31



make it pretty



Good programs are intuiti ve to use Right now, the form works. But it doesn’t look that great. Your application has to do more than be functional. It should be easy to use. With just a few simple steps, you can make the form look a lot more like the paper cards we were using at the beginning of the chapter.



1



Name:



Our form would be more intuitive if it looked a lot like the contact card.



Laverne Smith



Company:



XYZ Industries



(212)555-8129 Laverne.Smith@XyZindustriescom



Telephone: Email:



Client: Yes



Last call: 05/26/07



Line up your fields and labels. Line up your fields and labels along the left edge of the form. Your form will look like other applications, and make your users feel more comfortable using it.



Blue lines will show up on the form as you drag controls around. They’re there to help you line the fields up.



2



Change the Text Property on the Client checkbox. When you first drag the fields onto the form, your Client checkbox will have a label to the right that needs to be deleted. Right below the Solution Explorer, you’ll see the Properties window. Scroll down to the Text property and delete the “checkbox1” label.



Delete this word to make the label go away.
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Make the application look professional. You can change the name of the form by clicking on any empty space within the form, and finding the Text property in the Properties window of your IDE. Change the name of the form to Objectville Paper Company Contact List. You can also turn off the Maximize and Minimize buttons in this same window, by looking for the MaximizeBox and MinimizeBox properties. Set these both to False.



s window The Propertgieht below should be ri plorer, in Solution Ex ght pane of the lower ri your IDE.



Deployment Pack age



The reason you want to turn off the Maximize button is that maximizing your form won’t change the positions of the controls, so it’ll look weird.



The Text property controls the heading on your form’s title bar.



If you don’t have a Properties window, you can turn it on by selecting it from the View drop-down menu.



A good application not only works, but is easy to use. It’s always a good idea to make sure it behaves as a typical user would expect it to. you are here 4   33



ok, one last thing…



Test dri ve Click the X box to stop the prograinmthe corner can move on to the so you next step.



OK, just one more thing to do… run your program and make sure it works the way you think it should! Do it the same way you did before—press the F5 key on your keyboard, or click the green arrow button on the toolbar (or choose “Run” from the Debug menu). You can always run your programs at any time, even when they’re not done—although if there’s an error in the code, the IDE will tell you and stop you from executing it.



Building your program overwrites the data in your database.



These controls let you page through the different records in the database.



We’ll spend more time on this in the next chapter.



The IDE builds first, then runs When you run your program in the IDE it actually does two things. First it builds your program, then it executes it. This involves a few distinct parts. It compiles the code, or turns it into an executable file. Then it places the compiled code, along with any resources and other files, into a subdirectory underneath the bin folder. In this case, you’ll find the executable and SQL database file in bin/ debug. Since it copies the database out each time, any changes you make will be lost the next time you run inside the IDE. But if you run the executable from Windows, it’ll save your data—until you build again, at which point the IDE will overwrite the SQL database with a new copy that contains the data you set up from inside the Database Explorer. 34   Chapter 1



Every time you build your program, the IDE puts a fresh copy of the database in the bin folder. This will overwrite any data you added when you ran the program.







When you debug your program, the IDE rebuilds it if the code has changed—which means that your database will sometimes get overwritten when you run your program in the IDE. If you run the program directly from the bin/debug or bin/release folder, or if you use the installer to install it on your machine, then you won’t see this problem.



get productive with c#



How to turn YOUR application into EVERYONE’S application At this point, you’ve got a great program. But it only runs on your machine. That means that nobody else can use the app, pay you for it, see how great you are and hire you… and your boss and customers can’t see the reports you’re generating from the database. C# makes it easy to take an application you’ve created, and deploy it. Deployment is taking an application and installing it onto other machines. And with the Visual C# IDE, you can set up a deployment with just two steps.



1



Select Publish Contacts from the Project menu.



2



Just accept all of the defaults in the Publish Wizard by clicking Finish. You’ll see it package up your application and then show you a folder that has your Setup. exe in it.
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Building the solution just copies the files to your local machine. Publish creates a Setup executable and a configuration file so that any machine could install your program.



If you’re using Visual Studio Express, you’ll find “Publish” in the Project menu, but in other editions it may be in the Build menu.
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share the love



Gi ve your users the application Once you’ve created a deployment, you’ll have a new folder called publish/. That folder has several things in it, all used for installation. The most important for your users is setup, a program that will let them install your program on their own computers.



of the This is where all for the supporting files ed. installer are stor You may need to run the installer as administrator.







If SQL Server Compact isn’t already installed on the machine, the installer will automatically download and install it. On some machines, this won’t work unless you run the setup as administrator, so right-click on “setup” and choose “Run as administrator” to install it. If you don’t have access to do that, don’t worry! You don’t need to in order to move forward in the book.



installer This file tells theneeds everything that hen the to be included w led. program is instal



This is how your users will install the program on their computers!



My secretary just told me that you’ve got the new contact database working already. Pack your bags—we’ve got room on the jet to Aspen for a go-getter like you!



pleased. Good job! Sounds like the boss is th ing to do before There’s just one more e slopes, though… you can jet off to th 36   Chapter 1
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You’re NOT done: te st your installation
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Before you pop the cork on any champagne bottles, you need to test your deployment and installation. You wouldn’t give anyone your program without running it first, would you? Close the Visual Studio IDE. Click the setup program, and select a location on your own computer to install the program. Now run it from there, and make sure it works like you expect. You can add and change records, too, and they’ll be saved to the database.



You are Here



Now you can m e changes to the data, anak d saved to the dat they’ll get abase.



You can use the arrows and the text field to switch between records.



Go ahead…make some changes. You’ve deployed it so this time, they’ll stick.



TEST EVERYTHING! Test your program, test your deployment, test the data in your application.



The contacts you entered are all there. They’re part of the ContactDB. sdf database file, which gets installed along with your program.
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super fast!



You’ve built a comple te data-dri ven application
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The Visual Studio IDE made it pretty easy to create a Windows application, create and design a database, and hook the two together. You even were able to build an installer with a few extra clicks.



From this Lloyd Jones Company: Black Box inc. Name:



(718)555-5638 Email: [email protected] Last call: 05/26/07 Client: Yes



Telephone:



to this



in no time flat.



The power of Visual C# is that you can quickly get up and running, and then focus on what your program’s supposed to do…not lots of windows, buttons, and SQL access code. 38   Chapter 1
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CSharpcross Take some time to sit back and exercise your C# vocabulary with this crossword; all of the solution words are from this chapter. 1



2 4



3



5 6



7



8 9



10



11



12



13



14 15 16



Across



3. The __________ explorer is where you edit the contents of your SQL tables and bind them to your program 5. An image, sound, icon, or file that's attached to your project in a way that your code can access easily 9. You build one of these so you can deploy your program to another computer 12. What the "I" in IDE stands for 14. When you double-clicked on a control, the IDE created this for you and you added code to it 15. Every row contains several of these, and all of them can have different data types 16. The _________ Explorer shows you all of the files in your project



Down



1. What's happening when code is turned into an executable 2. What you change to alter the appearance or behavior of controls on your form 3. What you're doing when you run your program from inside the IDE 4. The "About" box in the Objectville Paper Company Contact List program was one of these 6. You displayed the Objectville Paper Company logo with one of these 7. Before you start building a program, you should always think about users and their ______ 8. A database can use many of these to store data 10. The data type in a SQL database that you use to store true/false values 11. Before you can run your program, the IDE does this to create the executable and move files to the output directory 13. You drag controls out of this and onto your form you are here 4   39



crossword solution



CSharpcross Solution 1
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3. The __________ explorer is where you edit the 1. What's happening when code is turned into an contents of your SQL tables and bind them to executable [compile] your program [database] 2. What you change to alter the appearance or 5. An image, sound, icon, or file that's attached to behavior of controls on your form [properties] your project in a way that your code can access 3. What you're doing when you run your program easily [resource] from inside the IDE [debugging] 9. You build one of these so you can deploy your 4. The "About" box in the Objectville Paper program to another computer [installer] Company Contact List program was one of these 12. What the "I" in IDE stands for [integrated] [messagebox] 14. When you double-clicked on a control, the 6. You displayed the Objectville Paper Company Download from Wow! eBook IDE created this for you and you added code to it logo with one of these [picturebox] [method] 7. Before you start building a program, you 15. Every row contains several of these, and all of should always think about users and their ______ them can have different data types [columns] [needs] 16. The _________ Explorer shows you all of the 8. A database can use many of these to store files in your project [solution] data [table] 10. The data type in a SQL database that you use to store true/false values [bit] 11. Before you can run your program, the IDE does this to create the executable and move files to the output directory [build] 13. You drag controls out of this and onto your form [toolbox]
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2 it’s all just code



Under the hood One of these days I’ll figure out what’s going on under there…



You’re a programmer, not just an IDE user. You can get a lot of work done using the IDE. But there’s only so far it can take you. Sure, there are a lot of repetitive tasks that you do when you build an application. And the IDE is great at doing those things for you. But working with the IDE is only the beginning. You can get your programs to do so much more—and writing C# code is how you do it. Once you get the hang of coding, there’s nothing your programs can’t do.
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at your service



When you’re doing this… The IDE is a powerful tool—but that’s all it is, a tool for you to use. Every time you change your project or drag and drop something in the IDE, it creates code automatically. It’s really good at writing boilerplate code, or code that can be reused easily without requiring much customization. Let’s look at what the IDE does in typical application development, when you’re… 1



Creating a Windows Forms Application project There are several kinds of applications the IDE lets you build, but we’ll be concentrating on Windows Forms applications for now. Those are programs that have visual elements, like forms and buttons.



Make sure you always create a Windows Forms Application project—that tells the IDE to create an empty form and add it to your new project. 2



Dragging a button out of the toolbox and onto your form, and then double-clicking it Buttons are how you make things happen in your form. We’ll use a lot of buttons to explore various parts of the C# language. They’re also a part of almost every C# application you’ll write.



3



Setting a property on your form The Properties window in the IDE is a really powerful tool that you can use to change attributes of just about everything in your program: all visual and functional properties for the controls on your form, attributes of your databases, and even options on your project itself.
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The Properties wind really easy way to edow in the IDE is a of code in Form1.Des it a specific chunk It would take a lot igner.cs automatically. hand. Use the F4 shlonger to do it by Properties window if ortcut to open the it’s closed.



All of these tasks have to do with standard actions and boilerplate code. Those are the things the IDE is great for helping with.
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…the IDE doe s this Every time you make a change in the IDE, it makes a change to the code, which means it changes the files that contain that code. Sometimes it just modifies a few lines, but other times it adds entire files to your project.



1



...the IDE creates the files and folders for the project.



WindowsApplication1 .csproj



2



These files are created a predefined template from contains the basic codethat create and display a fo to rm.



Form1.cs



Form1.Designer.cs



...the IDE adds code to the Form1.Designer.cs file that adds the button to the form, and then adds code to the Form1.cs file to handle the button click. private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { }



3



Properties



Program.cs



The IDE knows how to add an empty method to handle a button click. But it doesn’t know what to put inside it—that’s your job.



...the IDE opens the Form1.Designer.cs file and updates a line of code.



Form1.Designer.cs



This code gets added Form1.cs. to Form1.cs



e… The IDE went into this fil



partial class Form1 { . . . this.Text = “Objectville Paper Company Contact List”; . . . }



Form1.Designer.cs



…and updated this line of



code. you are here 4   43



great, the “talk”



Where programs come f rom A C# program may start out as statements in a bunch of files, but it ends up as a program running in your computer. Here’s how it gets there.



Ever y program starts out as source code files You’ve already seen how to edit a program, and how the IDE saves your program to files in a folder. Those files are your program—you can copy them to a new folder and open them up, and everything will be there: forms, resources, code, and anything else you added to your project. You can think of the IDE as a kind of fancy file editor. It automatically does the indenting for you, changes the colors of the keywords, matches up brackets for you, and even suggests what words might come next. But in the end, all the IDE does is edit the files that contain your program. The IDE bundles all of the files for your program into a solution by creating a solution (.sln) file and a folder that contains all of the other files for the program. The solution file has a list of the project files (which end in .csproj) in the solution, and the project files contain lists of all the other files associated with the program. In this book, you’ll be building solutions that only have one project in them, but you can easily add other projects to your solution using the IDE’s Solution Explorer.



The .NET Framework gives you the right tools for the job C# is just a language—by itself, it can’t actually do anything. And that’s where the .NET Framework comes in. Remember that Maximize button you turned off for the Contacts form? When you click the Maximize button on a window, there’s code that tells the window how to maximize itself and take up the whole screen. That code is part of the .NET Framework. Buttons, checkboxes, lists… those are all pieces of the .NET Framework. So are the internal bits that hooked your form up to the database. It’s got tools to draw graphics, read and write files, manage collections of things…all sorts of tools for a lot of jobs that programmers have to do every day. The tools in the .NET Framework are divided up into namespaces. You’ve seen these namespaces before, at the top of your code in the “using” lines. One namespace is called System.Windows.Forms—it’s where your buttons, checkboxes, and forms come from. Whenever you create a new Windows Forms Application project, the IDE will add the necessary files so that your project contains a form, and those files have the line “using System.Windows.Forms;” at the top. 44   Chapter 2



There’s no reason you couldn’t build your programs in Notepad, but it’d be a lot more time-consuming.
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Build the program to cre ate an e xecutable When you select “Build Solution” from the Build menu, the IDE compiles your program. It does this by running the compiler, which is a tool that reads your program’s source code and turns it into an executable. The executable is a file on your disk that ends in .exe— that’s what you double-click on to run your program. When you build the program, it creates the executable inside the bin folder, which is inside the project folder. When you publish your solution, it copies the executable (and any other files necessary) into the folder you’re publishing to. When you select “Start Debugging” from the Debug menu, the IDE compiles your program and runs the executable. It’s got some more advanced tools for debugging your program, which just means running it and being able to pause (or “break”) it so you can figure out what’s going on.



Your program runs inside the CLR When you double-click on the executable, Windows runs your program. But there’s an extra “layer” between Windows and your program called the Common Language Runtime, or CLR. Once upon a time, not so long ago (but before C# was around), writing programs was harder, because you had to deal with hardware and low-level machine stuff. You never knew exactly how someone was going to configure his computer. The CLR—often referred to as a virtual machine—takes care of all that for you by doing a sort of “translation” between your program and the computer running it. You’ll learn about all sorts of things the CLR does for you. For example, it tightly manages your computer’s memory by figuring out when your program is finished with certain pieces of data and getting rid of them for you. That’s something programmers used to have to do themselves, and it’s something that you don’t have to be bothered with. You won’t know it at the time, but the CLR will make your job of learning C# a whole lot easier.



You don’t really have to worry about the CLR much right now. It’s enough to know it’s there, and takes care of running your program for you automatically. You’ll learn more about it as you go. you are here 4   45



mother’s little helper



The IDE helps you code You’ve already seen a few of the things that the IDE can do. Let’s take a closer look at some of the tools it gives you. ≥



The Solution Explorer shows you everything in your project You’ll spend a lot of time going back and forth between classes, and the easiest way to do that is to use the Solution Explorer. Here’s what the Solution Explorer looks like after creating the Objectville Paper Company Contact List program:



The Solution Explorer shows you how the different files in the solution folder.



≥



Use the tabs to switch between open files Since your program is split up into more than one file, you’ll usually have several code files open at once. When you do, each one will be in its own tab in the code editor. The IDE displays an asterisk (*) next to a filename if it hasn’t been saved yet.



en have two tabs When you’re working on a form, you’ll oft form designer, and for it at the same time—one for the rolto switch one to view the form’s code. Use cont tab between open windows quickly. 46   Chapter 2



Here’s the form’s resource file that you added the Objectville Paper Company logo to.
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≥



The IDE helps you write code Did you notice little windows popping up as you typed code into the IDE? That’s a feature called IntelliSense, and it’s really useful. One thing it does is show you possible ways to complete your current line of code. If you type MessageBox and then a period, it knows that there are three valid ways to complete that line:



The IDE knows that MessageBox has three methods called Equals, ReferenceEquals, and Show. If you type S, it selects Show. Type “(“ or space, Tab, or Enter to tell the IDE to fill it in for you. That can be a real timesaver if you’re typing a lot of really long method names.



If you select Show and type (, the IDE’s IntelliSense will show you information about how you can complete the line:



This means that there are 21 different ways that you can call the MessageBox’s Show method (like ways to display different buttons The IDE also has shortcuts called snippets that let you type an abbreviation to tell or icons).



it to fill in the rest of the code. Here’s a useful one: type mbox and press the Tab key twice, and the IDE will fill in the MessageBox.Show method for you:



≥



gging When you use Start Debu to run your program insideit the IDE, the first thing If does is build your program. m ra og The Error List helps you troubleshoot compiler errors it compiles, then your prn, and If you haven’t already discovered how easy it is to make typos in a C# runs. If not, it won’t ruthe program, you’ll find out very soon! Luckily, the IDE gives you a great tool for will show you errors in troubleshooting them. When you build your solution, any problems that keep it Error List. from compiling will show up in the Error List window at the bottom of the IDE:



A missing semicolon at the end of a statement is one of the most common errors that keeps your program from building! Double-click on an error, and the IDE will jump to the problem in the code:



The IDE will show a red underscore to show you that there’s an error.
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let’s dig in



When you change things in the IDE, you’re also changing your code



When you see a “Do this!”, pop open the IDE and follow along. We’ll tell you exactly what to do, and point out what to look for to get the most out of the example we show you.



The IDE is great at writing visual code for you. But don’t take our word for it. Open up Visual Studio, create a new Windows Forms Application project, and see for yourself. 1



Do this!



Open up the designer code Open the Form1.Designer.cs file in the IDE. But this time, instead of opening it in the Form Designer, open up its code by right-clicking on it in the Solution Explorer and selecting “View Code.” Look for the Form1 class declaration: partial class Form1



Notice how it’s a partial



class? We’ll talk about



that in a minute.



2



Open up the Form designer and add a PictureBox to your form Get used to working with more than one tab. Go to the Solution Explorer and open up the Form designer by double-clicking on Form1.cs. Drag a new PictureBox onto a new form.



2



Find and expand the designer-generated code for the PictureBox control Then go back to the Form1.Designer.cs tab in the IDE. Scroll down and look for this line in the code:



Click on the plus sign + Windows Form Designer generated code Click on the + on the left-hand side of the line to expand the code. Scroll down and find these lines:



// // pictureBox1 // this.pictureBox1.Location = new System.Drawing.Point(276, 28); this.pictureBox1.Name = “pictureBox1”; this.pictureBox1.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(100, 50); this.pictureBox1.TabIndex = 0; this.pictureBox1.TabStop = false;
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Don’t worry if the numbers in your code for the Location and Size lines are a little different than these…
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Wait, wait! What did that say? Scroll back up for a minute. There it is, at the top of the Windows Form Designer–generated code section: /// /// /// ///



Required method for Designer support - do not modify the contents of this method with the code editor. 



There’s nothing more attractive to a kid than a big sign that says, “Don’t touch this!” Come on, you know you’re tempted… let’s go modify the contents of that method with the code editor! Add a button to your form, and then go ahead and do this:



1



Change the code that sets the button1.Text property. What do you think it will do to the Properties window in the IDE? Give it a shot—see what happens! Now go back to the form designer and check the Text property. Did it change?



2



Stay in the designer, and use the Properties window to change the Name property to something else. See if you can find a way to get the IDE to change the Name property. It’s in the Properties window at the very top, under “(Name)”. What happened to the code? What about the comment in the code?



3



Change the code that sets the Location property to (0,0) and the Size property to make the button really big. Did it work?



4



Go back to the designer, and change the button’s BackColor property to something else. Look closely at the Form1.Designer.cs code. Were any lines added?



Most comments only start with two slashes (//). But the IDE sometimes adds these three-slash comments. These are XML comments, and you can use them to document your code. Flip to “Leftovers” section #1 in the Appendix of this book to learn more about them.



e You don’t have to saverath m og pr e form or run th to see the changes. Juste code make the change in th on editor, and then click .cs the tab labeled “Form1to the [Design]” to flip over anges form designer—the ch tely. should show up immedia



It’s always easier to use the IDE to change your form’s Designer‑generated code. But when you do, any change you make in the IDE ends up as a change to your project’s code. you are here 4   49



your program makes a statement



Anatomy of a program Every C# program’s code is structured in exactly the same way. All programs use namespaces, classes, and methods to make your code easier to manage.



Every time you make define a namespace foar new program, you separate from the .NETit so that its code is Framework classes.



A class contains a piece of your ll program (although some very sma programs can have just one class).



A class has one or more methods. Your methods always have to live inside a class. And methods are made up of statements—like the ones you’ve already seen.



Namespace Class Method 1 statement statement



Method 2 statement statement



Le t’s take a closer look at your code Open up the code from your Contacts project’s Form1.cs so we can go through it piece by piece. 1



The code file starts by using the .NET Framework tools



You’ll find a set of using lines at the top of every program file. They tell C# which parts of the .NET Framework to use. If you use other classes that are in other namespaces, then you’ll add using lines for them, too. Since forms often use a lot of different tools from the .NET Framework, the IDE automatically adds a bunch of using lines when it creates a form and adds it to your project.



using using using using using using using using



System; System.Collections.Generic; System.ComponentModel; System.Data; System.Drawing; System.Linq; System.Text; System.Windows.Forms;



These using lines are at the top of every code file. They tell C# to use all of those .NET Framework classes. Each one tells your program that the classes in this particular .cs file will use all of the classes in one specific .NET Framework namespace.



One thing to keep in mind: you don’t actually have to use a using statement. You can always use the fully qualified name. So if you leave out using System.Windows.Forms, you can still show a message box by calling System.Windows.Forms.MessageBox.Show(), and the compiler will know what namespace you’re talking about. 50   Chapter 2



it’s all just code



C# programs are organized into classes



2



Every C# program is organized into classes. A class can do anything, but most classes do one specific thing. When you created the new program, the IDE added a class called Form1 that displays a form. When you called your program Contacts,



the IDE created a namespace for it called Contacts by adding the namespace keyword at the top of your code file. Everything inside its pair of curly brackets is part of the Contacts namespace.



namespace Contacts { public partial class Form1 : Form This is a class called Form1. It contains all of the code to draw the { controls on it. The IDE created it when you



form and the Toolbox told it to create a new Windows Forms Application project.



Classes contain methods that perform actions



3



Look for the matching pairs of brackets. Every { is eventually paired up with a }. Some pairs can be inside others. 4



When a class needs to do something, it uses a method. A method takes an input, performs some action, and sometimes produces an output. The way you pass input into a method is by using parameters. Methods can behave differently depending on what input they’re given. Some methods produce output. When they do, it’s called a return value. If you see the keyword void in front of a method, that means it doesn’t return anything.



public Form1() { }



InitializeComponent();



This line calls a method named InitializeComponent(), which the IDE also created for you.



A statement performs one single action



When you added the MessageBox.Show() line to your program, you were adding a statement. Every method is made up of statements. When your program calls a method, it executes the first statement in the method, then the next, then the next, etc. When the method runs out of statements or hits a return statement, it ends, and the program resumes after the statement that originally called the method.



eBox1_Click() that This is a method called pictur on the picture box. gets called when the user clicks



}



}



This method has two parameters called sender and e.



private void pictureBox1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { MessageBox.Show(“Contact List 1.0”, “About”); } Your statement called the Show() method,



This is a statement. You already which is part of the MessageBox class, which a up pops does—it it what know is inside the System.Windows.Forms namespace. . window box message little Your statement passed two parameters to the Show() method. The first one was a string of text to display in the message box, and the second one was a string to display in its title bar. you are here 4  
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a closer look



Your program knows where to start When you created the new Windows Application solution, one of the files the IDE added was called Program.cs. Go to the Solution Explorer and doubleclick on it. It’s got a class called Program, and inside that class is a method called Main(). That method is the entry point, which means that it’s the very first thing that’s run in your program.



Here’s some code the IDE built for you automatically in the last chapter. You’ll find it in Program.cs.



1



using using using using



Every C# program can only have one entry point method and it’s always called Main(). , That’s how it knows where to start when you run it.



Your Code Up Close



System; System.Linq; System.Collections.Generic; System.Windows.Forms;



is code is The namespace for allabth t namespaces ou namespace Contacts Contacts. We’ll talk { more in a few pages. 3 Lines that begin with two or more slashes are static class Program comme nts, which you can add anywhere you want. { The slashes tell C# to ignore them. 2



/// /// The main entry point for the application. /// 



Every time you run your pro m, it starts here, at the entry gra point.



[STAThread]



static void Main() 5 {



Application.EnableVisualStyles(); 4 Application.SetCompatibleTextRenderingDefault(false);



}



}



}



Application.Run(new Form1());



This statement creates and displays the Contacts form, and ends the program when the form’s closed.



I do declare!



The first part of every class or method is called a declaration.
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Remember, this is just a starting point for you to dig into the code. But before you do, you’ll need to know what you’re looking at.



it’s all just code



1



C# and .NET have lots of built-in features.



You’ll find lines like this at the top of almost every C# class file. System.Windows.Forms is a namespace. The using System.Windows.Forms line makes everything in that namespace available to your program. In this case, that namespace has lots of visual elements in it like buttons and forms. 2



The IDE chose a namespace for your code.



Here’s the namespace the IDE created for you—it chose Contacts based on your project’s name. All of the code in your program lives in this namespace.



3



Your code is stored in a class.



This code has one method, and it contains several statements.



A namespace has classes in it, and classes have methods. Inside each method is a set of statements. In this program, the statements handle starting up the Contacts form. Methods are where the action happens—every method does something.



5



Each program has a special kind of method called the entry point.



Every C# program must have exactly one method called Main. Even though your program has a lot of methods, only one can be the first one that gets executed, and that’s your Main method. C# checks every class in your code for a method that reads static void Main(). Then, when the program is run, the first statement in this method gets executed, and everything else follows from that first statement.



If you didn’t specify the “using” line, you’d have to explicitly type out System. Windows.Forms every time you use anything in that namespace.



Namespaces let you use the same e in different programs, as long as nam those programs aren’t also in the same nam espace.



This particular class is called Program. The IDE created it and added the code that starts the program and brings up the Contacts form.



4



Your programs will use more and more namespaces like this one as you learn about C# and .NET’s other built-in features throughout the book.



You can have multipnalemespace. classes in a single



can have more Technically, a program od and you can than one Main() meththe, entry point… tell C# which one is do that now. but you won’t need to



Every C# program must have exactly one method called Main. That method is the entry point for your code. When you run your code, the code in your Main() method is executed FIRST. you are here 4   53



classy things



You can change your program’s entr y point As long as your program has an entry point, it doesn’t matter which class your entry point method is in, or what that method does. Open up the program you wrote in Chapter 1, remove the Main method in Program.cs, and create a new entry point. 1



2



Do this!



Go back to Program.cs and change the name of the Main method to NotMain. Now try to build and run the program. What happens?



Write down what happened when you changed they you method name, and wh think that happened.



Now let’s create a new entry point. Add a new class called AnotherClass. cs. You add a class to your program by right-clicking on the project name in the Solution Explorer and selecting “Add>>Class…”. Name your class file AnotherClass.cs. The IDE will add a class to your program called AnotherClass. Here’s the file the IDE added: using using using using



System; System.Linq; System.Collections.Generic; System.Text;



namespace Contacts { class AnotherClass { } }



Right-click on the project in Properties and select “Add” and “Class…”



These four standard using lines were added to the file. This class is in the same Contacts namespace that the IDE added when you first created the Windows Application project.



The IDE automatica class based on the filly named the lename.



3



Add a new using line to the top of the file: using System.Windows.Forms; Don’t forget to end the line with a semicolon!



4



Add this method to the AnotherClass class by typing it in between the curly brackets:



MessageBox is a class that lives in the System.Windows.Forms namespace, which is why you had to add the using line in step #3. Show() is a method that’s part of the MessageBox class. 54   Chapter 2



class AnotherClass { public static void Main() { MessageBox.Show(“Pow!”); } }



it’s all just code



Now run it! So what happened? Instead of popping up the Contacts application, your program now shows this message box. When you made the new Main() method, you gave your program a new entry point. Now the first thing the program does is run the statements in that method—which means running that MessageBox.Show() statement. There’s nothing else in that method, so once you click the OK button, the program runs out of statements to execute and then it ends. 5



Figure out how to fix your program so it pops up Contacts again.



Hint: You only have to change two lines in two files to do it.



Fill in the annotations so they describe the lines in this C# file that they’re pointing to. We’ve filled in the first one for you.



using using using using



System; System.Linq; System.Text; System.Windows.Forms;



ese “using” C# classes have thds from lines to add metho other namespaces



namespace SomeNamespace { 



class MyClass {







public static void DoSomething() {







MessageBox.Show(“This is a message”);



}



}



}
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get some answers



Q: A:



What’s with all the curly brackets?



C# uses curly brackets (or “braces”) to group statements together into blocks. Curly brackets always come in pairs. You’ll only see a closing curly bracket after you see an opening one. The IDE helps you match up curly brackets—just click on one, and you’ll see it and its match get shaded darker.



Q:



I don’t quite get what the entry point is. Can you explain it one more time?



Q:



A:



Your program has a whole lot of statements in it, but they’re not all run at once. The program starts with the first statement in the program, executes it, and then goes on to the next one, and the next one, etc. Those statements are usually organized into a bunch of classes. So when you run your program, how does it know which statement to start with? That’s where the entry point comes in. The compiler will not build your code unless there is exactly one method called Main(), which we call the entry point. The program starts running with the first statement in Main().



How come I get errors in the Error List window when I try to run my program? I thought that only happened when I did “Build Solution.”



A:



Because the first thing that happens when you choose “Start Debugging” from the menu or press the toolbar button to start your program running is that it saves all the files in your solution and then tries to compile them. And when you compile your code—whether it’s when you run it, or when you build the solution—if there are errors, the IDE will display them in the Error List instead of running your program.



A lot of the errors that show up when you comp your code also show up in the Error List window ileand as red squiggles under your code.



Fill in the annotations so they describe the lines in this C# file that they’re pointing to. We’ve filled in the first one for you.



using using using using



System; System.Linq; System.Text; System.Windows.Forms;



namespace SomeNamespace { 



All of the code lives in classes, so the program needs a class here.



class MyClass {



}



}
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This class has one method. Its name is “DoSomething,” and when it’s called it pops up a MessageBox..



public static void DoSomething() {







ese “using” C# classes have thds from lines to add metho other namespaces.



}



MessageBox.Show(“This is a message”);



This is a statemenedt., When it’s execut e it pops up a littl window with a it. message inside of



it’s all just code



Match each of these fragments of code generated by the IDE to what it does. (Some of these are new—take a guess and see if you got it right!) partial class Form1 { . . . this.BackColor = Color.DarkViolet; . . . }



// This loop gets executed three times



Set properties for a label



Nothing—it’s a comment that the programmer added to explain the code to anyone who’s reading it



partial class Form1 { private void InitializeComponent() { . . . } }



Disable the maximize icon ( ) in the title bar of the Form1 window



number_of_pit_stopsLabel.Name = “number_of_pit_stopsLabel”; number_of_pit_stopsLabel.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(135, 17); number_of_pit_stopsLabel.Text = “Number of pit stops:”;



A special kind of comment that the IDE uses to explain what an entire block of code does



/// /// /// ///



Bring up the picture of Rover when the button is clicked 



partial class Form1 { . . . this.MaximizeBox = false; . . . }



Change the background color of the Form1 window



A block of code that executes whenever a program opens up a Form1 window
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exercise solution



Match each of these fragments of code generated by the IDE to what it does. (Some of these are new—take a guess and see if you got it right!)



partial class Form1 { . . . this.BackColor = Color.DarkViolet; . . . }



// This loop gets executed three times



Set properties for a label



Nothing—it’s a comment that the programmer added to explain the code to anyone who’s reading it



partial class Form1 { private void InitializeComponent() { . . . } }



Disable the maximize icon ( ) in the title bar of the Form1 window



number_of_pit_stopsLabel.Name = “number_of_pit_stopsLabel”; number_of_pit_stopsLabel.Size = new System.Drawing.Size(135, 17); number_of_pit_stopsLabel.Text = “Number of pit stops:”;



A special kind of comment that the IDE uses to explain what an entire block of code does



/// /// /// ///



Bring up the picture of Rover when the button is clicked 



partial class Form1 { . . . this.MaximizeBox = false; . . . }
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Change the background color of the Form1 window



A block of code that executes whenever a program opens up a Form1 window



it’s all just code



Two classes can be in the same name space Take a look at these two class files from a program called PetFiler2. They’ve got three classes: a Dog class, a Cat class, and a Fish class. Since they’re all in the same PetFiler2 namespace, statements in the Dog.Bark() method can call Cat.Meow() and Fish.Swim(). It doesn’t matter how the various namespaces and classes are divided up between files. They still act the same when they’re run. class



SomeClasses.cs



namespace PetFiler2 { class Dog { public void Bark() { // statements go here }



is “public” When a her it means every otram can class in the progds. access its metho



} partial class Cat { public void Meow() { // more statements }



MoreClasses.cs



namespace PetFiler2 { class Fish { public void Swim() { // statements } } partial class Cat { public void Purr() { // statements } }



}



}



}



Since these classes are in the same namespace, they can all “see” each other—even though they’re in different files. A class can span multiple files too, but you need to use the partial keyword when you declare it. You can only split a class up into different files if you use the partial keyword. You probably won’t do that in any of the code you write in this book, but the IDE used it to split your form up into two files, Form1. cs and Form1.Designer.cs.



There’s more to namespaces and class declarations, but you won’t need them for the work you’re doing right now. Flip to #2 in the “Leftovers” appendix to read more.
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your mileage may vary



Your programs use variable s to work with data When you get right down to it, every program is basically a data cruncher. Sometimes the data is in the form of a document, or an image in a video game, or an instant message. But it’s all just data. And that’s where variables come in. A variable is what your program uses to store data.



Declare your variable s Whenever you declare a variable, you tell your program its type and its name. Once C# knows your variable’s type, it’ll keep your program from compiling if you make a mistake and try to do something that doesn’t make sense, like subtract “Fido” from 48353.



ble types. are the varia These



These are th of these variaebnames les.







int maxWeight;







bool boxChecked;







Are you already familiar with another language?



If so, you might find a few things in this chapter seem really familiar. Still, it’s worth taking the time to run through the exercises anyway, because there may be a few ways that C# is different from what you’re used to.



string message;



C# uses the va to define what ridable type variables can hold ata these .



r YOU. These names are focla sses, use d an s Like method e and names that make seblnse’s usage. describe the varia



Variable s var y A variable is equal to different values at different times while your program runs. In other words, a variable’s value varies. (Which is why “variable” is such a good name.) This is really important, because that idea is at the core of every program that you’ve written or will ever write. So if your program sets the variable myHeight equal to 63: int myHeight = 63;



any time myHeight appears in the code, C# will replace it with its value, 63. Then, later on, if you change its value to 12: myHeight = 12;



C# will replace myHeight with 12—but the variable is still called myHeight. 60   Chapter 2







Whenever your program needs to work with numbers, text, true/false values, or any other kind of data, you’ll use variables to keep track of them.



it’s all just code



You have to assign value s to variables before you use them Try putting these statements into a C# program: int z; MessageBox.Show(“The answer is ” + z);



Go ahead, give it a shot. You’ll get an error, and the IDE will refuse to compile your code. That’s because the compiler checks each variable to make sure that you’ve assigned it a value before you use it. The easiest way to make sure you don’t forget to assign your variables values is to combine the statement that declares a variable with a statement that assigns its value:







int maxWeight = 25000;







bool boxChecked = true;







These values are assigned to the variables.



string message = “Hi!”; Each declaration has a type, exactly like before.



A fe w useful t ype s Every variable has a type that tells C# what kind of data it can hold. We’ll go into a lot of detail about the many different types in C# in Chapter 4. In the meantime, we’ll concentrate on the three most popular types. int holds integers (or whole numbers), string holds text, and bool holds Boolean true/false values.



var-i-a-ble, adjective.



If you write code that uses a variable that hasn’t been assigned a value, your code won’t compile. It’s easy to avoid that error by combining your variable declaration and assignment into a single statement. Once you’ve assigned to your variable, thata vavalue can change. So there’s nolue disadvantage to assig ga variable an initial valueninwh en you declare it.



able to be changed or adapted. The drill’s variable speed bit let Bob change the drill speed from slow to fast based on the job he had to do.
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operators are standing by



C# uses familiar math symbols Once you’ve got some data stored in a variable, what can you do with it? Well, if it’s a number, you’ll probably want to add, subtract, multiply, or divide it. And that’s where operators come in. You already know the basic ones. Let’s talk about a few more. Here’s a block of code that uses operators to do some simple math:



We declared a new int variable called number and set it to 15. Then we added 10 to it. After the second statement, number is equal to 25.



The *= operator is similar to +=, except it multiplies the current value of number by 3, so it ends up set to 48.



This MessageBox will pop up a box that says “hello again hello”



int number = 15;



number = number + 10; number = 36 * 15;



number = 12 - (42 / 7); number += 10; number *= 3;



number = 71 / 3; int count = 0; count ++; count --;



To programmers, the word “string” almost always means a string of text, and “int” is almost always short for integer.



The third statement changes the value of number, setting it equal to 36 times 15, which is 540. Then it resets it again, setting it equal to 12 - (42 / 7), which is 6.



This operator is a little different. += means take the value of number and add 10 to it. Since number is currently equal to 6, adding 10 to it sets its value to 16.



Normally, 71 divided by 3 is 23.666666.... But when you’re dividing two ints, you’ll always get an int result, so 23.666… gets truncated to 23.



You’ll use int a lot for counting, and when you do, the ++ and -- operators come in handy. ++ increments count by adding one to the value, and -- decrements count by subtracting one from it, so it ends up equal to zero.



string result = “hello”;



When you use the + operator with a string, it just puts MessageBox.Show(result); two strings together. It’ll The “” is an empty string. automatically convert result = “the value is: ” + count; numbers to strings for you. It has no characters. (It’s kind of like a zero result = “”; for adding strings.) result += “ again ” + result;



A bool stores true or false. The ! bool yesNo = false; operator means NOT. It flips true to bool anotherBool = true; false, and vice versa. yesNo = !anotherBool; 62   Chapter 2



Don’t worry about memorizing these operators now. You’ll get to know them because you’ll see ’em over and over again.



it’s all just code



Use the debugger to see your variable s change



Debug this!



The debugger is a great tool for understanding how your programs work. You can use it to see the code on the previous page in action. 1



Create a new Windows Forms Application project Drag a button onto your form and double-click it. Enter all of the code on the previous page. Then take a look at the comments in the screenshot below:



When you set a breakpoin of code, the line turns redt on a line red dot appears in the margand a in of the code editor. When you debug your co running it inside the IDE,deasby soon as your program hit a breakpoint it’ll pause ands let inspect and change the values you of all the variables.



2



Creating a new Windows Forms Application project will tell the IDE to create a new project with a blank form and an entry point. You might want to name it something like “Chapter 2 program 1”—you’ll be building a whole lot of programs throughout the book. Comments (which either start with two or more slashes or are surrounded by /* and */ marks) show up in the IDE as green text. You don’t have to worry about what you type in between those marks, because comments are always ignored by the compiler.



Insert a breakpoint on the first line of code Right-click on the first line of code (int number = 15;) and choose “Insert Breakpoint” from the Breakpoint menu. (You can also click on it and choose Debug >> Toggle Breakpoint or press F9.)



Flip the page and keep going! you are here 4   63



stop bugging me!



3



Start debugging your program Run your program in the debugger by clicking the Start Debugging button (or by pressing F5, or by choosing Debug >> Start Debugging from the menu). Your program should start up as usual and pop up the form.



4



Click on the button to trigger the breakpoint As soon as your program gets to the line of code that has the breakpoint, the IDE automatically brings up the code editor and highlights the current line of code in yellow.



5



6



Add a watch for the number variable Right-click on the number variable (any occurrence of it will do!) and choose Expression: ‘number’ >> Add Watch from the menu. The Watch window should appear in the panel at the bottom of the IDE:



Step through the code Press F10 to step through the code. (You can also choose Debug >> Step Over from the menu, or click the Step Over button in the Debug toolbar.) The current line of code will be executed, setting the value of number to 15. The next line of code will then be highlighted in yellow, and the Watch window will be updated:



As soon as the number variable gets a new value (15), its watch is updated. 7



Continue running the program When you want to resume, just press F5 (or Debug >> Continue), and the program will resume running as usual.
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You can also hover over a variable while you’re debugging to see its value displayed in a tooltip…and you can pin it so it says open!



Adding a watch can help you keep track of the values of the variables in your program. This will really come in handy when your programs get more complex.



it’s all just code



Loops perform an action over and over Here’s a peculiar thing about most large programs: they almost always involve doing certain things over and over again. And that’s what loops are for—they tell your program to keep executing a certain set of statements as long as some condition is true (or false!).



}



x = x - 3;



In a while loop, all of the statements inside the curly brackets get executed as long as the condition in the parentheses is true.



If your brackets (or braces—either name will do) don’t match up, your program won’t build, which leads to frustrating bugs. Luckily, the IDE can help with this! Put your cursor on a bracket, and the IDE highlights its match:



That’s a big part of why . A booleans are so important loop uses a test to figure g. out if it should keep loopin



while (x > 5)



{



IDE Tip: Brackets



Every for loop has three statements. The first sets up the loop. The statement will keep looping as long as the second one is true. And the third statement gets executed after each time through the loop. for (int i = 0; i < 8; i = i + 2)



{



}



MessageBox.Show(“I’ll pop up 4 times”);



Use a code snippe t to write simple for loops You’ll be typing for loops in just a minute, and the IDE can help speed up your coding a little. Type for followed by two tabs, and the IDE will automatically insert code for you. If you type a new variable, it’ll automatically update the rest of the snippet. Press tab again, and the cursor will jump to the length.



Press tab to get the cursor to jump to the length. The number of times this loop runs is determined by whatever you set length to. You can change length to a number or a variable.



If you change the variable to something else, the snippet automatically changes the other two occurrences of it.
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ready, set, code!



A few helpful tips



Time to start coding The real work of any program is in its statements. But statements don’t exist in a vacuum. So let’s set the stage for digging in and getting some code written. Create a new Windows Forms Application project.



forget that all your statements need ± Dto on’t end in a semicolon: 



name = “Joe”;



add comments to your code by ± Ystarting ou can them with two slashes: 



// this text is ignored



are declared with a name and a ± Vtype ariables (there are plenty of types that you’ll



Build this form



learn about in Chapter 4): 







int weight; // weight is an integer



for a class or a method goes ± Tbetween he code curly braces: 







public void Go() { // your code here }



± M ost of the time, extra whitespace is fine: 







Get started by double-clicking on the first button. Then add these statements to the button1_Click() method. Look closely at the code and the output it produces.



1234



{



// this is a comment



string name = “Quentin”; int x = 3;



double d = Math.PI / 2;



There’s a built-in cla Math, and it’s got a ssmecalled called PI. Math lives in mber System namespace, so ththe file this code came frome needs to have a using Sy stem; line at the top.



MessageBox.Show(“name is “ + name + “\nx is “ + x



}



;



int j = 1234;



private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)



x = x * 17;
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=



is the same as:



Add statements to show a me ssage



t” x is a variable. The “in ’s it at part tells C# th rest an integer, and thesets of the statement its value to 3.



int j



+ “\nd is “ + d);



The \n is an escape sequence to add a line break to the message box.
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if/else statements make decisions Use if/else statements to tell your program to do certain things only when the conditions you set up are (or aren’t) true. A lot of if/else statements check if two things are equal. That’s when you use the == operator. That’s different from the single equals sign (=) operator, which you use to set a value.



if (someValue == 24)



{



}



Every if statement starts with a conditional test.



MessageBox.Show(“The value was 24.”); ns to check if Always use two equalstosigeach other. two things are equal



The statement insidise the curly brackets e executed only if th test is true.



if (someValue == 24)



{ if/else statements are . rd wa for ht aig pretty str // You can have as many statements If the conditional // as you want inside the brackets test is true, the program executes the MessageBox.Show(“The value was 24.”); statements between the } else { first set of brackets. Otherwise, it executes MessageBox.Show(“The value wasn’t 24.”); the statements between . set the second }







Don’t confuse the two equals sign operators!



You use one equals sign (=) to set a variable’s value, but two equals signs (==) to compare two variables. You won’t believe how many bugs in programs—even ones made by experienced programmers!—are caused by using = instead of ==. If you see the IDE complain that you “cannot implicitly convert type ‘int’ to ‘bool’”, that’s probably what happened.
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the things you can do



Se t up conditions and see if they’re true Use if/else statements to tell your program to do certain things only when the conditions you set up are (or aren’t) true.



Use logical operators to check conditions You’ve just looked at the == operator, which you use to test whether two variables are equal. There are a few other operators, too. Don’t worry about memorizing them right now—you’ll get to know them over the next few chapters. ≥≥ The != operator works a lot like ==, except it’s true if the two things you’re comparing are not equal. ≥≥ You can use > and < to compare numbers and see if one is bigger or smaller than the other.



When you use a conditional operator to compare two numbers, it’s called a conditional test.



≥≥ The ==, !=, >, and < operators are called conditional operators. When you use them to test two variables or values, it’s called performing a conditional test. ≥≥ You can combine individual conditional tests into one long test using the && operator for AND and the || operator for OR. So to check if i equals 3 or j is less than 5, do (i == 3) || (j < 5).



Se t a variable and then check its value Here’s the code for the second button. It’s an if/else statement that checks an integer variable called x to see if it’s equal to 10.



Make sure you stop your program before you do this—the IDE won’t let you edit the code while the program’s running. You can stop it by closing the window, using the stop button on the toolbar, or selecting “Stop Debugging” from the Debug menu.



private void button2_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { int x = 5; if (x == 10) First we set { up a variable MessageBox.Show(“x must be 10”); called x and } make it equal else to 5. Then we { check if it’s MessageBox.Show(“x isn’t 10”); equal to 10. } }



Here’s the output. See if you can tweak one line of code and get it to say “x must be 10” instead. 68   Chapter 2



it’s all just code



Add another conditional te st This line checks someValue to see if it’s equal to 3, and then it checks to make sure name is “Joe”.



The third button makes this output. Now make a change to two lines of code so that it pops up both message boxes.



private void button3_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)



{



int someValue = 4;



string name = “Bobbo Jr.”;



if ((someValue == 3) && (name == “Joe”)) { } }



MessageBox.Show(“x is 3 and the name is Joe”);



MessageBox.Show(“this line runs no matter what”);



Add loops to your program Here’s the code for the last button. It’s got two loops. The first is a while loop, which repeats the statements inside the brackets as long as the condition is true—do something while this is true. The second one is a for loop. Take a look and see how it works.



This loop keeps repeating as long as the count variable is less than 10.



private void button4_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { int count = 0; ond part of the while (count < 10) { count = count + 1; }



for statement is The sec g as i is less than the test. It says “for as lon ng”. The test five the loop should keep onck,goiand the block is run before the code blo st is true. is executed only if the te



for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) { count = count - 1; }



This sets up the loop. It just assigns a value to the integer that’ll be used in it. }



MessageBox.Show(“The answer is ” + count);



at This statement gets executhteisdcase, In p. the end of each loo e the it adds one to i every timled the cal is loop executes. This ely iat ed imm iterator, and it’s run in the s nt me after all the state code block.



Before you click on the button, read through the code and try to figure out what the message box will show. Then click the button and see if you were right! you are here 4   69



over and over and over and…



Let’s get a little more practice with conditional tests and loops. Take a look at the code below. Circle the conditional tests, and fill in the blanks so that the comments correctly describe the code that’s being run.



int result = 0; // this variable will hold the final result int x = 6; // declare a variable x and



set it to 6



We filled in the first one for you.



while (x > 3) { // execute these statements as long as result = result + x; // add x x = x - 1; // subtract } for (int z = 1; z < 3; z = z + 1) { // start the loop by // keep looping as long as // after each loop, result = result + z; // } // The next statement will pop up a message box that says // MessageBox.Show(“The result is ” + result);



More about conditional tests



You can do simple conditional tests by checking the value of a variable using a comparison operator. Here’s how you compare two ints, x and y: x < y (less than) x > y (greater than) x == y (equals—and yes, with two equals signs)



These are the ones you’ll use most often. 70   Chapter 2



it’s all just code Wait up! There’s a flaw in your logic. What happens to my loop if I write a conditional test that never becomes false?



Then your loop runs forever! Every time your program runs a conditional test, the result is either true or false. If it’s true, then your program goes through the loop one more time. Every loop should have code that, if it’s run enough times, should cause the conditional test to eventually return false. But if it doesn’t, then the loop will keep running until you kill the program or turn the computer off ! called



, n infinite loou’pll a es im This is sometre actually times when yo and there a one in your program. want to use



Here are a few loops. Write down if each loop will repeat forever or eventually end. If it’s going to end, how many times will it loop?



Loop #1 int count = 5; while (count > 0) { count = count * 3; count = count * -1; } For Loop #3, how



many times will this statement be executed?



Loop #2 int i = 0; int count = 2; while (i == 0) { count = count * 3; count = count * -1; }



Remember, a for loop always runs the conditional test at the beginning of the block, and the iterator at the end of the block.



Loop #3 int j = 2; for (int i = 1; i < 100; i = i * 2) { j = j - i; while (j < 25) { j = j + 5; } } For Loop #5, how Loop #4



many times will this statement be executed?



while (true) { int i = 1;}



Loop #5 int p = 2; for (int q = 2; q < 32; q = q * 2) { while (p < q) { p = p * 2; } q = p - q; }



Hint: q starts out equal to 2. Think about when the iterator “q = q * 2” is executed.



Can you think of a reason that you’d want to write a loop that never stops running? (Hint: You’ll use one in Chapter 13….)
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if only, but only if



Let’s get a little more practice with conditional tests and loops. Take a look at the code below. Circle the conditional tests, and fill in the blanks so that the comments correctly describe the code that’s being run.



int result = 0; // this variable will hold the final result int x = 6; // declare a variable x and



set it to 6



while (x > 3) { // execute these statements as long as result = result + x; // add x x = x - 1; // subtract



x is greater than 3



to the result variable



1 from the value of x



} for (int z = 1; z < 3; z = z + 1) {



This loop runs twice—first with z set to 1, and then a second time with z set to 2. Once it hits 3, it’s no longer less than 3, so the loop stops.



declaring a variable z and setting it to 1 // keep looping as long as z is less than 3 // after each loop, add 1 to z result = result + z; // add the value of z to result // start the loop by



} // The next statement will pop up a message box that says //



The result is 18



MessageBox.Show(“The result is ” + result); Here are a few loops. Write down if each loop will repeat forever or eventually end. If it’s going to end, how many times will it loop?



Loop #1 This loop executes once



Loop #3 This loop executes 7 times



Loop #2 This loop runs forever



Loop #4 Another infinite loop



Loop #5 This loop executes 8 times



Take the time to really figure this one out. Here’s a perfect opportunity to try out the debugger on your own! Set a breakpoint on the statement q = p - q;. Add watches for the variables p and q and step through the loop. 72   Chapter 2
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Q: A:



Is every statement always in a class?



Yes. Any time a C# program does something, it’s because statements were executed. Those statements are a part of classes, and those classes are a part of namespaces. Even when it looks like something is not a statement in a class—like when you use the designer to set a property on an object on your form—if you search through your code you’ll find that the IDE added or changed statements inside a class somewhere.



Q:



Are there any namespaces I’m not allowed to use? Are there any I have to use?



A:



Yes, there are a few namespaces that are not recommended to use. Notice how all of the using lines at the top of your C# class files always said System? That’s because there’s a System namespace that’s used by the .NET Framework. It’s where you find all of your important tools to add power to your programs, like System.Data, which lets you work with tables and databases, and System.IO, which lets you work with files and data streams. But for the most part, you can choose any name you want for a namespace (as long as it only has letters, numbers, and underscores). When you create a new program, the IDE will automatically choose a namespace for you based on the program’s name.



Q: A:



Q:



So exactly how careful do I have to be with the code that’s automatically generated by the IDE?



A:



You should generally be pretty careful. It’s really useful to know what the IDE is doing to your code, and once in a while you’ll need to know what’s in there in order to solve a serious problem. But in almost all cases, you’ll be able to do everything you need to do through the IDE.



¢¢



¢¢ ¢¢



I still don’t get why I need this partial class stuff.



Partial classes are how you can spread the code for one class between more than one file. The IDE does that when it creates a form—it keeps the code you edit in one file (like Form1. cs), and the code it modifies automatically for you in another file (Form1.Designer.cs). You don’t need to do that with a namespace, though. One namespace can span two, three, or a dozen or more files. Just put the namespace declaration at the top of the file, and everything within the curly brackets after the declaration is inside the same namespace. One more thing: you can have more than one class in a file. And you can have more than one namespace in a file. You’ll learn a lot more about classes in the next few chapters.



Q:



Let’s say I drag something onto my form, so the IDE generates a bunch of code automatically. What happens to that code if I click “Undo”?



A:



Drag a button on a form, change properties. Then try to undo it. What happens? Well, for simple things you’ll see that the IDE is smart enough to undo it itself. But for more complex things, like adding a new SQL database to your project, you’ll be given a warning message. It still knows how to undo the action, but it may not be able to redo it.



The best way to answer this question is to try it! Give it a shot— do something where the IDE generates some code for you. 



¢¢



¢¢



¢¢



¢¢



¢¢



You tell your program to perform actions using statements. Statements are always part of classes, and every class is in a namespace. Every statement ends with a semicolon (;). When you use the visual tools in the Visual Studio IDE, it automatically adds or changes code in your program. Code blocks are surrounded by curly braces { }. Classes, while loops, if/else statements, and lots of other kinds of statements use those blocks. A conditional test is either true or false. You use conditional tests to determine when a loop ends, and which block of code to execute in an if/else statement. Any time your program needs to store some data, you use a variable. Use = to assign a variable, and == to test if two variables are equal. A while loop runs everything within its block (defined by curly braces) as long as the conditional test is true. If the conditional test is false, the while loop code block won’t run, and execution will move down to the code immediately after the loop block.
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your code… now in magnet form



Code Magnets



Part of a C# program is all scrambled up on the fridge. Can you rearrange the code snippets to make a working C# program that produces the message box? Some of the curly braces fell on the floor and they were too small to pick up, so feel free to add as many of those as you need! (Hint: you’ll definitely need to add a couple. Just write them in!)



The “” is an empty string—it means Result has no characters in it yet.



“”; string Result =



if (x == 1) { Resul t = R esult + “d” x = x ; - 1; }



This magnet didn’t fall off the fridge…



if (x == 2) {



Result = Result + “b c”;



}



if (x > 2) {



+ “a”; Result = Result



} int x = 3;



x = x - 1;



Result = Re sult + “-”; { while (x > 0)



Output:



MessageBox.Show(Result);
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Answers on page 82.



it’s all just code



We’ll give you a lot of exercises like this throughout the book. We’ll give you the answer in a couple of pages. If you get stuck, don’t be afraid to peek at the answer—it’s not cheating!



You’ll be creating a lot of applications throughout this book, and you’ll need to give each one a different name. We recommend naming this one “2 Fun with if-else statements” based on the chapter number and the text in the title bar of the form.



Time to get some practice using if/else statements. Can you build this program?



Here’s the form.



Add this checkbox. Drag it out of the toolbox and onto your form. Use the Text property to change the text that’s next to it. (You also use the Text property to change the button and label text.)



This is a label. You can use the properties to change the font size and make it boldface. Use the BackColor property to set to red—choose “Red” from the selection of web colors.



Pop up this message if the user clicks the button but the box IS NOT checked. If your checkbox is named checkBox1 (you can change the Name property if you want), then here’s the conditional test to see if it’s checked: checkBox1.Checked == true



If the user clicks the button and the box IS checked, change the background color of the label. If the label background color is red, change it to blue when the button is clicked. If it’s blue, change it back to red. Here’s a statement that sets the background color of a label called label1: label1.BackColor = Color.Red;



(Hint: The conditional test to check whether a label’s background color is red looks a lot like that statement—but with one important difference!)
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ooh, pretty!



Let’s build something flashy! Start by creating a new Windows Forms Application in the IDE.



1



Here’s the form to build



c = 0; …)—then le inside a for loop—for (int So e Hint: If you declare a variabide loop’s curly brackets. if you hav that variable’s only valid ins thethevariable, you’ll either declare it in each two for loops that both use outside the loop. And if the variable c is loop or have one declaration the loops, you can’t use it in either one. already declared outside of 2



Make the form background go all psychedelic! When the button’s clicked, make the form’s background color cycle through a whole lot of colors! Create a loop that has a variable c go from 0 to 253. Here’s the block of code that goes inside the curly brackets: this.BackColor = Color.FromArgb(c, 255 - c, c); Application.DoEvents();



This line tells the program to the other things it needs to dostop your loop momentarily and do mouse clicks, etc. Try taking out, like refresh the form, check for The form doesn’t redraw itself this line and seeing what happens. done before it deals with those , because it’s waiting until the loop is events. For now, you’ll use Application.DoEvents() to make sure your form stays responsive while it’s in a loop, but it’s kind of a hack. You shouldn’t use this code outside of a toy program like this. Later on in the book, you’ll learn about a much better way to let your programs do more than one thing at a time! 3



Make it slower Slow down the flashing by adding this line after the Application.DoEvents() line: System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(3);



d! e s s e r p m i e Color m efined



nch of pred but it also u b a s a h , .NET lue and Red colors using B e k li s r lo n co y ke your ow lets you ma romArgb() method, bvalue, the Color.Fthree numbers: a red specifying e, and a blue value. a green valu



ts a 3 millisecond This statement inser a part of delay in the loop. Itan’sd it’s in the the .NET library, ng namespace. em.Threadi Syst
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4



Make it smoother Let’s make the colors cycle back to where they started. Add another loop that has c go from 254 down to 0. Use the same block of code inside the curly brackets.



5



Keep it going Surround your two loops with another loop that continuously executes and doesn’t stop, so that when the button is pressed, the background starts changing colors and then keeps doing it. (Hint: The while (true) loop will run forever!)



When one loop is inside another one, we call it a “nested” loop.



Uh-oh! The program doe sn’t stop! Run your program in the IDE. Start it looping. Now close the window. Wait a minute—the IDE didn’t go back into edit mode! It’s acting like the program is still running. You need to actually stop the program using the square stop button in the IDE (or select “Stop Debugging” from the Debug menu).



6



Make it stop Make the loop you added in step #5 stop when the program is closed. Change your outer loop to this: while (Visible) Now run the program and click the X box in the corner. The window closes, and then the program stops! Except…there’s a delay of a few seconds before the IDE goes back to edit mode.



When you’re checking a Boolean value like Visible in an if statement or a loop, sometimes it’s tempting to test for (Visible == true). You can leave off the “== true”—it’s enough to include the Boolean.



When you’re working with a form or control, Visible is true as long as the form or control is being displayed. If you set it to false, it makes the form or control disappear.



Hint: The && operat “AND”. It’s how you storrinmeans of conditional tests togegtha bunch one big test that’s true on er into first test is true AND th ly if the is true AND the third, ete second it’ll come in handy to solve c. And this problem.



Can you figure out what’s causing that delay? Can you fix it so the program ends immediately when you close the window?
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exercise solution



Time to get some practice using if/else statements. Can you build this program?



using using using using using using using using



System; System.Collections.Generic; System.ComponentModel; System.Data; System.Drawing; System.Linq; Here’s the code for the form. System.Text; “Fun with If Else”, so the IDE System.Windows.Forms; Fun_with_If_Else. If you



We named our solution made the namespace gave your solution a different name, it’ll have a different namespace.



namespace Fun_with_If_Else { public partial class Form1 : Form { public Form1() { InitializeComponent(); }



The outer if statement checks the checkbox to see if it’s been checked. Check!



}



}



The IDE added the method called button1_Click() to your form when you double-clicked on the button. The method gets run every time the button’s clicked.



private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { if (checkBox1.Checked == true) { if (label1.BackColor == Color.Red) { label1.BackColor = Color.Blue; } else { label1.BackColor = Color.Red; } } else { MessageBox.Show(“The box is not checked”); } }



This statement’s run if the label’s background color is not red to make it set back to red.



This MessageBox pops up if the checkbox isn’t checked.



You can download the code for all of the exercise solutions in this book from www.headfirstlabs.com/books/hfcsharp/ 78   Chapter 2



The inner if statement checks the label’s color. If the label is currently red, it executes a statement to turn it blue.



it’s all just code



Let’s build something flashy!



Sometimes we won’t show you the entire code in the solution, just the bits that changed. All of the logic in the FlashyThing project is in this button1_Click() method that the IDE added when you double-clicked the button in the form designer.



When the IDE added this method, it added an extra return before the curly bracket. Sometimes we’ll put the bracket on the same line like this to save space—but C# doesn’t care about extra space, so this is perfectly valid. Consistency is generally really important to make it easy for people to read code. But we’re purposefully showing you different ways, because you’ll need to get used to reading code from different people using different styles.



private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { while (Visible) {



The outer loop keeps running as long as the form is visible. As soon as it’s closed, Visible is false, and the while will stop looping. We used && Visible instead of && Visible == true. It’s just like saying “if it’s visible” instead of “if it’s true that it’s visible”—they mean the same thing. } }



for (int c = 0; c < 254 && Visible; c++) { this.BackColor = Color.FromArgb(c, 255 - c, c);



The first for loop makes colors cycle one way, and the second for loop reverses the so they look smooth. them



Application.DoEvents(); System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(3); }



for (int c = 254; c >= 0 && Visible; c--) { this.BackColor = Color.FromArgb(c, 255 - c, c); Application.DoEvents(); System.Threading.Thread.Sleep(3); }



We fixed the extra delay byke using the && operator to macheck each of the for loops also ends Visible. That way the loop se. as soon as Visible turns fal



Can you figure out what’s causing that delay? Can you fix it so the program ends immediately when you close the window?



The delay happens because the for loops need to finish before the while loop can check if Visible is still true. You can fix it by adding && Visible to the conditional test in each for loop.



Was your code a little different than ours? There’s more than one way to solve any programming problem—like you could have used while loops instead of for loops. If your program works, then you got the exercise right! you are here 4   79



this puzzle’s tougher than it looks



Pool Puzzle



Your job is to take code snippets from the pool and place them into the blank lines in the code. You may not use the same snippet more than once, and you won’t need to use all the snippets. Your goal is to make a class that will compile and run. Don’t be fooled—this one’s harder than it looks.



Output



int x = 0; String Poem = “”; while ( __________ ) { _____________________________ if ( x < 1 ) { ___________________________ } _____________________________ if ( __________ ) { ____________________________ ___________ } if ( x == 1 ) {



We included these “Pool Puzzle” exercises throughout the book to give your brain an extra-tough workout. If you’re the kind of person who loves twisty little logic puzzles, then you’ll love this one. If you’re not, give it a shot anyway—but don’t be afraid to look at the answer to figure out what’s going on. And if you’re stumped by a pool puzzle, definitely move on.



____________________________ } if ( ___________ ) { }



____________________________



____________ } __________________



Note: each snippet from the pool can only be used once!



Poem = Poem + “ ”; Poem = Poem + “a “; Poem = Poem + “n“; Poem = Poem + “an“;
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x>0 x1 x>3 x 0)



if (x > 2) {



+ “a”; Result = Result



}



This statement mak equal to 2 the firs es x through the loop, ant time second time throug d 1 the h.



x = x - 1;



Result = Re sult + “-”; if (x == 2) {



Result = Result + “b c”;



} if (x == 1) { Resul t = R esult + “d” x = x ; - 1; }



MessageBox.Show(Result);
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Output:



it’s all just code



Pool Puzzle Solution Your job was to take code snippets from the pool and place them into the blank lines in the code. Your goal was to make a class that will compile and run.



int x = 0; String Poem = “”; while ( x < 4 ) { Poem = Poem + “a”; if ( x < 1 ) { Poem = Poem + “ ”; } Poem = Poem + “n”;



Output:



if ( x > 1 ) { Poem = Poem + “ oyster”; x = x + 2; } if ( x == 1 ) { Poem = Poem + “noys ”; } if ( x < 1 ) { }



Poem = Poem + “oise ”;



x = x + 1; } MessageBox.Show(Poem);



Did you get a different solution? Type it into the IDE and see if it works! There’s more than one correct solution to the pool puzzle.



If you want a real challenge, see if you can figure out what it is! Here’s a hint: There’s another solution that keeps the word fragments in order.
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crossword solution



Csharpcross Solution 1 2
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R Across 3. You give information to a method using these [parameters] 4. button1.Text and checkBox3.Name are examples of [properties] 8. Every statement ends with one of these [semicolon] 10. The name of every C# program's entry point [main] 11. Contains methods [class] 12. Your statements live here [method] 14. A kind of variable that's either true or false [boolean] A special 2method that tells your program where to 84  15.Chapter start [entry point] 16. This kind of class spans multiple files [partial]



Down 1. The output of a method is its _________ value [return] 2. System.Windows.Forms is an example of one of these [namespace] 5. A tiny piece of a program that does something [statement] 6. A block of code is surrounded by [brackets] 7. The kind of test that tells a loop when to end [conditional] 9. You can call _________.Show() to pop up a simple Windows dialog box [MessageBox] 13. The kind of variable that contains a whole number [integer]



3 objects: get oriented!



Making code make sense ...and that’s why my Husband class doesn’t have a HelpOutAroundTheHouse() method or a PullHisOwnWeight() method.



Every program you write solves a problem. When you’re building a program, it’s always a good idea to start by thinking about what problem your program’s supposed to solve. That’s why objects are really useful. They let you structure your code based on the problem it’s solving, so that you can spend your time thinking about the problem you need to work on rather than getting bogged down in the mechanics of writing code. When you use objects right, you end up with code that’s intuitive to write, and easy to read and change.
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mike’s going places



How Mike thinks about his problems Mike’s a programmer about to head out to a job interview. He can’t wait to show off his C# skills, but first he has to get there—and he’s running late! 1



Mike figures out the route he’ll take to get to the interview. I’ll take the 31st Street bridge, head up Liberty Avenue, and go through Bloomfield.



Mike sets his destination, then comes up with a route. 2



Good thing he had his radio on. There’s a huge traffic jam that’ll make him late!



Mike gets newabout a information eeds to avoid. street he n



This is Frank Loudly with your eye-in-the-sky shadow traffic report. It looks like a three-car pileup on Liberty has traffic backed up all the way to 32nd Street.



3



Now he can come up with a new route to the interview.
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Mike comes up with a new route to get to his interview on time.



No problem. If I take Route 28 instead, I’ll still be on time!



objects: get oriented!



How Mike’s car navigation system thinks about his problems Mike built his own GPS navigation system, which he uses to help him get around town.



Here’s a diagram of a class in Mike’s program. It shows the name on top, and the methods on the bottom.



SetDestination(“Fifth Ave & Penn Ave”); string route; Here’s the output from the route = GetRoute(); GetRoute() method—it’s



a string that contains the . directions Mike should follow



The navigation system sets a destination and comes up with a route.



Navigator SetCurrentLocation() SetDestination() ModifyRouteToAvoid() ModifyRouteToInclude() GetRoute() GetTimeToDestination() TotalDistance()



“Take 31st Street Bridge to Liberty Avenue to Bloomfield”



The navigation system gets new information about a street it needs to avoid. ModifyRouteToAvoid(“Liberty Ave”);



p with a new u e m o c n a c Now it destination. route to the string route; route = GetRoute();



“Take Route 28 to the Highland Park Bridge to Washington Blvd”



GetRoute() gives a new route that doesn’t include the street Mike wants to avoid.



Mike’s navigation system solves the street navigation problem the same way he does. you are here 4   87



set methods and modify routes



Mike’s Navigator class has me thods to se t and modif y route s Mike’s Navigator class has methods, which are where the action happens. But unlike the button_Click() methods in the forms you’ve built, they’re all focused around a single problem: navigating a route through a city. That’s why Mike stuck them together into one class, and called that class Navigator. Mike designed his Navigator class so that it’s easy to create and modify routes. To get a route, Mike’s program calls the SetDestination() method to set the destination, and then uses the GetRoute() method to put the route into a string. If he needs to change the route, his program calls the ModifyRouteToAvoid() method to change the route so that it avoids a certain street, and then calls the GetRoute() method to get the new directions.



class Navigator {



Mike chose method names that would make sense to someone who was thinking about how to navigate a route through a city.



public void SetCurrentLocation(string locationName) { ... } public void SetDestination(string destinationName) { ... }; public void ModifyRouteToAvoid(string streetName) { ... };



}



public string GetRoute() { ... };



This is the return type statement calling the of the method. It means that the string variable that wiGetRoute() method can use it to set a that means the methodll contain the directions. When it’s void , doesn’t return anything .



string route = GetRoute();



Some me thods have a re turn value



Every method is made up of statements that do things. Some methods just execute their statements and then exit. But other methods have a return value, or a value that’s calculated or generated inside the method, and sent back to the statement that called that method. The type of the return value (like string or int) is called the return type. The return statement tells the method to immediately exit. If your method doesn’t have a return value—which means it’s declared with a return type of void—then the return statement just ends with a semicolon, and you don’t always have to have one in your method. But if the method has a return type, then it must use the return statement.



Here’s an example of a method that has a return type—it s returns an int. The method usee the two parameters to calculat the result and uses the return statement to pass the value back to the statement that called it.



public int MultiplyTwoNumbers(int firstNumber, int secondNumber) {







}



int result = firstNumber * secondNumber; return result;



Here’s a statement that calls a method to multiply two numbers. It returns an int: int myResult = MultiplyTwoNumbers(3, 5);
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values like 3 and Methods can taalkeso use variables to 5. But you cana method. pass values to



objects: get oriented!



¢¢



¢¢



¢¢



¢¢ ¢¢



Classes have methods that contain statements that perform actions. You can design a class that is easy to use by choosing methods that make sense. Some methods have a return type. You set a method’s return type in its declaration. A method with a declaration that starts “public int” returns an int value. Here’s an example of a statement that returns an int value: return 37; When a method has a return type, it must have a return statement that returns a value that matches a return type. So if you’ve got a method that’s declared “public string” then you need a return statement that returns a string. As soon as a return statement in a method executes, your program jumps back to the statement that called the method. Not all methods have a return type. A method with a declaration that starts “public void” doesn’t return anything at all. You can still use a return statement to exit a void method: if (finishedEarly) { return; }



Use what you’ve learned to build a program that uses a class Let’s hook up a form to a class, and make its button call a method inside that class.



Do this!



1



Create a new Windows Forms Application project in the IDE. Then add a class file to it called Talker.cs by right-clicking on the project in the Solution Explorer and selecting “Class…” from the Add menu. When you name your new class file “Talker.cs”, the IDE will automatically name the class in the new file Talker. Then it’ll pop up the new class in a new tab inside the IDE.



2



Add using System.Windows.Forms; to the top of the class file. Then add code to the class:



class Talker { public static int BlahBlahBlah(string thingToSay, int numberOfTimes) { string finalString = “”; This statement ing for (int count = 1; count 160) { T tb = new T(); tb.clsTrpV(2); ics.Fill(); ics.Vent(); m.airsyschk(); }



he chkTemp() met hod returns an integer… but wha t does it do? The clsTrpV() method has one parameter, but we don’t know what it’s supposed to be.



Take a second and look at that code. Can you figure out what it does?



2



Those statements don’t give you any hints about why the code’s doing what it’s doing. In this case, the programmer was happy with the results because she was able to get it all into one method. But making your code as compact as possible isn’t really useful! Let’s break it up into methods to make it easier to read, and make sure the classes are given names that make sense. But we’ll start by figuring out what the code is supposed to do.



out what How do you figureosed to do? your code is suppwritten for Well, all code is up to you to a reason. So it’s reason! In this figure out that up the page case, we can lookion manual in the specificatmmer followed. that the progra



er General Electronics Type 5 Candy Bar Mak ual Man tion Specifica minutes by an The nougat temperature must be checked every 3 C, the candy 160° automated system. If the temperature exceeds isolation y is too hot, and the system must perform the cand cooling system (CICS) vent procedure. • Close the trip throttle valve on turbine #2 of water • Fill the isolation cooling system with a solid stream • Vent the water • Verify that there is no evidence of air in the system
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objects: get oriented!



3



That page from the manual made it a lot easier to understand the code. It also gave us some great hints about how to make our code easier to understand. Now we know why the conditional test checks the variable t against 160—the manual says that any temperature above 160°C means the nougat is too hot. And it turns out that m was a class that controlled the candy maker, with static methods to check the nougat temperature and check the air system. So let’s put the temperature check into a method, and choose names for the class and the methods that make the purpose obvious.



The IsNougatTooHot() method’s return type



public boolean IsNougatTooHot() { int temp = Maker.CheckNougatTemperature(); if (temp > 160) { By naming the class “Maker” and the , return true; method “CheckNougatTemperature”and } else { the code is a lot easier to underst . return false; } This method’s return type is } a



Boolean, which means it returns true or false value.



4



What does the specification say to do if the nougat is too hot? It tells us to perform the candy isolation cooling system (or CICS) vent procedure. So let’s make another method, and choose an obvious name for the T class (which turns out to control the turbine) and the ics class (which controls the isolation cooling system, and has two static methods to fill and vent the system):



A void return type means the method doesn’t return any value at all.



5



public void DoCICSVentProcedure() { Turbine turbineController = new Turbine(); turbineController.CloseTripValve(2); IsolationCoolingSystem.Fill(); IsolationCoolingSystem.Vent(); Maker.CheckAirSystem(); }



Now the code’s a lot more intuitive! Even if you don’t know that the CICS vent procedure needs to be run if the nougat is too hot, it’s a lot more obvious what this code is doing: if (IsNougatTooHot() == true) { DoCICSVentProcedure(); }



You can make your code easier to read and write by thinking about the problem your code was built to solve. If you choose names for your methods that make sense to someone who understands that problem, then your code will be a lot easier to decipher…and develop! you are here 4   105



classes au naturale



Gi ve your classe s a natural structure Take a second and remind yourself why you want to make your methods intuitive: because every program solves a problem or has a purpose. It might not be a business problem—sometimes a program’s purpose (like FlashyThing) is just to be cool or fun! But no matter what your program does, the more you can make your code resemble the problem you’re trying to solve, the easier your program will be to write (and read, and repair, and maintain…).



sses Use class diagrams to plan out your claam e



r A class diagram is a simple way to draw youtool classes out on paper. It’s a really valuable rt for designing your code BEFORE you sta writing it. of Write the name of the class at the top the in hod met the diagram. Then write each the box at the bottom. Now you can see all of parts of the class at a glance!



ClassN



Method() Method() Method() .. .



Le t’s build a class diagram Take another look at the if statement in #5 on the previous page. You already know that statements always live inside methods, which always live inside classes, right? In this case, that if statement was in a method called DoMaintenanceTests(), which is part of the CandyController class. Now take a look at the code and the class diagram. See how they relate to each other? class CandyController { public void DoMaintenanceTests() { ... if (IsNougatTooHot() == true) { DoCICSVentProcedure(); } ... } public void DoCICSVentProcedure() ... public boolean IsNougatTooHot() ... } 106   Chapter 3



CandyController DoMaintenanceTests() DoCICSVentProcedure() IsNougatTooHot()



objects: get oriented!



t



The code for the candy control system we built on the previous page called three other classes. Flip back and look through the code, and fill in their class diagrams.



Turbine



We filled in the for this one. Whacltass name method goes here?



Fill()



had One of the classeFs ill(). d a method calle name Fill in its class ethod. and its other m



There was one other class in the code on e previous page. Fill in th name and method. its
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a few helpful tips



Class diagrams help you organize your classes so they make sense Writing out class diagrams makes it a lot easier to spot potential problems in your classes before you write code. Thinking about your classes from a high level before you get into the details can help you come up with a class structure that will make sure your code addresses the problems it solves. It lets you step back and make sure that you’re not planning on writing unnecessary or poorly structured classes or methods, and that the ones you do write will be intuitive and easy to use.



Dishwasher CleanDishes() AddDetergent() SetWaterTemperature() ParkTheCar()



Dishwasher CleanDishes() AddDetergent() SetWaterTemperature()



The class is called “Dishwasher”, so all the methods should be about washing dishes. But one method—ParkTheCar()—has nothing to do with dishes, so it should be taken out and put in another class.



The code for the candy control system we built on the previous page called three other classes. Flip back and look through the code, and fill in their class diagrams.



t



Turbine



CloseTripValve()
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IsolationCoolingSystem Fill()



Vent()



You could figure out that Maker is a class because it appears in front of a dot in Maker.CheckAirSystem().



Maker CheckNougatTemperature() CheckAirSystem()



objects: get oriented!



Each of these classes has a serious design flaw. Write down what you think is wrong with each class, and how you’d fix it.



v



Class23



This class is part of the candy manufacturing system from earlier.



CandyBarWeight() PrintWrapper() GenerateReport() Go()



DeliveryGuy These two classes are part of a system that a pizza parlor uses to track the pizzas that are out for delivery.



AddAPizza() PizzaDelivered() TotalCash() ReturnTime()



DeliveryGirl AddAPizza() PizzaDelivered() TotalCash() ReturnTime()



CashRegister



The CashRegister class is part of a program that’s used by an automated convenience store checkout system.



MakeSale() NoSale() PumpGas() Refund() TotalCashInRegister() GetTransactionList() AddCash() RemoveCash()
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create a class



Here’s how we corrected the classes. We show just one possible way to fix the problems—but there are plenty of other ways you could design these classes depending on how they’ll be used. This class is part of the candy manufacturing system from earlier.



The class name doesn’t describe what the class does. A programmer who sees a line of code that calls Class23.Go() will have no idea what that line does. We’d also rename the method to something that’s more



CandyMaker CandyBarWeight() PrintWrapper() GenerateReport() MakeTheCandy()



descriptive—we chose MakeTheCandy(), but it could be anything.



These two classes are part of a system that a pizza parlor uses to track the pizzas that are out for delivery.



It looks like the DeliveryGuy class and the DeliveryGirl class both do the same thing—they track a delivery person who’s out delivering pizzas to customers. A better design would replace



DeliveryPerson Gender AddAPizza() PizzaDelivered() TotalCash() ReturnTime()



them with a single class that adds a field for gender..



We added the Gender field becauseckwedelivery assumed there was a reason to trat’s why guys and girls separately, and tha there were two classes for them. The CashRegister class is part of a program that’s used by an automated convenience store checkout system.



All of the methods in the class do stuff that has to do with a cash register—making a sale, getting a list of transactions, adding cash… except for one: pumping gas. It’s a good idea to pull that method out and stick it in another class.
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CashRegister MakeSale() NoSale() Refund() TotalCashInRegister() GetTransactionList() AddCash() RemoveCash()



objects: get oriented! public partial class Form1 : Form { private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { String result = “”; Echo e1 = new Echo();



Pool Puzzle



Your job is to take code snippets from the pool and place them into the blank lines in the code. You may use the same snippet more than once, and you won’t need to use all the snippets. Your goal is to make classes that will compile and run and produce the output listed.



_________________________ int x = 0;



while ( ___________ ) {



result = result + e1.Hello() + “\n”; __________________________ if ( ____________ ) { }



e2.count = e2.count + 1;



Output



if ( ____________ ) { }



e2.count = e2.count + e1.count;



x = x + 1;



}



} MessageBox.Show(result + “Count: ” + e2.count);



class ____________ { public int _________ = 0;



Bonus Question!



public string ___________ {



}



}



}



If the last line of output was 24 instead of 10, how would you complete the puzzle? You can do it by changing just one statement.



return “helloooo...”;



Note: Each snippet from the pool can be used more than once!



x y e2 count



e1 = e1 + 1; e1 = count + 1; e1.count = count + 1; e1.count = e1.count + 1;



x1



Echo Tester Echo( ) Count( ) Hello( )



e2 = e1; Echo e2; Echo e2 = e1; Echo e2 = new Echo( );



Answers on page 122.



x == 3 x == 4
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working class guys



Build a class to work with some guys Joe and Bob lend each other money all the time. Let’s create a class to keep track of them. We’ll start with an overview of what we’ll build.



“Bob” “Joe”



50



100



Gu y object



Gu y object



We’ll give cash to the guys and take cash from them We’ll use each guy’s ReceiveCash() method to increase a guy’s cash, and we’ll use his GiveCash() method to reduce it.



’s ReceiveCash() The form calls the objectveC () because method. It’s called Recei ash he’s receiving the cash.



“Joe”



#1



50
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joe.ReceiveCash(25);



The method returns the number of bucks that the guy added to his Cash field.



GiveCash() ReceiveCash()



We chose names for the methods that make sense. You call a Guy object’s GiveCash() method to tell him to give up some of his cash, and his ReceiveCash() method when you want him to take some cash back. We could have called them GiveCashToSomeone() and ReceiveCashFromSomeone(), but that would have been very long! When you take an instance of Guy and call its ReceiveCash() method, you pass the amount of cash the guy will take as a parameter. So calling joe. ReceiveCash(25) tells Joe to receive 25 bucks and add them to his wallet.



“Joe” 75



#1



We’ll set each Guy object’s cash and name fields The two objects represent different guys, each with his own name and a different amount of cash in his pocket.



Each guy has a Name field that keeps track of his name, and a Cash field that has the number of bucks in his pocket.



3



Gu y object



#2



2



Gu y object



#2



The new statements that create the two instances live in the code that gets run as soon as the form is created. Here’s what the heap looks like after the form is loaded.



#1



We’ll create a Guy class and add two instances of it to a form The form will have two fields, one called joe (to keep track of the first object), and the other called bob (to keep track of the second object).



#1



1



Guy Name Cash



Gu y object
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Cre ate a project for your guys Create a new Windows Forms Application project (because we’ll be using a form). Then use the Solution Explorer to add a new class to it called Guy. Make sure to add “using System. Windows.Forms;” to the top of the Guy class file. Then fill in the Guy class. Here’s the code for it:



class Guy { public string Name; public int Cash;



Do this!



The Guy class has two fields. The Name field is a string, and it’ll contain the guy’s name (“Joe”). And the Cash field is an int, which will keep track of how many bucks are in his pocket.



ameter The GiveCash() method has one par the tell to use ’ll called amount that you . you give guy how much cash to



public int GiveCash(int amount) { if (amount 0) { He uses an if statement to checkhe s make Cash -= amount; The Guy whether he has enough cash—if and sure that you’re return amount; does, he takes it out of his pocket asking him for a } else { returns it as the return value. positive amount MessageBox.Show( of cash, otherwise “I don’t have enough cash to give you ” + amount, he’d add to his Name + “ says...”); cash instead of return 0; If the guy doesn’t have enough cash, he’ll taking away from tell you so with a message box, and then } it. he’ll make GiveCash() return 0. }



like The ReceiveCash() method workssedjustan public int ReceiveCash(int amount) { the GiveCash() method. It’s pas make if (amount > 0) { amount as a parameter, checks ton zer o, Cash += amount; sure that amount is greater tha return amount; and then adds it to his cash.



} }



} else { MessageBox.Show(amount + “ isn’t an amount I’ll take”, Name + “ says...”); return 0; If the amount was positive, then the ReceiveCash() method returns the amount }



Be careful with your curly brackets. It’s easy to have the wrong number—make sure that every opening bracket has a matching closing bracket. When they all balanced, the IDE will automatically indent them’re for you when you type the last closing bracket.



added. If it was zero or negative, the guy shows a message box and then returns 0.
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joe says, “where’s my money?”



Build a form to interact with the guys The Guy class is great, but it’s just a start. Now put together a form that uses two instances of the Guy class. It’s got labels that show you their names and how much cash they have, and buttons to give and take cash from them.



1



Add two buttons and three labels to your form The top two labels show how much cash each guy has. We’ll also add a field called bank to the form—the third label shows how much cash is in it. We’re going to have you name some of the labels that you drag onto the forms. You can do that by clicking on each label that you want to name and changing its “(Name)” row in the Properties window. That’ll make your code a lot easier to read, because you’ll be able to use “joesCashLabel” and “bobsCashLabel” instead of “label1” and “label2”.



This button will call the Joe object’s ReceiveCash() method, passing it 10 as the amount, and subtracting from the form’s bank field the cash that Joe receives. 2



Build this!



Name the top label joesCashLabel, the label underneath it bobsCashLabel, and the bottom label bankCashLabel. You can leave their Text properties alone; we’ll add a method to the form to set them. This button will call the Bob object’s GiveCash() method, passing it 5 as the amount, and adding the cash that Bob gives to the form’s bank field.



Add fields to your form Your form will need to keep track of the two guys, so you’ll need a field for each of them. Call them joe and bob. Then add a field to the form called bank to keep track of how much money the form has to give to and receive from the guys. namespace Your_Project_Name {



Since we’re using Guy objects to keep track of Joe and Bob, you declare their fields in the form using the Guy class.



public partial class Form1 : Form { Guy joe; Guy bob;



int bank = 100; public Form1() { }
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InitializeComponent();



The amount of cash in the form’s bank field goes up and down depending on how much money the form gave to and received from the Guy objects.



objects: get oriented!



3



Add a method to the form to update the labels The labels on the right-hand side of the form show how much cash each guy has and how much is in the bank field. So add the UpdateForm() method to keep them up to date—make sure the return type is void to tell C# that the method doesn’t return a value. Type this method This new method into the form right underneath where you added the bank field: public void UpdateForm() {



Notice how the labels are updated using the Guy objects’ Name and Cash fields. } 4



joesCashLabel.Text = joe.Name + “ has $” + joe.Cash; bobsCashLabel.Text = bob.Name + “ has $” + bob.Cash; bankCashLabel.Text = “The bank has $” + bank;



is simple. It just updates the three labels by setting their Text properties. You’ll have each button call it to keep the labels up to date.



Double-click on each button and add the code to interact with the objects Make sure the left-hand button is called button1, and the right-hand button is called button2. Then double-click each of the buttons—when you do, the IDE will add two methods called button1_Click() and button2_Click() to the form. Add this code to each of them: private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { if (bank >= 10) {



bank -= joe.ReceiveCash(10); UpdateForm();



} else {



}



}



When the user clicks the “Give $10 Joe” button, the form calls the Joeto object’s ReceiveCash() method—b if the bank has enough money. ut only



MessageBox.Show(“The bank is out of money.”);



The bank needs at least $10 to give to Joe. If there’s not enough, it’ll pop up this message box.



private void button2_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { bank += bob.GiveCash(5);



}



5



UpdateForm();



The “Receive $5 from Bob” button doesn’t need to check how much is in the bank, because it’ll just add If Bob’s out of money, whatever Bob gives back. GiveCash() will return zero.



Start Joe out with $50 and start Bob out with $100 It’s up to you to figure out how to get Joe and Bob to start out with their Cash and Name fields set properly. Put it right underneath InitializeComponent() in the form. That’s part of that designer-generated method that gets run once, when the form is first initialized. Once you’ve done that, click both buttons a number of times—make sure that one button takes $10 from the bank and adds it to Joe, and the other takes $5 from Bob and adds it to the bank. public Form1() {



InitializeComponent();



}



// Initialize joe and bob here!



Add the lines of code here to create the two objects and set their Name and Cash fields. you are here 4   115



exercise solution



It’s up to you to figure out how to get Joe and Bob to start out with their Cash and Name fields set properly. Put it right underneath InitializeComponent() in the form.



first Here’s where we set up thste line fir e instance of Guy. Th the next creates the object, and two set its fields.



Make sure you call UpdateForm() so the labels look right when the form first pops up.



public Form1() { InitializeComponent(); bob = new Guy(); bob.Name = “Bob”; bob.Cash = 100; joe = new Guy(); joe.Name = “Joe”; joe.Cash = 50; }



UpdateForm();



Q:



Why doesn’t the solution start with “Guy bob = new Guy()”? Why did you leave off the first “Guy”?



A:



Because you already declared the bob field at the top of the form. Remember how the statement “int i = 5;” is the same as the two statements “int i” and “i = 5;”? This is the same thing. You could try to declare the bob field in one line like this: “Guy bob = new Guy();”. But you already have the first part of that statement (“Guy bob;”) at the top of your form. So you only need the second half of the line, the part that sets the bob field to create a new instance of Guy().



Q:



OK, so then why not get rid of the “Guy bob;” line at the top of the form?



A:



Then a variable called bob will only exist inside that special “public Form1()” method. When you declare a variable inside a method, it’s only valid inside the method—you can’t access it from any other method. But when you declare it outside of your method but inside the form or a class that you added, then you’ve added a field accessible from any other method inside the form.
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Then we do the same for the second instance of the Guy class.



Q: A:



Make sure you save the project now—we’ll come s. back to it in a few page What happens if I don’t leave off that first “Guy”?



You’ll run into problems—your form won’t work, because it won’t ever set the form’s bob variable. Think about it for a minute, and you’ll see why it works that way. If you have this code at the top of your form: 



public partial class Form1 : Form { Guy bob;



and then you have this code later on, inside a method: 



Guy bob = new Guy();



then you’ve declared two variables. It’s a little confusing, because they both have the same name. But one of them is valid throughout the entire form, and the other one—the new one you added—is only valid inside the method. The next line (bob.Name = “Bob”;) only updates that local variable, and doesn’t touch the one in the form. So when you try to run your code, it’ll give you a nasty error message (“NullReferenceException not handled”), which just means you tried to use an object before you created it with new.



objects: get oriented!



There’s an e asier way to initialize objects Almost every object that you create needs to be initialized in some way. And the Guy object is no exception—it’s useless until you set its Name and Cash fields. It’s so common to have to initialize fields that C# gives you a shortcut for doing it called an object initializer. And the IDE’s IntelliSense will help you do it.



1



Here’s the original code that you wrote to initialize Joe’s Guy object.



joe = new Guy(); joe.Name = “Joe”; joe.Cash = 50; 2



3



Object intializers save you time and make your code more compact and easier to read…and the IDE helps you write them.



Delete the second two lines and the semicolon after “Guy(),” and add a right curly bracket.



joe = new Guy() {



Press space. As soon as you do, the IDE pops up an IntelliSense window that shows you all of the fields that you’re able to initialize.



joe = new Guy() {



4



5



Press tab to tell it to add the Cash field. Then set it equal to 50.



joe = new Guy() { Cash = 50



Type in a comma. As soon as you do, the other field shows up.



joe = new Guy() { Cash = 50,



5



Finish the object initializer. Now you’ve saved yourself two lines of code!



joe = new Guy() { Cash = 50, Name = “Joe” };



This new declaration does exactly the same thing as the three lines of code you wrote originally. It’s just shorter and easier to read.
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a few helpful tips



A few ideas for designing intuitive classes ± Y ou’re building your program to solve a problem.



Spend some time thinking about that problem. Does it break down into pieces easily? How would you explain that problem to someone else? These are good things to think about when designing your classes. It’d be great if I could compare a few routes and figure out which is fastest....



± W  hat real-world things will your program use?



A program to help a zoo keeper track her animals’ feeding schedules might have classes for different kinds of food and types of animals.



± U se descriptive names for classes and methods.



Someone should be able to figure out what your classes and methods do just by looking at their names.



ob j



Object



bestRoute



bje ct



myInst



Na vigator o



± L ook for similarities between classes.



Sometimes two classes can be combined into one if they’re really similar. The candy manufacturing system might have three or four turbines, but there’s only one method for closing the trip valve that takes the turbine number as a parameter. BlockedRoad ClosedRoad



Name Duration



FindDetour()



StreetName ReasonItsClosed CalculateDelay()
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Detour



Name Duration ReasonItsClosed FindDetour() CalculateDelay()



objects: get oriented!



Add buttons to the “Fun with Joe and Bob” program to make the guys give each other cash.



1



2



Use an object initializer to initialize Bob’s instance of Guy You’ve already done it with Joe. Now make Bob’s instance work with an object initializer too.



If you already clicked the button, just delete it, add it back to your form, and rename it. Then delete the old button3_Click() method that the IDE added before, and use the new method it adds now.



Add two more buttons to your form The first button tells Joe to give 10 bucks to Bob, and the second tells Bob to give 5 bucks back to Joe. Before you double-click on the button, go to the Properties window and change each button’s name using the “(Name)” row—it’s at the top of the list of properties. Name the first button joeGivesToBob, and the second one bobGivesToJoe.



This button tells Joe to give 10 bucks to Bob, so you should use the “(Name)” row in the Properties window to name it joeGivesToBob.



3



This button tells Bob to give 5 bucks to Joe. Name it bobGivesToJoe.



Make the buttons work Double-click on the joeGivesToBob button in the designer. The IDE will add a method to the form called joeGivesToBob_Click() that gets run any time the button’s clicked. Fill in that method to make Joe give 10 bucks to Bob. Then doubleclick on the other button and fill in the new bobGivesToJoe_Click() method that the IDE creates so that Bob gives 5 bucks to Joe. Make sure the form updates itself after the cash changes hands.
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exercise solution



Add buttons to the “Fun with Joe and Bob” program to make the guys give each other cash.



public partial class Form1 : Form { Guy joe; Guy bob; int bank = 100; public Form1() { InitializeComponent();



Here are the object initializers for the two instances of the Guy class. Bob gets initialized with 100 bucks and his name.



bob = new Guy() { Cash = 100, Name = “Bob” }; joe = new Guy() { Cash = 50, Name = “Joe” };



}



UpdateForm();



public void UpdateForm() joesCashLabel.Text = bobsCashLabel.Text = bankCashLabel.Text = }



{ joe.Name + “ has $” + joe.Cash; bob.Name + “ has $” + bob.Cash; “The bank has $” + bank;



private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { if (bank >= 10) { bank -= joe.ReceiveCash(10); UpdateForm(); } else { MessageBox.Show(“The bank is out of money.”); } }



The trick here is thinking through who’s giving the cash and who’s receiving it.



private void button2_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { bank += bob.GiveCash(5); UpdateForm(); }



To make Joe give cash to Bob, we call Joe’s GiveCash() method and send its results into Bob’s ReceiveCash() method. Take a close look at how the Guy methods are being called. The results returned by GiveCash() are pumped right into ReceiveCash() as its parameter.



private void joeGivesToBob_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { bob.ReceiveCash(joe.GiveCash(10)); UpdateForm(); } private void bobGivesToJoe_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { joe.ReceiveCash(bob.GiveCash(5)); UpdateForm(); }



}
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Before you go on, take a minute and flip to #1 in the “Leftovers” appendix, because there’s some basic syntax that we haven’t covered yet. You won’t need it to move forward, but it’s a good idea to see what’s there.



objects: get oriented!



Objectcross It’s time to give your left brain a break, and put that right brain to work: all the words are object‑related and from this chapter. 1



2



3



4



5



6 7



8



9 10



11 12 13



14



Across



Across



15



Down Down



2. If a method's return type is _____, it doesn't return 1. This form control lets the user choose a number 2. If a method’s returnanything. type is _____, it doesn’t return anything 1. This control from form a range you set.lets the user choose a number from a range 7. An object's fields define its _______ It's a great idea to create a class ________ on paper you3. set 7. An object’s fields define its _______ 9. A good method __________ makes it clear what the before you start writing code method does. 4. What an object to keepatrack what it knows 3. It’s a great idea uses to create classof ________ on paper before 10. Where objects 5. These define what an object does 9. A good method __________ makesliveit clear what the method you start writing code 11. What you use to build an object 6. An object's methods define its ________ does 13. What you use to pass information into a method 7. Don't use this keyword in your class declaration if 14. The statement you use to create an object you object want touses be able to create instances it 4. An this to keep track ofof what it knows 10. Where objects live15. A special kind of field that's used by the form 8. An object is an ______________ of a class controls 12. This define statement tells method does to immediately exit, 5. These what ana object 11. What you use to build an object and specifies the value that should be passed back to the object’s statementmethods that calleddefine the method. 6. An its ________



13. What you use to pass information into a method 14. The statement you use to create an object



15. Used to set an attribute on controls and other classes



7. Don’t use this keyword in your class declaration if you want to be able to create instances of it 8. An object is an ______________ of a class 12. This statement tells a method to immediately exit, and can specify the value that should be passed back to the statement that called the method you are here 4   121



puzzle solutions



Pool Puzzle Solution Your job was to take code snippets from the pool and place them into the blank lines in the code. Your goal was to make classes that will compile and run and produce the output listed.



public partial class Form1 : Form { private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { String result = “”; That’s the correct answer. Echo e1 = new Echo();



_________________________ Echo e2 = new Echo( ); int x = 0;



while ( ___________ ) { x0 }



e2.count = e2.count + e1.count;



x = x + 1;



}



} MessageBox.Show(result + “Count: ” + e2.count);



class ____________ { Echo count public int _________ = 0;



Hello() public string ___________ {



}



}



}



return “helloooo...”;
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And here’s the bonus answer!



Echo e2 = e1;



objects: get oriented!



Objectcross Solution 1
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Across



Down



2. If a method's return type is _____, it doesn't return anything. [void] 7. An object's fields define its _______ [state] 9. A good method __________ makes it clear what the method does. [name] 10. Where objects live [heap] 11. What you use to build an object [class] 13. What you use to pass information into a method [parameters] 14. The statement you use to create an object [new] 15. A special kind of field that's used by the form controls [property]



1. This form control lets the user choose a number from a range you set. [numericupdown] 3. It's a great idea to create a class ________ on paper before you start writing code [diagram] 4. What an object uses to keep track of what it knows [field] 5. These define what an object does [methods] 6. An object's methods define its ________ [behavior] 7. Don't use this keyword in your class declaration if you want to be able to create instances of it [static] 8. An object is an ______________ of a class [instance] 12. This statement tells a method to immediately exit, and specifies the value that should be passed back to the statement that called the method. [return]
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4 types and references



It’s 10:00. Do you know where your data is? This data just got garbage collected.



Data type, database, Lieutenant Commander Data… it’s all important stuff. Without data, your programs are useless. You need information from your users, and you use that to look up or produce new information to give back to them. In fact, almost everything you do in programming involves working with data in one way or another. In this chapter, you’ll learn the ins and outs of C#’s data types, see how to work with data in your program, and even figure out a few dirty secrets about objects (pssst…objects are data, too).
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not my type



The variable’s t ype de termine s what kind of data it can store There are a bunch of types built into C#, and each one stores a different kind of data. You’ve already seen some of the most common ones, and you know how to use them. But there are a few that you haven’t seen, and they can really come in handy, too. Types you’ll use all the time It shouldn’t come as a surprise that int, string, bool, and double are the most common types.



A whole number doesn’t have a decimal point.



≥≥ int can store any whole number from –2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647. ≥≥ string can hold text of any length (including the empty string “”). ≥≥ bool is a Boolean value—it’s either true or false. ≥≥ double can store real numbers from ±5.0 × 10−324 to ±1.7 × 10308 with up to 16 significant figures. That range looks weird and complicated, but it’s actually pretty simple. The “significant figures” part means the precision of the number: 35,048,410,000,000, 1,743,059, 14.43857, and 0.00004374155 all have seven significant figures. The 10308 thing means that you can store any number as large as 10308 (or 1 followed by 308 zeroes)—as long as it only has 16 or fewer significant figures. On the other end of the range, 10-324 means that you can store any number as small as 10-324 (or a decimal point followed by 324 zeroes followed by 1)… but, you guessed it, as long as it only has 16 or fewer significant figures.



More types for whole numbers Once upon a time, computer memory was really expensive, and processors were really slow. And, believe it or not, if you used the wrong type, it could seriously slow down your program. Luckily, times have changed, and most of the time if you need to store a whole number you can just use an int. But sometimes you really need something bigger… and once in a while, you need something smaller, too. That’s why C# gives you more options: ≥≥ byte can store any whole number between 0 and 255. ≥≥ sbyte can store any whole number from –128 to 127



The “u” stands for “unsigned”



≥≥ short can store any whole number from –32,768 to 32,767. ≥≥ ushort can store any whole number from 0 to 65,535. ≥≥ uint can store any whole number from 0 to 4,294,967,295.



A lot of times, if you’re using these types it’s because you’re solving a problem where it really helps to have the “wrapping around” effect that you’ll read about in a few minutes.



The “s” in sbyte stands for “signed,” which means it can be negative (the “sign” is a minus sign).



≥≥ long can store any whole number between minus and plus 9 billion billion. ≥≥ ulong can store any whole number between 0 and about 18 billion billion.
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“float” is short for “floating point”—as opposed to a “fixed point” number, which always has the same number of decimal places.



types and references



HUGE



and really tiny numbers Types for storing really Sometimes 7 significant figures just isn’t precise enough. And, believe it or not, sometimes 1038 isn’t big enough and 10-45 isn’t small enough. A lot of programs written for finance or scientific research run into these problems all the time, so C# gives us two more types:



When your -45 38 program needs ≥≥ float can store any number from ±1.5. × 10 to ±3.4 × 10 with 7 significant digits. to deal with ≥≥ decimal can store any number from ±1.0 × 10-28 to ±7.9 × 1028 with 28–29 currency, you significant digits. usually want to use a decimal A “literal” just means a number that eyou“int When you used the the re to sto type into your code. So when you typ Value property in number. Literals have types, too i = 5;”, the 5 is a literal. your numericUpDown When you type a number directly into your C# program, you’re using a literal… and control, you were every literal is automatically assigned a type. You can see this for yourself—just enter this using a decimal. line of code that assigns the literal 14.7 to an int variable: int myInt = 14.7;



Now try to build the program. You’ll get this: That’s the same error you’ll get if you try to set an int equal to a double variable. What the IDE is telling you is that the literal 14.7 has a type—it’s a double. You can change its type to a float by sticking an F on the end (14.7F). And 14.7M is a decimal. If you



The “M” stands for “money”—seriously!



A few more useful built-in types Sometimes you need to store a single character like Q or 7 or $, and when you do you’ll use the char type. Literal values for char are always inside single quotes ('x', '3'). You can include escape sequences in the quotes, too ('\n' is a line break, '\t' is a tab). You write an escape sequence in your C# code using two characters, but your program stores each escape sequence as a single character in memory. And finally, there’s one more important type: object. You’ve already seen how you can create objects by creating instances of classes. Well, every one of those objects can be assigned to an object variable. You’ll learn all about how objects and variables that refer to objects work later in this chapter.



try to assign a float literal to a double or a decimal literal to a float, the IDE will give you a helpful message reminding you to add the right suffix. Cool! You’ll learn a lot more about how char and byte relate to each other in Chapter 9.



Windows 7 has a really neat feature in Calculator called “Programmer” mode, where you can see binary and decimal at the same time!



You can use the Windows calculator to convert between decimal (normal, base-10) numbers and binary numbers (base-2 numbers written with only ones and zeroes)—put it in Scientific mode, enter a number, and click the Bin radio button to convert to binary. Then click Dec to convert it back. Now enter some of the upper and lower limits for the whole number types (like –32,768 and 255) and convert them to binary. Can you figure out why C# gives you those particular limits?
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i’ll take an ice cream float to go



A variable is like a data to-go cup All of your data takes up space in memory. (Remember the heap from last chapter?) So part of your job is to think about how much space you’re going to need whenever you use a string or a number in your program. That’s one of the reasons you use variables. They let you set aside enough space in memory to store your data. Think of a variable like a cup that you keep your data in. C# uses a bunch of different kinds of cups to hold different kinds of data. And just like the different sizes of cups at the coffee shop, there are different sizes of variables, too.



You’ll use for whole long numbers t are going thoat really big. be



used for whole int is commonlylds numbers up to numbers. It ho 7. 2,147,483,64 numbers A short will hold whole up to 32,767. byte holds numbers between zero and 255.



long 64 



int 32



These are the number of bits of memory set aside



short byte 16 8 



for the variable when you declare it.



Numbers that have decimal places are stored differently than whole numbers. You can handle most of your numbers that have decimal places using float, the smallest data type that stores decimals. If you need to be more precise, use a double. And if you’re writing a financial application where you’ll be storing currency values, you’ll want to use the decimal type. It’s not always about numbers, though. (You wouldn’t expect to get hot coffee in a plastic cup or cold coffee in a paper one.) The C# compiler also can handle characters and non-numeric types. The char type holds one character, and string is used for lots of characters “strung” together. There’s no set size for a string object, either. It expands to hold as much data as you need to store in it. The bool data type is used to store true or false values, like the ones you’ve used for your if statements.
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e Not all data ends up on the heap. Valu types usually keep their data in anothe’llr part of memory called the stack. You learn all about that in Chapter 14.







float double 32 64 



decimal 128



for These types areger fractions. Lare more variables stor . decimal places



bool 8 



char 16



string depends on the size of the string
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10 pounds of data in a 5 pound bag When you declare your variable as one type, that’s how your compiler looks at it. Even if the value is nowhere near the upper boundary of the type you’ve declared, the compiler will see the cup it’s in, not the number inside. So this won’t work: int leaguesUnderTheSea = 20000; short smallerLeagues = leaguesUnderTheSea;



20,000 would fit into a short, no problem. But since leaguesUnderTheSea is declared as an int, the compiler sees it as int-sized and considers it too big to put in a short container. The compiler won’t make those translations for you on the fly. You need to make sure that you’re using the right type for the data you’re working with.



20,000



All the compiler sees is an int going into a short (which doesn’t work). It doesn’t care about the value in the int cup.



int short



This makes se e. What if you later put a lans rg int cup, one tha er value in the into the short t wouldn’t fit is trying to protcup? The compiler ect you.



Three of these statements won’t compile, either because they’re trying to cram too much data into a small variable or because they’re putting the wrong type of data in. Circle them.



int hours = 24;



string taunt = “your mother”;



short y = 78000;



byte days = 365;



bool isDone = yes;



long radius = 3;



short RPM = 33;



char initial = ‘S’;



int balance = 345667 - 567;



string months = “12”;
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casting call



Even when a number is the right size, you can’t just assign it to any variable Let’s see what happens when you try to assign a decimal value to an int variable. 1



Do this



Create a new project and add a button to it. Then add these lines to the button’s Click() method: decimal myDecimalValue = 10; int myIntValue = myDecimalValue; MessageBox.Show(“The myIntValue is ” + myIntValue);



2



3



Try building your program. Uh oh—you got an error that looks like this:



Make the error go away by casting the decimal to an int. Once you change the second line so it looks like this, your program will compile and run: int myIntValue = (int) myDecimalValue;



So what happened?



Here’s where you cast the decimal value to an int.



The compiler won’t let you assign a value to a variable if it’s the wrong type—even if that variable can hold the value just fine—because that’s the underlying cause behind an enormous number of bugs. When you use casting, you’re essentially making a promise to the compiler that you know the types are different, and that in this particular instance it’s OK for C# to cram the data into the new variable.



Check out how the IDE figured out that you were probably missing a cast.



Take a minute to flip back to the beginning of th chapter and check outeholaswt you used casting when you passed the NumericUpDo . Value to the Talker Testewn r form.



Three of these statements won’t compile, either because they’re trying to cram too much data into a small variable or because they’re putting the wrong type of data in. Circle them.



short y = 78000; bool isDone = yes;
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s The short type hold76 byte 7 2, -3 om fr s number to 32,768. This number’s too big! You can only assign a value of “true” or “false” to a bool.



days = 365;



A byte can only ho value of up to 256.ldYoa need a short for this. u’ll
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When you cast a value that’s too big , C# will adjust it automatically You’ve already seen that a decimal can be cast to an int. It turns out that any number can be cast to any other number. But that doesn’t mean the value stays intact through the casting. If you cast an int variable that’s set to 365 to a byte variable, 365 is too big for the byte. But instead of giving you an error, the value will just wrap around: for example, 256 cast to a byte will have a value of 0. 257 would be converted to 1, 258 to 2, etc., up to 365, which will end up being 109. And once you get back to 255 again, the conversion value “wraps” back to zero.



Hey, I’ve been combining numbers and strings in my message boxes since I learned about loops in Chapter 2! Have I been converting types all along?



Wrap it yourself!



There’s no mystery the numbers—you cato how casting “wraps” pop up the Windows n do it yourself. Just it to Scientific mod calculator, switch Mod 256 (using the e, and calculate 365 does a modulo calcul “Mod” button, which ation). You’ll get 10 9.



You can’t always cast any type to any other type. Create a new project, drag a button onto a form, double-click on it, and type these statements in. Then build your program—it will give lots of errors. Cross out the ones that give errors. That’ll help you figure out which types can be cast , and which can’t! int myInt = 10; byte myByte = (byte)myInt; double myDouble = (double)myByte;



When you’re assigning a number value to a double, you need to add a D to the end of the number to tell the compiler that it’s a float, and not a double.



Yes! The + operator converts for you. What you’ve been doing is using the + operator, which does a lot of converting for you automatically—but it’s especially smart about it. When you use + to add a number or Boolean to a string, then it’ll automatically convert that value to a string, too. If you use + (or *, /, or -) with two different types, it automatically converts the smaller type to the bigger one. Here’s an example: int myInt = 36; double myFloat = 16.4D; myFloat = myInt + myFloat;



Since an int can fit into a float but a float can’t fit into an int, the + operator converts myInt to a float before adding it to myFloat.



bool myBool = (bool)myDouble; string myString = “false”; myBool = (bool)myString; myString = (string)myInt; myString = myInt.ToString(); myBool = (bool)myByte; myByte = (byte)myBool; short myShort = (short)myInt; char myChar = ‘x’; myString = (string)myChar; long myLong = (long)myInt; decimal myDecimal = (decimal)myLong; myString = myString + myInt + myByte + myDouble + myChar; you are here 4   131



a true convert



C# does some casting automatically There are two important conversions that don’t require you to do the casting. The first is done automatically any time you use arithmetic operators, like in this example: long l = 139401930; short s = 516; double d = l - s;



The - operator subtracted the short from the long, and the = operator converted the result to a double.



d = d / 123.456; MessageBox.Show(“The answer is ” + d);



When you use + it’s smart enough to convert the decimal to a string. The other way C# converts types for you automatically is when you use the + operator to concatenate strings (which just means sticking one string on the end of another, like you’ve been doing with message boxes). When you use + to concatenate a string with something that’s another type, it automatically converts the numbers to strings for you. Here’s an example. The first two lines are fine, but the third one won’t compile. long x = 139401930; MessageBox.Show(“The answer is ” + x); MessageBox.Show(x); The C# compiler spits out an error that mentions something about invalid arguments (an argument is what C# calls the value that you’re passing into a method’s parameter). That’s because the parameter for MessageBox.Show() is a string, and this code passed a long, which is the wrong type for the method. But you can convert it to a string really easily by calling its ToString() method. That method is a member of every value type and object. (All of the classes you build yourself have a ToString() method that returns the class name.) That’s how you can convert x to something that MessageBox.Show() can use: MessageBox.Show(x.ToString()); 132   Chapter 4



You can’t always cast any type to any other type. Create a new project, drag a button onto a form, and type these statements into its method. Then build your program—it will give lots of errors. Cross out the ones that give errors. That’ll help you figure out which types can be cast , and which can’t! int myInt = 10; byte myByte = (byte)myInt; double myDouble = (double)myByte; bool myBool = (bool)myDouble; string myString = “false”; myBool = (bool)myString; myString = (string)myInt; myString = myInt.ToString(); myBool = (bool)myByte; myByte = (byte)myBool; short myShort = (short)myInt; char myChar = ‘x’; myString = (string)myChar; long myLong = (long)myInt; decimal myDecimal = (decimal)myLong; myString = myString + myInt + myByte + myDouble + myChar;
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When you call a me thod, the arguments must be compatible with the t ype s of the parame ters Try calling MessageBox.Show(123)—passing MessageBox.Show() a literal (123) instead of a string. The IDE won’t let you build your program. Instead, it’ll show you an error in the IDE: “Argument ‘1’: cannot convert from ‘int’ to ‘string’.” Sometimes C# can do the conversion automatically—like if your method expects an int, but you pass it a short—but it can’t do that for ints and strings. But MessageBox.Show() isn’t the only method that will give you compiler errors if you try to pass it a variable whose type doesn’t match the parameter. All methods will do that, even the ones you write yourself. Go ahead and try typing this completely valid method into a class: public int MyMethod(bool yesNo) { if (yesNo) { return 45; } else { return 61; } }



calls e code thatto pass h t — r e d in m e ave One r as er doesn’t h this paramelet called yesNo. It justiahble. it a variab a Boolean value or var to pass it lace it’s called yesNo is The only p method’s code. inside the



It works just fine if you pass it what it expects (a bool)—call MyMethod(true) or MyMethod(false), and it compiles just fine. But what happens if you pass it an integer or a string instead? The IDE gives you a similar error to the one that you got when you passed 123 to MessageBox.Show(). Now try passing it a Boolean, but assigning the return value to a string or passing it on to MessageBox.Show(). That won’t work, either—the method returns an int, not a long or the string that MessageBox.Show() expects.



A parameter is what you define in your method. An argument is what you pass to it. A method with an int parameter can take a byte argument.



When the compiler gives you an “invalid arguments” error, it means that you tried to call a method with variables whose types didn’t match the method’s parameters. You can assign anything to a variable, parameter, or field with the type object.



true ’s ng hi et m so if e se to st te ys wa al if statements



statement like this: Did you notice how we wrote our if if (yesNo) { s because an if statement always at’ Th . e)” tru == sNo (ye “if say or We didn’t have to explicitly ’s false using ! (an exclamation point, e ing eth som if ck che You e. tru ’s ing In our cod checks if someth same thing as “if (yesNo == false)”.)”, and not the is )” sNo (!ye “if . or) rat ope T sNo the NO just see us do “if (yesNo)” or “if (!ye examples from now on, you’ll usually is true or false. explicitly check to see if a Boolean you are here 4   133



this table is reserved



Actually, C# does give you a way to use reserved keywords as variable names, by putting @ in front of the keyword. You can do that with non-reserved names too, if you want to. There are about 77 reserved words in C#. These are words reserved by the C# compiler; you can’t use them for variable names. You’ll know a lot of them really well by the time you finish the book. Here are some you’ve already used. Write down what you think these words do in C#.



namespace for class public else new using if while



Answers on page 164. 134   Chapter 4
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Create a reimbursement calculator for a business trip. It should allow the user to enter a starting and ending mileage reading from the car’s odometer. From those two numbers, it will calculate how many miles she’s traveled and figure out how much she should be reimbursed if her company pays her $.39 for every mile she puts on her car. 1



Start with a new Windows project. Make the form look like this:



This label is 12 pt bold.



Get rid of the minimize and maximize buttons. For the two Numeric Do wn controls, set the MiniUp mu m to 1 and Maximum to 99 property 9999.



When you’re done with the form, double-click on the button to add some code to the project. 2



Create the variables you’ll need for the calculator. Put the variables in the class definition at the top of Form1. You need two whole number variables to track the starting odometer reading and the ending odometer reading. Call them startingMileage and endingMileage. You need three numbers that can hold decimal places. Make them doubles and call them milesTraveled, reimburseRate, and amountOwed. Set the value for reimburseRate to .39.



3



Make your calculator work. Add code in the button1_Click() method to: ≥≥ Make sure that the number in the Starting Mileage field is smaller than the number in the Ending Mileage field. If not, show a message box that says “The starting mileage must be less than the ending mileage”. Make the title for the message box “Cannot Calculate”. ≥≥ Subtract the starting number from the ending number and then multiply it by the reimburse rate using these lines:



4







milesTraveled = endingMileage -= startingMileage;







amountOwed = milesTraveled *= reimburseRate;







label4.Text = “$” + amountOwed;



Run it. Make sure it’s giving the right numbers. Try changing the starting value to be higher than the ending value and make sure it’s giving you the message box.
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something’s wrong…



v



You were asked to create a reimbursement calculator for a business trip. Here’s the code for the first part of the exercise.



public partial class Form1 : Form { int startingMileage; int endingMileage; double milesTraveled; double reimburseRate = .39;



int works great for whole



numbers. This number could go all the way up to 999,999 . So a short or a byte won’t cut it.



double amountOwed; public Form1() { InitializeComponent(); } private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs startingMileage = (int) numericUpDown1.Value;



Did you remember that you have to change the from ecimal value e){ d the numericUpDowtn? control to an in



endingMileage = (int)numericUpDown2.Value; if (startingMileage 400) then the key gets This is the part that increases the difficulty timer1.Interval -= 10; removed from the as the player gets more keys right. You can if (timer1.Interval > 250) ListBox and the make the game easier by reducing the amounts timer1.Interval -= 7; game difficulty is that are subtracted from timer1.Interval, or if (timer1.Interval > 100) increased. make it harder by increasing them. timer1.Interval -= 2; difficultyProgressBar.Value = 800 - timer1.Interval; // The user pressed a correct key, so update the Stats object // by calling its Update() method with the argument true stats.Update(true);



When the player presses a key, the Form1_KeyDown() method calls the Stats object’s Update() method to update the player stats, and then it displays them in the StatusStrip.



} else { // The user pressed an incorrect key, so update the Stats object // by calling its Update() method with the argument false stats.Update(false); }



}



7



// Update the labels on the StatusStrip correctLabel.Text = "Correct: " + stats.Correct; missedLabel.Text = "Missed: " + stats.Missed; totalLabel.Text = "Total: " + stats.Total; accuracyLabel.Text = "Accuracy: " + stats.Accuracy + "%";



Run your game. Your game’s done! Give it a shot and see how well you do. You may need to adjust the font size of the ListBox to make sure it holds exactly 7 letters, and you can change the difficulty by adjusting the values that are subtracted from timer1.Interval in the Form1_KeyDown() method. you are here 4   163
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exercise solutions



There are about 77 reserved words in C#. These are words reserved by the C# compiler; you can’t use them for variable names. You’ll know a lot of them really well by the time you finish the book. Here are some you’ve already used. Write down what you think these words do in C#.



namespace



Namespaces make sure that the names you are using in your program don’t collide with the ones in the .NET Framework or other external classes you’ve used in your program. All of the classes and methods in a program are inside a namespace.



for



This lets you do a loop that executes three statements. First it declares the variable it’s going to use, then there’s the statement that evaluates the variable against a condition. The third statement does something to the value.



class



A class is how you define an object. Classes have properties and methods. Properties are what they know and methods are what they do.



public



A public class can be used by every other class in the project. When a variable or method is declared as public, it can be used by classes and called by methods that are outside of the one it’s being declared in.



else



Code that starts with else will get executed if the if statement preceding it fails.



new



You use this to create a new instance of an object.



using if while
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This is a way of listing off all of the namespaces you are using in your program. using lets you use code from the .NET Framework and predefined classes from third parties as well as classes you can make yourself. One way of setting up a conditional statement in a program. It says if one thing is true, do one thing and if not do something else. while loops are loops that keep on going as long as the condition in them is true.
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Typecross Solution
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1. The second part of a variable declaration [name] 2. You can combine the variable declaration and the 4. "namespace", "for", "while", "using" and "new" are ____________ into one statement. [assignment] Download examples of _____________ words. [reserfrom ved]Wow! eBook 3. A variable that points to an object [reference] 6. What (int) does in this line of code: x = (int) y; 5. What your program uses to work with data that's in [casting] memory [variable] 8. When an object no longer has any references 7. If you want to store a currency value, use this type pointing to it, it's removed from the heap using [decimal] you are here 4   165 ____________ collection. [garbage] 9. += and -= are this kind of operator [compound] 10. What you're doing when you use the + operator to 11. A variable declaration always starts with this.



exercise solutions



Here’s an array of Elephant objects and a loop that will go through it and find the one with the biggest ears. What’s the value of the biggestEars.Ears after each iteration of the for loop? private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { Elephant[] elephants = new Elephant[7]; elephants[0] = new Elephant() { Name = “Lloyd”, EarSize = elephants[1] = new Elephant() { Name = “Lucinda”, EarSize



that Did you remembewrith the the loop starts of the 40 }; second element you think Why do = 33 }; array? is? at th



elephants[2] = new Elephant() { Name = “Larry”, EarSize = 42 };



elephants[3] = new Elephant() { Name = “Lucille”, EarSize = 32 }; elephants[4] = new Elephant() { Name = “Lars”, EarSize = 44 }; elephants[5] = new Elephant() { Name = “Linda”, EarSize = 37 }; elephants[6] = new Elephant() { Name = “Humphrey”, EarSize = 45 }; Elephant biggestEars = elephants[0];



40



Iteration #1 biggestEars.EarSize = _________



for (int i = 1; i < elephants.Length; i++) { { } }



42



Iteration #2 biggestEars.EarSize = _________



if (elephants[i].EarSize > biggestEars.EarSize)



The biggestEars reference is used to biggestEars = elephants[i];keep track of which 42 element we’ve seen while Iteration #3 biggestEars.EarSize = _________ Use the debugger to check goin through the for this! Put your breakpoint here loop ghas the biggest and watch biggestEars.EarSize. ears so far .



MessageBox.Show(biggestEars.EarSize.ToString()); }



The for loop starts with the second elephant and compares it to whatever elephant biggestEars points to. If its ears are bigger, it points biggestEars at that elephant instead. Then it moves to the next one, then the next one…by the end of the loop biggestEars points to the one with the biggest ears. 166   Chapter 4
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Iteration #4 biggestEars.EarSize = _________



44



Iteration #5 biggestEars.EarSize = _________



45



Iteration #6 biggestEars.EarSize = _________
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Code Magnets Solution



The code for a button is all scrambled up on the fridge. Can you reconstruct the code snippets to make a working method that produces the output listed below?



private void button 1_Click (object se nder, EventArgs e) { string result = “”;



int[] ind ex = new int[4]; ; 1 = ] index[0



Here’s where the index[] array gets initialized.



index[1]



= 3;



index[2]



= 0;



= 2; index[3] string[] islands = new string[4]; island



island island



s[0] = “Bermu da



s[1] = “Fiji”



s[2] = “Azore



”;



;



s”; s[3] = “Cozum el”; 0; int y = island



The islands[] array is initialized here.



int refNum;



This while loop pulls a value from the index[] array and uses it for the index in the islands[] array.



The result string is builttoup using the += operator it. concatenate lines onto



while (y < 4) { refNum = index[y];



result += “\nisland = ”;



; result += islands[refNum] y = y + 1; }



}



MessageBox.Show(resul



t);
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exercise solutions



Pool Puzzle Solution Notice how this class contains the entry point, but it also creates an instance of itself? That’s completely legal in C#.



After this line, we’ve got an array of four Triangle references—but there aren’t any Triangle objects yet! Bonus Answer



28 4, t5 area = 343



The setArea() method uses the height and length fields to set the area field. Since it’s not a static method, it can only be called from inside an instance of Triangle.
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class Triangle { double area; int height; int length; public static void Main(string[] args) { string results = “”; int x = 0; __________ The while loop Triangle[] ta = new Triangle[4]; ___________________________ creates the four while ( ________ ) x= loyalCustomerOrderAmount) { return cookieRecipe + “ ” + secretIngredient; } else { return cookieRecipe; } } } 1. string ovenTemp = mySuperChef.Temperature; 2. string supplier = mySuperChef.ingredientSupplier; 3. int loyalCustomerOrderAmount = 94; 4. mySuperChef.secretIngredient = “cardamom”; 5. mySuperChef.cookieRecipe = “get 3 eggs, 2 1/2 cup flour, 1 tsp salt,



1 tsp vanilla and 1.5 cups sugar and mix them together. Bake for 10 minutes at 375. Yum!”;



6. string recipe = mySuperChef.GetRecipe(56); 7. After running all of the lines that will compile above, what’s the value of recipe?
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leaving something to the imagination



class { 



SuperChef



Here’s a class with some private fields. Circle the statements below that won’t compile if they’re run from outside the class using an instance of the object called mySuperChef.



public string cookieRecipe; private string secretIngredient; private const int loyalCustomerOrderAmount = 60; public int Temperature; private string ingredientSupplier;







public string GetRecipe (int orderAmount) { if (orderAmount >= loyalCustomerOrderAmount) { return cookieRecipe + “ ” + secretIngredient; } else ret { The only way to get the secole wh a er ord return cookieRecipe; to is ingredient e } lot of cookies. Outside codect ly. dir ld fie } is th can’t access } 1. string ovenTemp = mySuperChef.Temperature; 2. string supplier = mySuperChef.ingredientSupplier; 3. int loyalCustomerOrderAmount = 54; 4. mySuperChef.secretIngredient = “cardamom”;



#1 doesn’t compile because you can’t just assign an int to a string.



#2 and #4 don’t compile because ingredientSupplier and secretIngredient are private.



5. mySuperChef.cookieRecipe = “Get 3 eggs, 2 1/2 cup flour, 1 tsp salt,



1 tsp vanilla and 1.5 cups sugar and mix them together. Bake for 10 Even though you created a local variabl minutes at 375. Yum!”; e



6. string recipe =



loyalCustomerAmount and set it to 54, called that mySuperChef.GetRecipe(56); didn’t change the object’s loyalCustomerA value, which is still 60—so it won’t prin mount t the secret ingredient.



7. After running all of the lines that will compile above, what’s the value of recipe?



“Get 3 eggs, 2 1/2 cup flour, 1 tsp salt, 1 tsp vanilla and 1.5 cups sugar and mix them together. Bake for 10 minutes at 375. Yum!”
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encapsulation Something’s really not right here. If I make a field private, all that does is keep my program from compiling another class that tries to use it. But if I just change the “private” to “public” my program builds again! Adding “private” just broke my program. So why would I ever want to make a field private?



Because sometimes you want your class to hide information from the rest of the program. A lot of people find encapsulation a little odd the first time they come across it because the idea of hiding one class’s fields, properties, or methods from another class is a little counterintuitive. But there are some very good reasons that you’ll want to think about what information in your class to expose to the rest of the program.



Encapsulation make s your classe s… ≥≥ Easy to use You already know that classes use fields to keep track of their state. And a lot of them use methods to keep those fields up to date—methods that no other class will ever call. It’s pretty common to have a class that has fields, methods, and properties that will never be called by any other class. If you make those members private, then they won’t pop up in the IntelliSense window later when you need to use that class. ≥≥ Easy to maintain Remember that bug in Kathleen’s program? It happened because the form accessed a field directly rather than using a method to set it. If that field had been private, you would have avoided that bug. ≥≥ Flexible A lot of times, you’ll want to go back and add features to a program you wrote a while ago. If your classes are well encapsulated, then you’ll know exactly how to use them later on.



Encapsulation means having one class hide information from another. It helps you prevent bugs in your programs.



How could building a poorly encapsulated class now make your programs harder to modify later?
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mike’s mess



Mike’s navigator program could use be t ter encapsulation Remember Mike’s street navigation program from Chapter 3? Mike joined a geocaching group, and he thinks his navigator will give him an edge. But it’s been a while since he’s worked on it, and now he’s run into a little trouble. Mike’s navigator program has a Route class that stores a single route between two points. But he’s running into all sorts of bugs because he can’t seem to figure out how it’s supposed to be used! Here’s what happened when Mike tried to go back to his navigator and modify the code:



≥≥ Mike set the StartPoint property to the GPS coordinates of his home and the EndPoint property to the coordinates of his office, and checked the Length property. It said the length was 15.3. When he called the GetRouteLength() method, it returned 0.



Geocaching is a sport where people use their GPS navigators to hide and seek containers that can be hidden anywhere in the world. Mike is really into GPS stuff, so you can see why he likes it so much. Ugh, I can’t remember if I was supposed to set the StartPoint field or use the SetStartPoint() method. I know I had this all working before!



≥≥ He uses the SetStartPoint() property to set the start point to the coordinates of his home and the SetEndPoint() property to set the end point to his office. The GetRouteLength() method returned 9.51, and the Length property contained 5.91. ≥≥ When he tried using the StartPoint property to set the starting point and the SetEndPoint() method to set the ending point, GetRouteLength() always returned 0 and the Length property always contained 0. ≥≥ When he tried using the SetStartPoint() method to set the starting point and the EndPoint property to set the ending point, the Length property contained 0, and the GetRouteLength() method caused the program to crash with an error that said something about not being able to divide by zero.



Route



Here’s the Route object from Mike’s navigator program. Which properties or methods would you make private in order to make it easier to use?



StartPoint EndPoint Length GetRouteLength() GetStartPoint() GetEndPoint() SetStartPoint() SetEndPoint() ChangeStartPoint() ChangeEndPoint()



There are lots of ways to solve this problem, all potentially correct! Write down the one you think is best. 198   Chapter 5



encapsulation



Think of an object as a black box Sometimes you’ll hear a programmer refer to an object as a “black box,” and that’s a pretty good way of thinking about them. When you call an object’s methods, you don’t really care how that method works—at least, not right now. All you care about is that it takes the inputs you gave it and does the right thing.



When you come back to code that you haven’t looked at in a long time, it’s easy to forget how you intended it to be used. That’s where encapsulation can make your life a lot easier!



thinking Back in Chapter 3, Mike wastor . about how to build his navigaabout how That’s when he really cared t that the Route object worked. Bu was a while ago.



I know my Route object works! What matters to me now is figuring out how to use it for my geocaching project.



working, Since then, he got his navigator time. He g lon a and he’s been using it for to be really knows it works well enough m. Now he useful for his geocaching teaect. wants to reuse his Route obj



If you encapsulate your classes well today, that makes them a lot easier to reuse tomorrow.



ut If only Mike had thought abo built ally gin ori he encapsulation when n it the , had he If his Route object! today! he dac hea a him wouldn’t be giving Right now, Mike just wants to think about his Route object as a black box. He wants to feed his coordinates into it and get a length out of it. He doesn’t want to think about how the Route calculates that length…at least, not right now.



Start Point



Rout



e



Length



End Point you are here 4   199



good ideas for easy encapsulation



So a well-encapsulated class does exactly the same thing as one that has poor encapsulation!



Exactly! The difference is that the wellencapsulated one is built in a way that prevents bugs and is easier to use. It’s easy to take a well-encapsulated class and turn it into a poorly encapsulated class: do a search-and-replace to change every occurrence of private to public. And that’s a funny thing about the private keyword: you can generally take any program and do that search-and-replace, and it will still compile and work in exactly the same way. That’s one reason that encapsulation is difficult for some programmers to understand. Until now, everything you’ve learned has been about making programs do things—perform certain behaviors. Encapsulation is a little different. It doesn’t change the way your program behaves. It’s more about the “chess game” side of programming: by hiding certain information in your classes when you design and build them, you set up a strategy for how they’ll interact later. The better the strategy, the more flexible and maintainable your programs will be, and the more bugs you’ll avoid.



And just like chess, there are an almost unlimited number of possible encapsulation strategies!
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encapsulation



A few ideas for encapsulating classes ± Think about ways the fields can be misused. What can go wrong if they’re not set properly?



± Is everything in your class public?



If your class has nothing but public fields and methods, you probably need to spend a little more time thinking about encapsulation.



± What fields require some processing or calculation to happen when they’re set?



Those are prime candidates for encapsulation. If someone writes a method later that changes the value in any one of them, it could cause problems for the work your program is trying to do.



The cost of decorations needs to be figured out first. Once you know that, you can just add it up with the cost of the food and drink to get the total cost.



± Only make fields and methods public if you need to.



If you don’t have a reason to declare something public, don’t. You could make things really messy for yourself by making all of the fields in your program public—but don’t just go making everything private, either. Spending a little time up front thinking about which fields really need to be public and which don’t can save you a lot of time later. you are here 4   201



get it, set it, got it, good



Encapsulation keeps your data pristine Sometimes the value in a field changes as your program does what it’s supposed to do. If you don’t explicitly tell your program to reset the value, you can do your calculations using the old one. When this is the case, you want to have your program execute some statements any time a field is changed—like having Kathleen’s program recalculate the cost every time you change the number of people. We can avoid the problem by encapsulating the data using private fields. We’ll provide a method to get the value of the field, and another method to set the field and do all the necessary calculations.



A quick e xample of encapsulation A Farmer class uses a field to store the number of cows, and multiplies it by a number to figure out how many bags of cattle feed are needed to feed the cows: class Farmer { private int numberOfCows; }



We’d better make this field private so nobody can change it without also changing bagsOfFeed—if they get out of sync, that’ll create bugs!



The farmer needs 30 bags of feed for each cow.



We used camelCase for the private fields and PascalCase for the public ones. PascalCase means capitalizing the first letter in every word in the variable name. camelCase is similar to PascalCase, except that the first letter is lowercase. That makes the uppercase letters look like “humps” of a camel.
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public const int FeedMultiplier = 30; h lis We’ll add a method to give public int GetNumberOfCows() p other classes a way to get ccom { a the number of cows. return numberOfCows; se e } h



s the



T



public void SetNumberOfCows(int newNumberOfCows) { numberOfCows = newNumberOfCows; BagsOfFeed = numberOfCows * FeedMultiplier; }



!



ng



When you create a form to let a user enter the number of cows into a numeric field, you need to be able to change the value in the numberOfCows field. To do that, you can create a method that returns the value of the field to the form object:



And here’s a method to set thee number of cows that makes sur d the BagsOfFeed field is change too. Now there’s no way for the two to get out of sync.



encapsulation



Properties make encapsulation e asier You can use properties, which are methods that look just like fields to other objects. A property can be used to get or set a backing field, which is just a name for a field set by a property.



d to numberOfCows We’ll rename the private fielThi s will become the (notice the lowercase “n”). OfC ty. king field for the Number ows proper private int numberOfCows; bac You’ll often use proper s by combining them with a normal fietie ld de cla public int NumberOfCows the declaration for NumberO ration. Here’s fCows. { e tim any t’s run This is a get accessor. It’s a method .tha has a return value It read is y pert pro get the NumberOfCows —in this case it that matches the type of the variable { ows property. returns the value of the private numberOfC



}



set {



}



}



return numberOfCows;



This is a set accessor that’s called eve ry time the NumberOfCows property is set. Even tho doesn’t look like it has any parameters, ugh the method called value that contains whatever valu it actually has one e the field was set to.



numberOfCows = value; BagsOfFeed = numberOfCows * FeedMultiplier;



You use get and set accessors exactly like fields. Here’s code for a button that sets the numbers of cows and then gets the bags of feed: private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) {







Farmer myFarmer = new Farmer();







int howManyBags = myFarmer.BagsOfFeed;







myFarmer.NumberOfCows = 20;











}



myFarmer.NumberOfCows = 10;



howManyBags = myFarmer.BagsOfFeed;



When this line sets NumberOfCows to 10, the set accessor sets the private numberOfCows field and then updates the public BagsOfFeed field.



Since the NumberOfCows set accessor updated BagsOfFeed, now you can get its value.



berOfCows like Even though the code treats Numpas it 20. a field, it runs the set accessor, dsing d it runs fiel And when it queries the BagsOfFee . the get accessor, which returns 300 you are here 4   203



private property (no trespassing)



Build an application to te st the Farmer class Create a new Windows Forms application that we can use to test the Farmer class and see properties in action. We’ll use the Console.WriteLine() method to write the results to the output window in the IDE. 1



Do this



Add the Farmer class to your project: class Farmer { public int BagsOfFeed; public const int FeedMultiplier = 30;



}



2



private int numberOfCows; public int NumberOfCows { (add the get and set accessors from the previous page) }



Build this form:



Name this button “calculate”—it uses the public Farmer data to write a line to the output. 3



Set the NumericUpDown control’s Value to 15, its Minimum to 5, and its Maximum to 300.



Here’s the form for the code. It uses Console.WriteLine() to send its output to the Output window (which you can bring up by selecting “Output” from the Debug >> Windows menu). You can pass several parameters to WriteLine()—the first one is the string to write. If you include “{0}” inside the string, then WriteLine() replaces it with the first parameter. It replaces “{1}” with the second parameter, “{2}” with the third, etc. public partial class Form1 : Form { Farmer farmer; public Form1() { InitializeComponent(); farmer = new Farmer() { NumberOfCows = 15 }; } private void numericUpDown1_ValueChanged(object sender, EventArgs e) { farmer.NumberOfCows = (int)numericUpDown1.Value; } private void calculate_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { Console.WriteLine(“I need {0} bags of feed for {1} cows”, farmer.BagsOfFeed, farmer.NumberOfCows); } Use the Console.WriteLine() WriteLine() replaces “{0}” with the }



method to send a line of text to the IDE’s Output window.
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value in the first parameter, and “{1}” with the second parameter.



encapsulation



Use automatic properties to finish the class It looks like the Cow Calculator works really well. Give it a shot—run it and click the button. Then change the number of cows to 30 and click it again. Do the same for 5 cows and then 20 cows. Here’s what your Output window should look like:



But there’s a problem with the class. Add a button to the form that executes this statement: 



Can you see how this could lead you to accidentally add a really irritating bug in your program?



farmer.BagsOfFeed = 5;



Now run your program again. It works fine until you press the new button. But press that button and then press the Calculate button again. Now your ouput tells you that you need 5 bags of feed—no matter how many cows you have! As soon as you change the NumericUpDown, the Calculate button should work again.



Fully encapsulate the Farmer class The problem is that your class isn’t fully encapsulated. You used properties to encapsulate NumberOfCows, but BagsOfFeed is still public. This is a common problem. In fact, it’s so common that C# has a way of automatically fixing it. Just change the public BagsOfFeed field to an automatic property. And the IDE makes it really easy for you to add automatic properties. Here’s how: The prop-tab-tab



code snippet adds an automatic property to your code.



1



Remove the BagsOfFeed field from the Farmer class. Put your cursor where the field used to be, and then type prop and press the tab key twice. The IDE will add this line to your code:



public int MyProperty { get; set; } 2



Press the tab key—the cursor jumps to MyProperty. Change its name to BagsOfFeed:



public int BagsOfFeed { get; set; }



Now you’ve got a property instead of a field. When C# sees this, it works exactly the same as if you had used a backing field (like the private numberOfCows behind the public NumberOfCows property). 3



That hasn’t fixed our problem yet. But there’s an easy fix—just make it a read-only property:



public int BagsOfFeed { get; private set; } Try to rebuild your code—you’ll get an error on the line in the button that sets BagsOfFeed telling you that the set accessor is inaccessible. You can’t modify BagsOfFeed from outside the Farmer class—you’ll need to remove that line in order to get your code to compile, so remove the button from the form. Now your Farmer class is better encapsulated! you are here 4   205



set it up



What if we want to change the feed multiplier? We built the Cow Calculator to use a const for the feed multiplier. But what if we want to use the same Farmer class in different programs that need different feed multipliers? You’ve seen how poor encapsulation can cause problems when you make fields in one class too accessible to other classes. That’s why you should only make fields and methods public if you need to. Since the Cow Calculator never updates FeedMultiplier, there’s no need to allow any other class to set it. So let’s change it to a read-only property that uses a backing field. This property 1



Remove this line from your program: 



public const int FeedMultiplier = 30;



Use prop-tab-tab to add a read-only property. But instead of adding an automatic property, use a backing field: 



Do this!



acts just like an int field,t value it jus except instead of storing afee dMultiplier. returns the backing field,accessor, it’s And since there’s no set get, which read-only. It has a public read the value means any other class can ce its set is of FeedMultiplier. But sind-only— it can private, that makes it rea of Farmer. only be set by an instance



private int feedMultiplier; public int FeedMultiplier { get { return feedMultiplier; } }



we changed its name, so it Since we changed FeedMultiplier from a public const to a private int field,you’ll see throughout the book. starts with a lowercase “f”. That’s a pretty standard naming convention 2



Go ahead and make that change to your code. Then run it. Uh-oh—something’s wrong! BagsOfFeed always returns 0 bags.



Wait, that makes sense. FeedMultiplier never got initialized. It starts out with the default value of zero and never changes. When it’s multiplied by the number of cows, it still gives you zero. So add an object initializer:



public Form1() { InitializeComponent(); farmer = new Farmer() { NumberOfCows = 15, feedMultiplier = 30 };



Uh-oh—the program won’t compile! You should get this error:



You can only initialize public fields and properties inside an object initializer. So how can you make sure your object gets initialized properly if some of the fields that need to be initialized are private?
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encapsulation



Use a constructor to initialize private fields If you need to initialize your object, but some of the fields that need to be initialized are private, then an object initializer just won’t do. Luckily, there’s a special method that you can add to any class called a constructor. If a class has a constructor, then that constructor is the very first thing that gets executed when the class is created with the new statement. You can pass parameters to the constructor to give it values that need to be initialized. But the constructor does not have a return value, because you don’t actually call it directly. You pass its parameters to the new statement. And you already know that new returns the object—so there’s no way for a constructor to return anything. 1



All you have to do to add a constructor to a class is add a method that has the same name as the class and no return value.



Add a constructor to your Farmer class This constructor only has two lines, but there’s a lot going on here. So let’s take it step by step. We already know that we need the number of cows and a feed multiplier for the class, so we’ll add them as parameters to the constructor. Since we changed feedMultiplier from a const to an int, now we need an initial value for it. So let’s make sure it gets passed into the constructor. We’ll use the constructor to set the number of cows, too.



after Notice how there’s no “void” or “int” or another type n value. retur a have The “this” don’t rs “public”. That’s because constructo keyword in this. feedMultiplier tells public Farmer(int numberOfCows, int feedMultiplier) { C# that you’re this.feedMultiplier = feedMultiplier; The first thing we’ll do talking about the is set the feed multi er , field, not the NumberOfCows = numberOfCows; because it needs to bepliset parameter with the } If we just set the private numberOfCows field, the NumberOfCows set accessor before we can call the same name. NumberOfCows set accesso r. would never be called. Setting NumberOfCows makes sure it’s called. This is the error you’ll get if your constructor takes parameters but your new doesn’t have any. 2



Now change the form so that it uses the constructor The only thing you need to do now is change the form so that the new statement that creates the Farmer object uses the constructor instead of an object initializer. Once you replace the new statement, both errors will go away, and your code will work! form is an



You already know that the object. Well, it’s got a constructor too! That’s what this method is—notice how it’s named Form1 (like the class) and it doesn’t have a return value.



public Form1() { InitializeComponent(); farmer = new Farmer(15, 30); } Here’s where the new statement calls the constructor. It looks just like any other new statement, except that it has parameters that it passes into the constructor method. When you type it in, watch for the IntelliSense pop-up—it looks just like any other method.
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constructors deconstructed



Constructors Way Up Close Constructors don’t return anything, so there’s no return type.



Let’s take a closer look at the Farmer constructor so we can get a good sense of what’s really going on.



This constructor has two parameters, which work just likecows, ordinary parameters. The first one gives the number of and the second one is the feed multiplier.



public Farmer(int numberOfCows, int feedMultiplier) { We need to set the feed multiplier first, this.feedMultiplier = feedMultiplier; because the second statement calls the NumberOfCows set accessor, which needs NumberOfCows = numberOfCows; feedMultiplier to have a value in order to set BagsOfFeed. } We need a way to differentiate the field called Since “this” is always a reference to the current object, this.feedMultiplier feedMultiplier from the parameter with the refers to the field. If you leave “this” off, then feedMultiplier refers same name. That’s where the “this” keyword to the parameter. So the first line in the constructor sets the private comes in really handy. feedMultiplier field equal to the second parameter of the constructor.



Q:



Is it possible to have a constructor without any parameters?



A:



Yes. It’s actually very common for a class to have a constructor without a parameter. In fact, you’ve already seen an example of it—your form’s constructor. Look inside a newly added Windows form and find its constructor’s declaration: 



public Form1() { InitializeComponent(); }



That’s the constructor for your form object. It doesn’t take any parameters, but it does have to do a lot. Take a minute and open up Form1.Designer.cs. Find the InitializeComponent() method by clicking on the plus sign next to “Windows Form Designer generated code”. That method initializes all of the controls on the form and sets all of their properties. If you drag a new control onto your form in the IDE’s form designer and set some of its properties in the Properties window, you’ll see those changes reflected inside the InitializeComponent() method.
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The InitializeComponent() method is called inside the form’s constructor so that the controls all get initialized as soon as the form object is created. (Remember, every form that gets displayed is just another object that happens to use methods that the .NET Framework provides in the System.Windows.Forms namespace to display windows, buttons, and other controls.)







When a method’s parameter has the same name as a field, then it masks the field.



Did you notice how the constructor’s feedMultiplier parameter looks just like the backing field behind the FeedMultiplier property? If you wanted to use the backing field inside the constructor, you’d use the this keyword: feedMultiplier refers to the parameter, and this.feedMultiplier is how you’d access the private field.



encapsulation



Q:



Why would I need complicated logic in a get or set accessor? Isn’t it just a way of creating a field?



A:



Because sometimes you know that every time you set a field, you’ll have to do some calculation or perform some action. Think about Kathleen’s problem—she ran into trouble because the form didn’t run the method to recalculate the cost of the decorations after setting the number of people in the DinnerParty class. If we replaced the field with a set accessor, then we could make sure that the set accessor recalculates the cost of the decorations. (In fact, you’re about to do exactly that in just a couple of pages!)



Q:



Wait a minute—so what’s the difference between a method and a get or set accessor?



A:



There is none! Get and set accessors are a special kind of method—one that looks just like a field to other objects, and is called whenever that field is set. Get accessors always return a value that’s the same type as the field, and set accessors always take exactly one parameter called value whose type is the same as the field. Oh, and by the way, you can just say “property” instead of “get and set accessor.”



Q:



If a set accessor always takes a parameter called value, why doesn’t its declaration have parentheses with “int value” in them, like you’d have with any other method that takes a parameter called value?



A:



Because C# was built to keep you from having to type in extra information that the compiler doesn’t need. The parameter gets declared without you having to explicitly type it in, which doesn’t sound like much when you’re only typing one or two—but when you have to type a few hundred, it can be a real time saver (not to mention a bug preventer). Every set accessor always has exactly one parameter called value, and the type of that parameter always matches the type of the property. C# has all the information it needs about the type and parameter as soon as you type “set {”. So there’s no need for you to type any more, and the C# compiler isn’t going to make you type more than you have to.



Q: A:



Wait a sec—is that why I don’t add a return value to my constructor?



Q:



Exactly! Your constructor doesn’t have a return value because every constructor is always void. It would be redundant to make you type “void” at the beginning of each constructor, so you don’t have to.



A:



Can I have a get without a set or a set without a get?



So you can have ANY kind of statement in a property?



Absolutely. Anything you can do in a method, you can do in a property. They can call other methods, access other fields, even create objects and instances. But they only get called when a property gets accessed, so it doesn’t make sense to have any statements in them that don’t have to do with getting or setting the property.



Q:



A:



Yes! When you have a get accessor but no set, you create a read-only property. For example, the SecretAgent class might have a ReadOnly field for the name: 



string name = “Dash Martin”; public string Name { get { return name; } } And if you create a property with a set accessor but no get, then your backing field can only be written, not read. The SecretAgent class could use that for a Password property that other spies could write to but not see: public string Password { set { if (value == secretCode) { name = “Herb Jones”; } } Both of those techniques can come in really handy when you’re doing encapsulation.



Q:



I’ve been using objects for a while, but I haven’t written a constructor. Does that mean some classes don’t need one?



A:



No, it just means that C# automatically makes a zero-parameter constructor if there’s none defined. If you define a constructor, then it doesn’t do that. That’s a valuable tool for encapsulation, because it means that you have the option—but not the requirement—to force anyone instantiating your class to use your constructor.



Properties (get and set accessors) are a special kind of method that’s only run when another class reads or writes a property. you are here 4   209



what’s in a name?



Take a look at the get and set accessors here. The form that is using this class has a new instance of CableBill called thisMonth and calls the GetThisMonthsBill() method with a button click. Write down the value of the amountOwed variable after the code below executed.



class CableBill { private int rentalFee; public CableBill(int rentalFee) { this.rentalFee = rentalFee; discount = false; } private int payPerViewDiscount; private bool discount; public bool Discount { set { discount = value; if (discount) payPerViewDiscount = 2; else payPerViewDiscount = 0; } }



}



public int CalculateAmount(int payPerViewMoviesOrdered) { return (rentalFee - payPerViewDiscount) * payPerViewMoviesOrdered; }



What’s the value of



1. CableBill january = new CableBill(4); amountOwed? MessageBox.Show(january.CalculateAmount(7).ToString()); 



2. CableBill february = new CableBill(7); february.payPerViewDiscount = 1; What’s the value of MessageBox.Show(february.CalculateAmount(3).ToString()); amountOwed?



3. CableBill march = new CableBill(9); march.Discount = true; MessageBox.Show(march.CalculateAmount(6).ToString());
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What’s the value of amountOwed?



encapsulation



Q:



I noticed that you used uppercase names for some fields but lowercase ones for others. Does that matter?



A:



Yes—it matters to you. But it doesn’t matter to the compiler. C# doesn’t care what you name your variables, but if you choose weird names then it makes your code hard to read. Sometimes it can get confusing when you have variables that are named the same, except one starts with an uppercase letter and the other starts with a lowercase one. 



Case matters in C#. You can have two different variables called Party and party in the same method. It’ll be confusing to read, but your code will compile just fine. Here are a few tips about variable names to help you keep it straight. They’re not hard-and-fast rules—the compiler doesn’t care whether a variable is uppercase or lowercase—but they’re good suggestions to help make your code easier to read. 1. When you declare a private field, it should be in camelCase and start with a lowercase letter. (It’s called camelCase because it starts with a lowercase letter and additional words are uppercase, so they resemble humps on a camel.) 



2. Public properties and methods are in PascalCase (they start with an uppercase letter). 3. Parameters to methods should be in camelCase. 4. Some methods, especially constructors, will have parameters with the same names as fields. When this happens, the parameter masks the field, which means statements in the method that use the name end up referring to the parameter, not the field. Use the this keyword to fix the problem—add it to the variable to tell the compiler you’re talking about the field, not the parameter.



This code has problems. Write down what you think is wrong with the code, and what you’d change.



class GumballMachine { private int gumballs; private int price; public int Price { get { return price; } }



public GumballMachine(int gumballs, int price) { gumballs = this.gumballs; price = Price; }



public string DispenseOneGumball(int price, int coinsInserted) { if (this.coinsInserted >= price) { // check the field gumballs -= 1; return “Here’s your gumball”; } else { return “Please insert more coins”; } } } you are here 4   211



encapsulation prevents bugs



Write down the value of the amountOwed variable after the code below executed. What’s the value of



1. CableBill january = new CableBill(4); amountOwed? MessageBox.Show(january.CalculateAmount(7).ToString()); 



28



2. CableBill february = new CableBill(7); february.payPerViewDiscount = 1; What’s the value of MessageBox.Show(february.CalculateAmount(3).ToString()); amountOwed?



3. CableBill march = new CableBill(9); march.Discount = true; MessageBox.Show(march.CalculateAmount(6).ToString());



won’t compile What’s the value of amountOwed?



42



This code has problems. Write down what you think is wrong with the code, and what you’d change.



Lowercase price refers to the parameter to the constructor, not the field. This line sets the PARAMETER to the value returne by the Price get accessor, but Price hasn’t evend bee set yet! So it doesn’t do anything useful. n change the constructor’s parameter to uppeIf you rcase Price, this line will work properly.



e wrong The “this” keyword is onrefthers to the lls “gumballs.” this.gumba s refers to the property, while gumball parameter. public GumballMachine(int gumballs, int price) This parameter masks the private field called Price, and { the comment says the method is gumballs = this.gumballs; supposed to be checking the value price = Price; of the price backing field. }



public string DispenseOneGumball(int price, int coinsInserted) { “this” keyword if (this.coinsInserted >= price) { // check the field The a parameter, is on gumballs -= 1; re it doesn’t whe return “Here’s your gumball”; ng. It should be } else { belo price, because on return “Please insert more coins”; field is masked } that er. by a paramet }
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encapsulation



Use what you’ve learned about properties and constructors to fix Kathleen’s Party Planner program.



1



How to fix the Dinner Party calculator To fix the DinnerParty class, we’ll need to make sure the CalculateCostOfDecorations() method is called every time NumberOfPeople changes. ; NumberOfPeople = 10



rm



CalculateCost() returns $650



2



Di



nn



ob



Fo



We need to recalculate the decoration cost every time the number of people changes.



ject



orations() CalculateCostOfDec



erParty



If we make sure that the cost of the decorations is recalculated every time the number of people is updated, then CalculateCost() will always return the right amount.



Add properties and a constructor All you need to do to fix Kathleen’s problem is make sure the DinnerParty class is well encapsulated. You’ll start by changing NumberOfPeople to a property that calls CalculateCostOfDecorations() any time it’s called. Then you’ll add a constructor that makes sure the instance is initialized properly. Finally, you’ll change the form so it uses the new constructor. If you do this right, that’s the only change you’ll need to make to the form. ≥≥ You’ll need to create a new property for NumberOfPeople that has a set accessor that calls CalculateCostOfDecorations(). It’ll need a backing field called numberOfPeople. ≥≥ The NumberOfPeople set accessor needs to have a value to pass as the parameter to the CalculateCostOfDecorations() method. So add a private bool field called fancyDecorations that you set every time CalculateCostOfDecorations() is called. ≥≥ Add a constructor that sets up the class. It needs to take three parameters for the number of people, Healthy Option, and fancy decorations. The form currently calls two methods when it initializes the DinnerParty object—move them into the constructor: dinnerParty.CalculateCostOfDecorations(fancyBox.Checked); dinnerParty.SetHealthyOption(healthyBox.Checked); ≥≥ Here’s the constructor for the form—everything else in the form stays the same: public Form1() { InitializeComponent(); dinnerParty = new DinnerParty((int)numericUpDown1.Value, healthyBox.Checked, fancyBox.Checked); DisplayDinnerPartyCost(); }
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exercise solution



Use what you’ve learned about properties and constructors to fix Kathleen’s Party Planner program.



class DinnerParty { const int CostOfFoodPerPerson = 25;



Now that numberOfPeople is private, there’s no way for the form to change it without also recalculating the cost of the decorations. That’ll fix the bug that almost cost Kathleen one of her best clients!



private int numberOfPeople; public int NumberOfPeople { get { return numberOfPeople; } set { numberOfPeople = value; CalculateCostOfDecorations(fancyDecorations); } } private bool fancyDecorations; public decimal CostOfBeveragesPerPerson; public decimal CostOfDecorations = 0;



By using a property, you can make sure that the cost of decorations is recalculated every time the number of people changes.



public DinnerParty(int numberOfPeople, bool healthyOption, bool fancyDecorations) { NumberOfPeople = numberOfPeople; this.fancyDecorations = fancyDecorations; Be careful how you use SetHealthyOption(healthyOption); You’ll need it to tell “this.”. CalculateCostOfDecorations(fancyDecorations); between the difference the }



parameter and private field



public void SetHealthyOption(bool healthyOption) { named numberOfPeople. if (healthyOption) { CostOfBeveragesPerPerson = 5.00M; So you’ll need Make sure you store the } else { put “this.” to CostOfBeveragesPerPerson = 20.00M; fancy decora tions in a field of front in } so the NumberOfPeople set } “fancyDecorations”



accessor can use it.



public void CalculateCostOfDecorations(bool fancy) { fancyDecorations = fancy; if (fancy) { CostOfDecorations = (NumberOfPeople * 15.00M) + 50M; } else { CostOfDecorations = (NumberOfPeople * 7.50M) + 30M; } }



because the fancyDecorations parameter masks the private field with the same name.



public decimal CalculateCost(bool healthyOption) { decimal totalCost = CostOfDecorations + ((CostOfBeveragesPerPerson + CostOfFoodPerPerson) * NumberOfPeople);



}



}



if (healthyOption) { return totalCost * .95M; } else { return totalCost; }
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6 inheritance



Your object’s family tree So there I was riding my bicycle object down Dead Man’s Curve when I realized it inherited from TwoWheeler and I forgot to add a Brakes() method...long story short, twenty-six stitches and Mom said I’m grounded for a month.



Sometimes you DO want to be just like your parents. Ever run across an object that almost does exactly what you want your object to do? Found yourself wishing that if you could just change a few things, that object would be perfect? Well, that’s just one reason that inheritance is one of the most powerful concepts and techniques in the C# language. Before you’re through with this chapter, you’ll learn how to subclass an object to get its behavior, but keep the flexibility to make changes to that behavior. You’ll avoid duplicate code, model the real world more closely, and end up with code that’s easier to maintain. this is a new chapter   215



happy birthday baby



Kathleen doe s birthday partie s, too Now that you got your program working, Kathleen is using it all the time. But she doesn’t just handle dinner parties—she does birthdays too, and they’re priced a little differently. She’ll need you to add birthdays to her program.



I just got a call for a birthday party for 10 people. Can your program handle that?



These are both the same as the dinner party. Cost Estimate for a Birthday Party • $25 per person.



ns. If a client • There are two options for the cost of decoratio n with a $30 perso per $7.50 it’s ns, goes with the normal decoratio rations deco party the de upgra decorating fee. A client can also $50 onea with n perso per $15 to the “Fancy Option”—that costs time decorating fee. 8-inch cake ($40), • When the party has four people or less, use an Otherwise, she uses a 16-inch cake ($75).



Most of the change have to do with cakess and writing.
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The 8-inch cake can • Writing on the cake costs $.25 for each letter. one can have up ch 16-in the and g, have up to 16 letters of writin to 40 letters of writing. es. Use a tab control, The application should handle both types of parti one tab for each kind of party.



inheritance



We need a BirthdayPart y class Modifying your program to calculate the cost of Kathleen’s birthday parties means adding a new class and changing the form to let you handle both kinds of parties.



Here’s what we’re going to do: 1



Q:



Create a new BirthdayParty class Your new class will need to calculate the costs, deal with decorations, and check the size of the writing on the cake.



BirthdayParty NumberOfPeople CostOfDecorations CakeSize CakeWriting CalculateCostOfDecorations() CalculateCost()



2



Add a TabControl to your form Each tab on the form is a lot like the GroupBox control you used to choose which guy placed the bet in the Betting Parlor lab. Just click on the tab you want to display, and drag controls into it.



3



Label the first tab and move the Dinner Party controls into it You’ll drag each of the controls that handle the dinner party into the new tab. They’ll work exactly like before, but they’ll only be displayed when the dinner party tab is selected.



4



Label the second tab and add new Birthday Party controls to it You’ll design the interface for handling birthday parties just like you did for the dinner parties.



5



Wire your birthday party class up to the controls Now all you need to do is add a BirthdayParty reference to the form’s fields, and add the code to each of your new controls so that it uses its methods and properties.



Why can’t we just create a new instance of



DinnerParty, like Mike did when he wanted to compare three routes in his navigation program?



A:



You’ll do all this in a minute—but first you’ll need to get a sense of what the job involves.



Because if you created another instance of the DinnerParty class, you’d only be able to use it to plan extra dinner parties. Two instances of the same class can be really useful if you need to manage two different pieces of the same kind of data. But if you need to store different kinds of data, you’ll need different classes to do it.



Q: A:



How do I know what to put in the new class?



Before you can start building a class, you need to know what problem it’s supposed to solve. That’s why you had to talk to Kathleen—she’s going to be using the program. Good thing you took a lot of notes! You can come up with your class’s methods, fields, and properties by thinking about its behavior (what it needs to do) and its state (what it needs to know).
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another kind of party



Build the Part y Planner version 2.0 Start a new project—we’re going to build Kathleen a new version of her program that handles birthdays and dinner parties. We’ll start by creating a wellencapsulated BirthdayParty class to do the actual calculation.



Make sure you use decimal as the type for the fields and properties that hold currency.



Do this! 1



BirthdayParty NumberOfPeople CostOfDecorations CakeSize CakeWriting CalculateCostOfDecorations() CalculateCost()



Add the new BirthdayParty class to your program You already know how you’ll handle the NumberOfPeople property and the CostOfDecorations method—they’re just like their counterparts in DinnerParty. We’ll start by creating your new class and adding those, and then we’ll add the rest of the behavior. ≥≥ Add a public int field called CakeSize. You’ll be adding a private method called CalculateCakeSize() that sets CakeSize to either 8 or 16 depending on the number of people. So first we’ll add the constructor and the NumberOfPeople set accessor. We’ll also add a couple more fields and a constant.



using System.Windows.Forms;



Make sure you’ve added this using statement to the top of the class, because you’ll be calling MessageBox.Show().



class BirthdayParty { public const int CostOfFoodPerPerson = 25; public decimal CostOfDecorations = 0; private bool fancyDecorations; public int CakeSize;



When the BirthdayParty object is initialized, it needs to know the number of people, the kind of decorations, and the writing on the cake, so it can start out with the right cake cost when CalculateCost() is called.



public BirthdayParty(int numberOfPeople, bool fancyDecorations, string cakeWriting) { this.numberOfPeople = numberOfPeople; The constructor’s calling the set accessor to this.fancyDecorations = fancyDecorations; set the cake writing, in case the parameter CalculateCakeSize(); is too long for the cake, so it’s got to this.CakeWriting = cakeWriting; the cake size first. CalculateCostOfDecorations(fancyDecorations); calculate }



The constructor sets the properties and then runs the calculations.
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inheritance



≥≥ You’ll need a CakeWriting string property to hold the writing on the cake. The CakeWriting set accessor checks CakeSize because different sizes of cake can hold different numbers of letters. Then it uses value.Length to check how long the string is. If it’s too long, instead of setting the private field, the set accessor pops up a message box that says, “Too many letters for a 16-inch cake” (or 8-inch cake). ≥≥ And you’ll need that CalculateCakeSize() method, too. Here it is: private void CalculateCakeSize() { if (NumberOfPeople maxLength) { MessageBox.Show(“Too many letters for a ” + CakeSize + “ inch cake”); code block, you don’t if (maxLength > this.cakeWriting.Length) need to add curly maxLength = this.cakeWriting.Length; brackets around it. this.cakeWriting = cakeWriting.Substring(0, maxLength); Every string has a Substring() method that returns a } else portion of the string. This one cuts it down to the this.cakeWriting = value; allowed length, so you’ll need to reload the writing into } the textbox when the text or cake size changes. }



blocks e lin le ng si r fo al on ti op e ar ts ke Curly brac that’s just got a single



tement or while loop A lot of times you’ll have an if sta t happens a lot, you can end up with a whole lot m statement inside its block. When tha e! C# helps you avoid that proble sor eye l rea a be can t tha and this is of curly brackets— if there’s just one statement. So ts cke bra ly cur the op dr you g by lettin and an if statement: perfectly valid syntax for a loop if (myValue == 36) ) i++ ; 10 < i 0; = i for (int myValue *= 5; ); b(i eJo Th Do you are here 4  
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kathleen’s gonna love this



Keep on going with the BirthdayParty class… ≥≥ Finish off the BirthdayParty class by adding the CalculateCost() method. But instead of taking the decoration cost and adding the cost of beverages (which is what happens in DinnerParty), it’ll add the cost of the cake.



We’re using decimal because we’re dealing with prices and currency.



public decimal CalculateCost() { decimal TotalCost = CostOfDecorations + (CostOfFoodPerPerson * NumberOfPeople); decimal CakeCost; if (CakeSize == 8) The CalculateCost() method is a CakeCost = 40M + CakeWriting.Length * .25M; lot like the one from DinnerParty, else except that it adds the cost of CakeCost = 75M + CakeWriting.Length * .25M; the cake instead of the Healthy return TotalCost + CakeCost; Choice option. }



thod cut down



private int numberOfPeople; Making the CakeWriting me the public int NumberOfPeople { the size of the cake is only half ofsure get { return numberOfPeople; } solution. The other half is making gets run set { that the CakeWriting set accessor nges. numberOfPeople = value; every time the number of people cha CalculateCostOfDecorations(fancyDecorations); CalculateCakeSize(); So when the number of people this.CakeWriting = cakeWriting; } changes, the class first This method is just like the one in } recalculates the cake size, and



the DinnerParty class.



}



public void CalculateCostOfDecorations(bool fancy) { fancyDecorations = fancy; if (fancy) CostOfDecorations = (NumberOfPeople * 15.00M) + 50M; else CostOfDecorations = (NumberOfPeople * 7.50M) + 30M; }
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then it uses its set accessor for CakeWriting to cut the text down—so if a 10-person party turns into a 4-person one, their 36-letter message will be cut down to one that’ll fit on the smaller cake.



inheritance



2



Use a TabControl to add tabs to the form Drag a TabControl out of the toolbox and onto your form, and resize it so it takes up the entire form. Change the text of each tab using the TabPages property: a “…” button shows up in the Properties window next to the property. When you click it, the IDE pops up a window that lets you edit the properties of each tab. Set the Text property of the tabs to “Dinner Party” and “Birthday Party”.



3



Paste the Dinner Party controls onto their tab Open up the Party Planner program from Chapter 5 in another IDE window. Select the controls on the tab, copy them, and paste them into the new Dinner Party tab. You’ll need to click inside the tab to make sure they get pasted into the right place (otherwise you’ll get an error about not being able to add a component to a container of type TabControl). One thing to keep in mind here: when you copy and paste a control into a form, you’re only adding the control itself, not the event handlers for the control. And you’ll need to check to make sure that the (Name) is set correctly in the Properties window for each of them. Make sure that each control has the same name as it did in your Chapter 5 project, and then double-click on each control after you add it to add a new empty event handler.



4



Click on the tabs to switch between them. Use the TabCollection property to change the text for each tab. Click the “…” button next to it and select each tab’s Text property.



After you drag the Dinner Party controls onto the tab, they’ll only be visible when the Dinner Party tab is selected.



Build the Birthday Party user interface The Birthday Party GUI has a NumericUpDown control for the number of people, a CheckBox control for fancy decorations, and a Label control with a 3D border for the cost. Then you’ll add a TextBox control for the cake writing.



This tab uses the NumericUpDown, CheckBox, and Label controls just like the Dinner Party tab does. Name them numberBirthday, fancyBirthday, and birthdayCost.



Click on the Birthday Party tab and add the new controls.



Add a TextBox control called cakeWriting for the writing on the cake (and a label above it so the user knows what it’s for). Use its Text property to give it a default value of “Happy Birthday”. you are here 4   221



finish the form



Keep on going with the code for the form… 5



Put it all together All the pieces are there—now it’s just a matter of writing a little code to make the controls work. ≥≥ You’ll need fields in your form that have references to a BirthdayParty object and a DinnerParty object, and you’ll need to instantiate them in the constructor. ≥≥ You already have code for the dinner party controls’ event handlers—they’re in your Chapter 5 project. If you haven’t double-clicked on the NumericUpDown and CheckBox controls in the Dinner Party tab to add the event handlers, do it now. Then copy the contents of each event handler from the Chapter 5 program and paste them in here. Here’s the code for the form: public partial class Form1 : Form { DinnerParty dinnerParty;



BirthdayParty birthdayParty;



The BirthdayParty instance is initialized in the form’s constructor, just like the instance of DinnerParty.



public Form1() {



InitializeComponent();



dinnerParty = new DinnerParty((int)numericUpDown1.Value,



healthyBox.Checked, fancyBox.Checked);



DisplayDinnerPartyCost();



birthdayParty = new BirthdayParty((int)numberBirthday.Value, fancyBirthday.Checked, cakeWriting.Text);



}



DisplayBirthdayPartyCost();



// The fancyBox, healthyBox, and numericUpDown1 event handlers and // the DisplayDinnerCost() method are identical to the ones in the // Dinner Party exercise at the end of Chapter 5.



≥≥ Add code to the NumericUpDown control’s event handler method to set the object’s NumberOfPeople property, and make the Fancy Decorations checkbox work. private void numberBirthday_ValueChanged(object sender, EventArgs e) { birthdayParty.NumberOfPeople = (int)numberBirthday.Value; DisplayBirthdayPartyCost(); The CheckBox and NumericUpDown controls’ event } handlers are just like the ones for the dinner party. private void fancyBirthday_CheckedChanged(object sender, EventArgs e) { birthdayParty.CalculateCostOfDecorations(fancyBirthday.Checked); DisplayBirthdayPartyCost(); }
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inheritance



≥≥ Use the Events page in the Properties window to add a new TextChanged event handler to the cakeWriting TextBox. Click on the lightning bolt button in the Properties window to switch to the Events page. Then select the TextBox and scroll down until you find the TextChanged event. Double-click on it to add a new event handler for it.



When you select the cakeWriting TextBox and double-click on the TextChanged row in the Events page of the Properties window, the IDE will add a new event handler that gets fired every time the text in the box changes. private void cakeWriting_TextChanged(object sender, EventArgs e) { birthdayParty.CakeWriting = cakeWriting.Text; DisplayBirthdayPartyCost(); }



≥≥ Add a DisplayBirthdayPartyCost() method and add it to all of the event handlers so the cost label is updated automatically any time there’s a change.



}



private void DisplayBirthdayPartyCost() { cakeWriting.Text = birthdayParty.CakeWriting; decimal cost = birthdayParty.CalculateCost(); birthdayCost.Text = cost.ToString(“c”); }



All the intelligence for dealing with the writing, the number of people, and the cake size is built into the NumberOfPeople and CakeWriting set accessors, so the form just has to set and display the values.



The way that the form handles the cake writing can be really simple because the BirthdayParty class is well encapsulated. All the form has to do is use its controls to set the properties on the object, and the object takes care of the rest.



…and you’re done with the form! you are here 4   223



it lives!



6



Your program’s done—time to run it Make sure the program works the way it’s supposed to. Check that it pops up a message box if the writing is too long for the cake. Make sure the price is always right. If it’s working, you’re done!



Start up the program and go to the Dinner Party tab. Make sure that it works just like your old Party Planner program.



Click on the Birthday Party tab. Make sure the cost changes when you change the number of people or click the Fancy Decorations checkbox.



When you type in the Cake Writing text box, the TextChanged event handler should update the cost every time you add or remove a letter.
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Does the calculation work correctly? In this case, 10 people means $25 per person ($250) plus $75 for a 16” cake plus $7.50 per person ($75) for the non-fancy decorations plus a $30 decorating fee plus $.25 per letter for 21 letters on the cake ($5.25). So $250 + $75 + $75 + $30 + $5.25 = $435.25. It works!



inheritance



One more thing…can you add a $100 fee for parties over 12? Kathleen’s gotten so much business using your program that she can afford to charge a little more for some of her larger clients. So what would it take to change your program to add in the extra charge? ≥≥ Change the DinnerParty.CalculateCost() to check NumberOfPeople and add $100 to the return value if it’s over 12. ≥≥ Do the exact same thing for BirthdayParty.CalculateCost(). Take a minute and think about how you’d add a fee to both the DinnerParty and BirthdayParty classes. What code would you write? Where would it have to go? Easy enough…but what happens if there are three similar classes? Or four? Or twelve? And what if you had to maintain that code and make more changes later? What if you had to make the same exact change to five or six closely related classes?



Wow, I’d have to write the same code over and over again. That’s a really inefficient way to work. There’s got to be a better way!



You’re right! Having the same code repeated in different classes is inefficient and error-prone. Lucky for us, C# gives us a better way to build classes that are related to each other and share behavior: inheritance.
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no need to use gold when anything shiny will do



When your classe s use inheritance, you only need to write your code once It’s no coincidence that your DinnerParty and BirthdayParty classes have a lot of the same code. When you write C# programs, you often create classes that represent things in the real world—and those things are usually related to each other. Your classes have similar code because the things they represent in the real world—a birthday party and a dinner party—have similar behaviors. DinnerParty



Kathleen needs to figure out the cost of her parties, no matter what kind of parties they are.



BirthdayParty



NumberOfPeople CostOfDecorations HealthyOption CostOfBeveragesPerPerson



NumberOfPeople CostOfDecorations CakeSize CakeWriting



CalculateCostOfDecorations() CalculateCost() SetHealthyOption()



CalculateCostOfDecorations() CalculateCost()



A birthday party handles the number of people and the cost of decorations in almost the same way as a dinner party.



Dinner partie s and birthday partie s are both parties When you have two classes that are more specific cases of something more general, you can set them up to inherit from the same class. When you do that, each of them is a subclass of the same base class. Party



Both kinds of parties have to keep track of the number of people and the cost of decorations, so you can move that into the base class. This arrow in the class diagram means the DinnerParty class inherits from the Party class.
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DinnerParty



NumberOfPeople HealthyOption CostOfBeveragesPerPerson CalculateCost() SetHealthyOption()



NumberOfPeople CostOfDecorations



CalculateCostOfDecorations() CalculateCost()



Both subclasses inherit the decoration calculation from the base class, so they don’t need to include it.



The way both parties handle the number of people and calculating the total cost is similar but distinct. We can break up the behavior for these things so the similar part is in the base class, while putting the distinct pieces in the two subclasses. BirthdayParty



NumberOfPeople CakeSize CakeWriting CalculateCost()



inheritance



Build up your class model by starting general and ge t ting more specific C# programs use inheritance because it mimics the relationship that the things they model have in the real world. Real-world things are often in a hierarchy that goes from more general to more specific, and your programs have their own class hierarchy that does the same thing. In your class model, classes further down in the hierarchy inherit from those above it. General



Food



In a class model, Cheese might inherit from DairyProduct, which would inherit from Food.



General



Every bird is an animal, but not every animal is a bird.



Dairy Product



Cheese



Cheddar



Bird



To someone looking for a any songbird might do. pet, to an ornithologist studBut the mimidae bird family,ying confusing the Northern and Southern mockingbi would be unacceptable. rds



Aged Vermont Cheddar Specific



If you have a recipe that calls for cheddar cheese, then you can use aged Vermont cheddar. But if it specifically needs aged Vermont, then you can’t just use any cheddar—you need that specific cheese.



Animal



Songbird



Mockingbird



Northern Mockingbird



erits Something lower on the hierarchy inh hing most or all of the attributes of everyt above it. All animals eat and mate, so Northern Mockingbirds eat and mate.



Specific



in-her-it, verb.



to derive an attribute from one’s parents or ancestors. She wanted the baby to inherit her big brown eyes, and not her husband’s beady blue ones. you are here 4   227



it’s a jungle out there



How would you de sign a zoo simulator? Lions and tigers and bears…oh my! Also, hippos, wolves, and the occasional cat. Your job is to design a program that simulates a zoo. (Don’t get too excited—we’re not going to actually build the code, just design the classes to represent the animals.) We’ve been given a list of some of the animals that will be in the program, but not all of them. We know that each animal will be represented by an object, and that the objects will move around in the simulator, doing whatever it is that each particular animal is programmed to do. More importantly, we want the program to be easy for other programmers to maintain, which means they’ll need to be able to add their own classes later on if they want to add new animals to the simulator. So what’s the first step? Well, before we can talk about specific animals, we need to figure out the general things they have in common—the abstract characteristics that all animals have. Then we can build those characteristics into a class that all animal classes can inherit from.



1



Look for things the animals have in common Take a look at these six animals. What do a lion, a hippo, a tiger, a cat, a wolf, and a dalmatian have in common? How are they related? You’ll need to figure out their relationships so you can come up with a class model that includes all of them.
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inheritance



Use inheritance to avoid duplicate code in subclasse s



2



You already know that duplicate code sucks. It’s hard to maintain, and always leads to headaches down the road. So let’s choose fields and methods for an Animal base class that you only have to write once, and each of the animal subclasses can inherit from them. Let’s start with the public fields: ≥≥ Picture: an image that you can put into a PictureBox. ≥≥ Food: the type of food this animal eats. Right now, there can be only two values: meat and grass.



Build a base class to give the animals everything they have in common The fields, properties, and methods in the base class will give all of the animals that inherit from it a common state and behavior. They’re all animals, so it makes sense to call the base class Animal.



≥≥ Hunger: an int representing the hunger level of the animal. It changes depending on when (and how much) the animal eats. ≥≥ Boundaries: a reference to a class that stores the height, width, and location of the pen that the animal will roam around in. ≥≥ Location: the X and Y coordinates where the animal is standing. In addition, the Animal class has four methods the animals can inherit: ≥≥ MakeNoise(): a method to let the animal make a sound. ≥≥ Eat(): behavior for when the animal encounters its preferred food. ≥≥ Sleep(): a method to make the animal lie down and take a nap. ≥≥ Roam(): the animals like to wander around their pens in the zoo.



Choosing a base class is about making choices. You could have decided to use a ZooOccupant class that defines the feed and maintenance costs, or an Attraction class with methods for how the animals entertain the zoo visitors. But we think Animal makes the most sense here. Do you agree?



Animal Picture Food Hunger Boundaries Location MakeNoise() Eat() Sleep() Roam()



Lion Wolf



Cat Hippo



Tiger Dog
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warning: don’t feed the programmers



Dif ferent animals make dif ferent noise s Just because a property or a method is in the Animal base class, that doesn’t mean every subclass has to use it the same way…or at all!



Lions roar, dogs bark, and as far as we know hippos don’t make any sound at all. Each of the classes that inherit from Animal will have a MakeNoise() method, but each of those methods will work a different way and will have different code. When a subclass changes the behavior of one of the methods that it inherited, we say that it overrides the method. 3



Think about what you need to override When a subclass changes the behavior of a method it inherited, we call it overriding. Every animal needs to eat. But a dog might take little bites of meat, while a hippo eats huge mouthfuls of grass. So what would the code for that behavior look like? Both the dog and the hippo would override the Eat() method. The hippo’s method would have it consume, say, 20 pounds of hay each time it was called. The dog’s Eat() method, on the other hand, would reduce the zoo’s food supply by one 12-ounce can of dog food.



So when you’ve got a subclass that inherits from a base class, it must inherit all of the base class’s behaviors… but you can modify them in the subclass so they’re not performed exactly the same way. That’s what overriding is all about.



Figure out what each animal does that the Animal class does differently—or not at all What does each type of animal do that all the other animals don’t? Dogs eat dog food, so the dog’s Eat() method will need to override the Animal.Eat() method. Hippos swim, so a hippo will have a Swim() method that isn’t in the Animal class at all.



Grass is yummy! I could go for a good pile of hay right now. I beg to differ.



Animal Picture Food Hunger Boundaries Location MakeNoise() Eat() Sleep() Roam()
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We already know that some animals will override the MakeNoise() and Eat() methods. Which animals will override Sleep() or Roam()? Will any of them? What about the properties—which animals will override some properties?



inheritance



Think about how to group the animals Aged Vermont cheddar is a kind of cheese, which is a dairy product, which is a kind of food, and a good class model for food would represent that. Lucky for us, C# gives us an easy way to do it. You can create a chain of classes that inherit from each other, starting with the topmost base class and working down. So you could have a Food class, with a subclass called DairyProduct that serves as the base class for Cheese, which has a subclass called Cheddar, which is what AgedVermontCheddar inherits from. 4



Look for classes that have a lot in common Animal



Don’t dogs and wolves seem pretty similar? They’re both canines, and it’s a good bet that if you look at their behavior they have a lot in common. They probably eat the same food and sleep the same way. What about domestic cats, tigers, and lions? It turns out all three of them move around their habitats in exactly the same way. It’s a good bet that you’ll be able to have a Feline class that lives between Animal and those three cat classes that can help prevent duplicate code between them.



Picture Food Hunger Boundaries Location



There’s a pretty good chance that we’ll be able to add a Canine class that the dogs and wolves both inherit from.



MakeNoise() Eat() Sleep() Roam()



Lion



The subclasses inherit all four methods from Animal, but we’re only having them override MakeNoise() and Eat().



Wolf



MakeNoise() Eat() Cat Hippo



MakeNoise() Eat()



Tiger Dog



MakeNoise() Eat()



MakeNoise() Eat()



MakeNoise() Eat()



MakeNoise() Eat()



That’s why we only show those two methods in the class diagrams. you are here 4   231



extend your objects



Cre ate the class hierarchy When you create your classes so that there’s a base class at the top with subclasses below it, and those subclasses have their own subclasses that inherit from them, what you’ve built is called a class hierarchy. This is about more than just avoiding duplicate code, although that is certainly a great benefit of a sensible hierarchy. But when it comes down to it, the biggest benefit you’ll get is that your code becomes really easy to understand and maintain. When you’re looking at the zoo simulator code, when you see a method or property defined in the Feline class, then you immediately know that you’re looking at something that all of the cats share. Your hierarchy becomes a map that helps you find your way through your program. 5



Animal Picture Food Hunger Boundaries Location MakeNoise() Eat() Sleep() Roam()



Finish your class hierarchy Now that you know how you’ll organize the animals, you can add the Feline and Canine classes. Feline



Since Feline overrides Roam(), anything that inherits from it gets its new Roam() and not the one in Animal.



Canine Roam() Hippo



Eat() Sleep()



MakeNoise() Eat() Lion



MakeNoise() Eat()



The three cats roam th same way, so they shar e an inherited Roam() e method. But each on still eats and makes noe ise differently, so they’ll all override the Eat() d MakeNoise() methodan that they inherited s from Animal. 232   Chapter 6



Dog Cat Tiger



MakeNoise() Eat()



MakeNoise() Eat()



Our wolves and dogs eat the same way, so we moved their common Eat() method up to the Canine class.



Wolf



MakeNoise()



MakeNoise()



inheritance



Ever y subclass e xtends its base class You’re not limited to the methods that a subclass inherits from its base class…but you already know that! After all, you’ve been building your own classes all along. When you add inheritance to a class, what you’re doing is taking the class you’ve already built and extending it by adding all of the fields, properties, and methods in the base class. So if you wanted to add a Fetch() method to the dog, that’s perfectly normal. It won’t inherit or override anything—only the dog will have that method, and it won’t end up in Wolf, Canine, Animal, Hippo, or any other class.



hi-er-ar-chy, noun.



an arrangement or classification in which groups or things are ranked one above the other. The president of Dynamco had worked his way up from the mailroom to the top of the corporate hierarchy.



makes a new Dog object



Dog spot = new Dog();



calls the version in Dog



spot.MakeNoise();



calls the version in Animal



spot.Roam();



calls the version in Canine



spot.Eat();



calls the version in Canine



spot.Sleep();



calls the version in Dog



spot.Fetch();



Animal Picture Food Hunger Boundaries Location MakeNoise() Eat() Sleep() Roam()



Canine



Eat() Sleep()



C# always calls the most specific me thod If you tell your dog object to roam, there’s only one method that can be called—the one in the Animal class. But what about telling your dog to make noise? Which MakeNoise() is called? Well, it’s not too hard to figure it out. A method in the Dog class tells you how dogs do that thing. If it’s in the Canine class, it’s telling you how all canines do it. And if it’s in Animal, then it’s a description of that behavior that’s so general that it applies to every single animal. So if you ask your dog to make a noise, first C# will look inside the Dog class to find the behavior that applies specifically to dogs. If Dog didn’t have one, it’d then check Canine, and after that it’d check Animal.



Dog



MakeNoise() Fetch()
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base how low can you go?



Use a colon to inherit f rom a base class



When a subclass inherits from a When you’re writing a class, you use a colon (:) to have it inherit from a base class. That makes it a subclass, and gives it all of the fields, base class, all properties, and methods of the class it inherits from. of the fields, class Vertebrate Vertebrate NumberOfLegs { properties, and public int NumberOfLegs; methods in the public void Eat() { Eat() // code to make it eat base class are } } erit from the automatically The Bird class uses a colon to inhat it inherits all of th ans Vertebrate class. This me ods from Vertebrate. added to the the fields, properties, and meth subclass. class Bird : Vertebrate Bird Wingspan



Fly()



tweety is an instance of Bird, so it’s got the Bird methods and fields as usual.



{ public double Wingspan; public void Fly() { // code to make the bird fly } }



public button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { Bird tweety = new Bird(); its tweety.Wingspan = 7.5; Since the Bird class inherinstance tweety.Fly(); from Vertebrate, every s tweety.NumberOfLegs = 2; of Bird also has the fieldthe tweety.Eat(); and methods defined in } Vertebrate class.



Q:



Why does the arrow point up, from the subclass to the base class? Wouldn’t the diagram look better with the arrow pointing down instead?



A:



It might look better, but it wouldn’t be as accurate. When you set up a class to inherit from another one, you build that relationship into the subclass—the base class remains the same. And that makes sense when you think about it from the perspective of the base class. 
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You extend a class by adding a colon to the end of the class declaration, followed by the base class to inherit from.



Its behavior is completely unchanged when you add a class that inherits from it. The base class isn’t even aware of this new class that inherited from it. Its methods, fields, and properties remain entirely intact. But the subclass definitely changes its behavior. Every instance of the subclass automatically gets all of the properties, fields, and methods from the base class, and it all happens just by adding a colon. That’s why you draw the arrow on your diagram so that it’s part of the subclass, and points to the base class that it inherits from.



inheritance



Take a look at these class models and declarations, and then circle the statements that won’t work. Aircraft



AirSpeed Altitude



TakeOff() Land()



class Aircraft { public double AirSpeed; public double Altitude; public void TakeOff() { ... }; public void Land() { ... }; } class FirePlane : Aircraft { public double BucketCapacity; public void FillBucket() { ... }; }



FirePlane



BucketCapacity



FillBucket()



Sandwich



Toasted SlicesOfBread



CountCalories()



BLT



SlicesOfBacon AmountOfLettuce



AddSideOfFries()



public void FireFightingMission() { FirePlane myFirePlane = new FirePlane(); new FirePlane.BucketCapacity = 500; Aircraft.Altitude = 0; myFirePlane.TakeOff(); myFirePlane.AirSpeed = 192.5; myFirePlane.FillBucket(); Aircraft.Land(); } class Sandwich { public boolean Toasted; public int SlicesOfBread; public int CountCalories() { ... } } class BLT public public public }



: Sandwich { int SlicesOfBacon; int AmountOfLettuce; int AddSideOfFries() { ... }



public BLT OrderMyBLT() { BLT mySandwich = new BLT(); BLT.Toasted = true; Sandwich.SlicesOfBread = 3; mySandwich.AddSideOfFries(); mySandwich.SlicesOfBacon += 5; MessageBox.Show(“My sandwich has ” + mySandwich.CountCalories + “calories”.); return mySandwich; } you are here 4   235



i can think of one way to make a penguin fly…



Take a look at these class models and declarations, and then circle the statements that won’t work. Aircraft



AirSpeed Altitude



TakeOff() Land()



class Aircraft { public double AirSpeed; public double Altitude; public void TakeOff() { ... }; public void Land() { ... }; } class FirePlane : Aircraft { public double BucketCapacity; public void FillBucket() { ... }; }



FirePlane



BucketCapacity



FillBucket()



Sandwich



Toasted SlicesOfBread



CountCalories()



BLT



SlicesOfBacon AmountOfLettuce



AddSideOfFries()
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That’s not how yo the new keyword. u use



public void FireFightingMission() { FirePlane myFirePlane = new FirePlane(); new FirePlane.BucketCapacity = 500; Aircraft.Altitude = 0; s all use the myFirePlane.TakeOff(); These statement d of the name myFirePlane.AirSpeed = 192.5; class names insteamyFirePlane. myFirePlane.FillBucket(); of the instance, Aircraft.Land(); } class Sandwich { public boolean Toasted; public int SlicesOfBread; public int CountCalories() { ... } } class BLT public public public }



: Sandwich { int SlicesOfBacon; int AmountOfLettuce; int AddSideOfFries() { ...



the These properties are part of are instance, but the statements trying to call them incorrectly names. } using the class



public BLT OrderMyBLT() { CountCalories is a BLT mySandwich = new BLT(); BLT.Toasted = true; this statement doemethod, but Sandwich.SlicesOfBread = 3; the parentheses () sn’t include mySandwich.AddSideOfFries(); call to the method after the mySandwich.SlicesOfBacon += 5; . MessageBox.Show(“My sandwich has ” + mySandwich.CountCalories + “calories”.); return mySandwich; }



inheritance



We know that inheritance adds the base class fields, propertie s, and me thods to the subclass… Inheritance is simple when your subclass needs to inherit all of the base class methods, properties, and fields. Bird



Pigeon is a subclass of Bird, so any fields and methods in Bird are automatically part of Pigeon, too.



Fly() LayEggs() PreenFeathers()



public void LayEggs() { ... }; }



Coo()



class Penguin : Bird { public void Swim() { ... } }



What do you do if your base class has a method that your subclass needs to modify?



public void BirdSimulator() {



Izzy is an instance of Penguin. Since it inherited the Fly() method, there’s nothing stopping it from flying. 



Bird



Fly() LayEggs() PreenFeathers()



Coo()



public void PreenFeathers() { ... };



class Pigeon : Bird { public void Coo() { ... } }



Pigeon



…but some birds don’t fly!



Pigeon



class Bird { public void Fly() { // here’s the code to make the bird fly }



Penguin



Swim()



gs, and Pigeons fly, lay eghers, so preen their feat m with the there’s no probleriting from Pigeon class inhe Bird.



}



Pigeon Harriet = new Pigeon(); Penguin Izzy = new Penguin(); Harriet.Fly(); Harriet.Coo(); Izzy.Fly();



Both Pigeon and Penguin inherit from Bird, so they both get the Fly(), LayEggs(), and PreenFeathers() methods.



Penguin objects shouldn’t be able But if the Penguin class inherits to fly! then you’ll have penguins flying from Bird, all over the place. So what do we do?



If this were your Bird Simulator code, what would you do to keep the penguins from flying?
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manual override



A subclass can override me thods to change or replace me thods it inherited Sometimes you’ve got a subclass that you’d like to inherit most of the behaviors from the base class, but not all of them. When you want to change the behaviors that a class has inherited, you can override the methods. 1



Add the virtual keyword to the method in the base class A subclass can only override a method if it’s marked with the virtual keyword, which tells C# to allow the subclass to override methods.



class Bird {



public virtual void Fly() {



} 2



}



// code to make the bird fly



Adding the virtual keyword to the Fly() method tells C# that a subclass is allowed to override it.



Add a method with the same name to the derived class You’ll need to have exactly the same signature—meaning the same return value and parameters—and you’ll need to use the override keyword in the declaration.



class Penguin : Bird {



public override void Fly() {



}



}



MessageBox.Show(“Penguins can’t fly!”)



When you override a method, your new method needs to have exactly the same signature as the method in the base class it’s overriding. In this case, that means it needs to be called Fly, return void, and have no parameters.
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To override the Fly() meth an identical method to th od, add and use the override keyw e subclass ord.



Use the override keyword to add a method to your subclass that replaces one that it inherited. Before you can override a method, you need to mark it virtual in the base class.



inheritance Sandwich



Any place where you can use a base class, you can use one of its subclasse s inste ad



Toasted SlicesOfBread



CountCalories()



One of the most useful things you can do with inheritance is use a subclass in place of the base class it inherits from. So if your Recipe() method takes a Cheese object and you’ve got an AgedVermontCheddar class that inherits from Cheese, then you can pass an instance of AgedVermontCheddar to the Recipe() method. Recipe() only has access to the fields, properties, and methods that are part of the Cheese class, though—it doesn’t have access to anything specific to AgedVermontCheddar. 1



BLT



SlicesOfBacon AmountOfLettuce



Let’s say we have a method to analyze Sandwich objects:



AddSideOfFries()



public void SandwichAnalyzer(Sandwich specimen) { int calories = specimen.CountCalories(); UpdateDietPlan(calories); PerformBreadCalculations(specimen.SlicesOfBread, specimen.Toasted); } 2



You could pass a sandwich to the method—but you could also pass a BLT. Since a BLT is a kind of sandwich, we set it up so that it inherits from the Sandwich class: public button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { BLT myBLT = new BLT(); SandwichAnalyzer(myBLT); }



3



We’ll talk about this more in the next chapter!



You can always move down the class diagram—a reference variable can always be set equal to an instance of one of its subclasses. But you can’t move up the class diagram. public button2_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { You can assign myBLT to any Sandwich mySandwich = new Sandwich(); Sandwich variable because a BLT BLT myBLT = new BLT(); is a kind of sandwich. Sandwich someRandomSandwich = myBLT;



}



BLT anotherBLT = mySandwich;



// > Build Solution in the IDE and you’ll get an error from this code. } 3



slightly cryptic error. It means that your subclass didn’t call the base constructor.



Fix the error by making the constructor call the one from the base class Then instantiate the subclass and see what order the two message boxes pop up! class MySubclass : MyBaseClass{ public MySubclass(string baseClassNeedsThis, int anotherValue) call the constructor in : base(baseClassNeedsThis) Add this line to tell C#patorameter list that shows { the base class. It has a ss constructor. Then // the rest of the subclass is the same what gets passed to the base cla tton to



This is how we send the base class the parameter its constructor needs.
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kathleen still needs our help



Now you’re re ady to finish the job for Kathleen! When you last left Kathleen, you’d finished adding birthday parties to her program. She needs you to charge an extra $100 for parties over 12. It seemed like you were going to have to write the same exact code twice, once for each class. Now that you know how to use inheritance, you can have them inherit from the same base class that contains all of their shared code, so you only have to write it once.



DinnerParty



BirthdayParty



NumberOfPeople CostOfDecorations CostOfBeveragesPerPerson HealthyOption



NumberOfPeople CostOfDecorations CakeSize CakeWriting



CalculateCostOfDecorations() CalculateCost() SetHealthyOption()



CalculateCostOfDecorations() CalculateCost()



If we play our cards right, we should be able to change the two classes without making any changes to the form! 1



Let’s create the new class model We’ll still have the same DinnerParty and BirthdayParty classes, but now they’ll inherit from a single Party class. We need them to have exactly the same methods, properties, and fields, so we don’t have to make any changes to the form. But some of those methods, properties, and fields will be moved into the Party base class, and we may have to override a few of them.



Party NumberOfPeople CostOfDecorations



CalculateCostOfDecorations() CalculateCost()



DinnerParty
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BirthdayParty



NumberOfPeople CostOfDecorations CostOfBeveragesPerPerson HealthyOption



NumberOfPeople CostOfDecorations CakeSize CakeWriting



CalculateCostOfDecorations() CalculateCost() SetHealthyOption()



CalculateCostOfDecorations() CalculateCost()



inheritance



2



Build the Party base class Create the Party class—make sure it’s public. You’ll need to look really closely at the properties and methods in the class diagram, and figure out what you need to move out of DinnerParty and BirthdayParty and into Party.



Later on, you’ll learn about the “protected” keyword. A protected field is public to a subclass, but private to everyone else. 3



≥≥ Move the NumberOfPeople and CostOfDecorations properties into it so that they’re compatible with both DinnerParty and BirthdayParty. ≥≥ Do the same for CalculateCostOfDecorations() and CalculateCost(). If those methods need any private fields, you’ll need to move them, too. (Remember, subclasses can only see public fields—once you move a private field to Party, the DinnerParty and BirthdayParty classes won’t have access to it.) ≥≥ You’ll also need a constructor. Take a close look at the BirthdayParty and DinnerParty constructors—anything they have in common should be moved to it. ≥≥ Now add the $100 bonus for parties over 12 people. After all, that’s why we’re doing this! It’s common to both birthday and dinner parties, so it belongs in Party.



Make DinnerParty inherit from Party Now that Party does a lot of the things DinnerParty does, you can eliminate the overlap and only keep the part of DinnerParty that’s unique to dinner parties. ≥≥ Make sure the constructor is working properly. Does it do anything the Party constructor doesn’t? If so, keep that and then leave everything else to the base class constructor. ≥≥ Any logic that has to do with setting the Healthy Option should stay in DinnerParty.



You’ll learn all



≥≥ Uh-oh—we can’t override the CalculateCost() method here if we want to about overloading keep the form code the same, because our form needs to pass it a bool called in Chapter healthyOption. So instead, we’ll overload it—which just means adding a 8—this is just a new CalculateCost() method to the class that takes different parameters. So sneak preview to you’ll use exactly the same declaration for the method that you used at the beginning give you a leg up of the chapter. But you can still take advantage of inheritance by calling base. on it later. CalculateCost() to access the CalculateCost() method in the Party class. 4



Make BirthdayParty inherit from Party Do the same thing for BirthdayParty—leave anything not specific to birthdays to the base class, and only keep the birthday-specific functionality in BirthdayParty. ≥≥ What does the BirthdayParty constructor need to do that’s not part of Party? ≥≥ You’ll need to deal with the cost of the cake inside of BirthdayParty. That touches a method and a property, so you’ll need to override them. ≥≥ Yes, you can override a property! It’s just like overriding a method. When you set the value of base.NumberOfPeople, it calls the property’s set accessor in the base class. You’ll need to use the base keyword to both get and set the value. you are here 4   253



exercise solution



Check it out—you changed the DinnerParty and BirthdayParty classes so that they inherited from the same base class, Party. Then you were able to make the change to the cost calculation to add the $100 fee, and you didn’t have to change the form at all. Neat! class Party { const int CostOfFoodPerPerson = 25; private bool fancyDecorations; public decimal CostOfDecorations = 0;



This code was moved straight out of the DinnerParty and BirthdayParty classes and into Party.



public Party(int numberOfPeople, bool fancyDecorations) { this.fancyDecorations = fancyDecorations; this.NumberOfPeople = numberOfPeople; } private int numberOfPeople; public virtual int NumberOfPeople { get { return numberOfPeople; } set { numberOfPeople = value; CalculateCostOfDecorations(fancyDecorations); } }



NumberOfPeople needs to be virtual because BirthdayParty needs to override it (so that a change to the number of people calculates a new cake size).



public void CalculateCostOfDecorations(bool fancy) { fancyDecorations = fancy; if (fancy) CostOfDecorations = (NumberOfPeople * 15.00M) + 50M; else CostOfDecorations = (NumberOfPeople * 7.50M) + 30M; }



}



The Party constructor does everything that was previously in both the DinnerParty and BirthdayParty constructors.



The decoration calculation is identical in both birthday and dinner parties, so it makes sense to move it to Party. That way none of the code is duplicated in multiple classes.



public virtual decimal CalculateCost() { decimal TotalCost = CostOfDecorations + (CostOfFoodPerPerson * NumberOfPeople); if (NumberOfPeople > 12) { TotalCost += 100M; The cost calculation needs to be a virtual met } because the birthday party overrides it (and hod return TotalCost; extends it by calling the base class method). also }
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inheritance class BirthdayParty : Party { public int CakeSize; public BirthdayParty(int numberOfPeople, bool fancyDecorations, string cakeWriting) : base(numberOfPeople, fancyDecorations) { The constructor relies on the bas CalculateCakeSize(); this.CakeWriting = cakeWriting; to do most of the work. Then it e class CalculateCostOfDecorations(fancyDecorations); CalculateCakeSize(), just like the calls old } Bir private void CalculateCakeSize() { if (NumberOfPeople maxLength) { MessageBox.Show(“Too many letters for a “ + CakeSize + “ inch cake”); if (maxLength > this.cakeWriting.Length) maxLength = this.cakeWriting.Length; this.cakeWriting = cakeWriting.Substring(0, maxLength); } else this.cakeWriting = value; } } public override decimal CalculateCost() { decimal CakeCost; if (CakeSize == 8) CakeCost = 40M + CakeWriting.Length * .25M; else CakeCost = 75M + CakeWriting.Length * .25M; return base.CalculateCost() + CakeCost; }



}



public override int NumberOfPeople { get { return base.NumberOfPeople; } set { base.NumberOfPeople = value; CalculateCakeSize(); this.CakeWriting = cakeWriting; } }



be CalculateCost() also needsdstoto nee it use ca overridden, be the cake, first calculate the cost of st that’s and then add it to the co s calculated in the Party .class’ od th me () CalculateCost



The NumberOfPeople property has to override the one in Party because the set accessor needs to recalculate the cake size. The set accessor needs to call base. NumberOfPeople so that the set accessor in Party also gets executed. Continues on page 256. you are here 4   255



great job!



continued from p.255



Here’s the last class in Kathleen’s solution. (There’s no change to the form code.) This public field is only used in dinner class DinnerParty : Party parties, not birthday parties, so it { stays in the class. public decimal CostOfBeveragesPerPerson; public DinnerParty(int numberOfPeople, bool healthyOption, bool fancyDecorations) To do what the old : base(numberOfPeople, fancyDecorations) { DinnerParty class did, the SetHealthyOption(healthyOption); calls the CalculateCostOfDecorations(fancyDecorations); new constructor and then or uct str con Party }



calls SetHealthyOption().



public void SetHealthyOption(bool healthyOption) { if (healthyOption) CostOfBeveragesPerPerson = 5.00M; The SetHealthyOpt else stays exactly the ion() CostOfBeveragesPerPerson = 20.00M; same. }



method



public decimal CalculateCost(bool healthyOption) { decimal totalCost = base.CalculateCost() + (CostOfBeveragesPerPerson * NumberOfPeople);



}



}



if (healthyOption) return totalCost * .95M; else return totalCost;



The program’s perfect. It’s so much easier to run my business now—thanks so much!



DinnerParty needs a different CalculateCost() that takes a parameter, so instead of overriding it we overloaded it. It calls the CalculateCost() method in Party using the base keyword, and then adds the cost of the beverages and adds in the healthy option discount. You’ll learn all about how overloading works in Chapter 8.



Uh-oh—there’s still a potential bug in the program! Now the DinnerParty class has two CalculateCost() methods, one that it inherits from Party and this new one that we added. We haven’t fully encapsulated the class—someone could easily misuse this code by calling the wrong CalculateCost() method. So if you do this: DinnerParty dinner = new DinnerParty(5, true, true); decimal cost1 = dinner.CalculateCost(true); decimal cost2 = dinner.CalculateCost(); cost1 will be set to 261.25, while cost2 will be set to 250. This isn’t an academic question—it’s a real problem. Sometimes there’s code in the base class that you don’t want to call directly. Even worse, we never intended the Party class to be instantiated…but there’s nothing stopping someone from doing it. Do we even know what will happen if someone creates an instance of Party? We can be pretty sure it’ll do something we didn’t plan for. Luckily, C# gives us a really good solution to these problems, which you’ll learn about in the next chapter! 256   Chapter 6



inheritance



Build a beehi ve management system A queen bee needs your help! Her hive is out of control, and she needs a program to help manage it. She’s got a beehive full of workers, and a whole bunch of jobs that need to be done around the hive. But somehow she’s lost control of which bee is doing what, and whether or not she’s got the beepower to do the jobs that need to be done. It’s up to you to build a beehive management system to help her keep track of her workers. Here’s how it’ll work:



1



The queen assigns jobs to her workers There are six possible jobs that the workers can do. Some know how to collect nectar and manufacture honey, others can maintain the hive and patrol for enemies. A few bees can do every job in the hive. So your program will need to give her a way to assign a job to any bee that’s available to do it.



This drop-down list shows all six jobs that the workers can do.The queen knows what jobs need to be done, and she doesn’t really care which bee does each job. So she just selects which job has to be done—the program will figure out if there’s a worker available to do it and assign the job to him. 2



The bees work shifts, and most jobs require more than one shift. So the queen enters the number of shifts the job will take, and clicks the “Assign this job” button.



If there’s a bee available to do the job, the program assigns the job to the bee and lets the queen know it’s taken care of.



When the jobs are all assigned, it’s time to work Once the queen’s done assigning the work, she’ll tell the bees to work the next shift by clicking the “Work the next shift” button. The program then generates a shift report that tells her which bees worked that shift, what jobs they did, and how many more shifts they’ll be working each job.
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help the queen



First you’ll build the basic system This project is divided into two parts. The first part is a bit of a review, where you’ll create the basic system to manage the hive. It’s got two classes, Queen and Worker. You’ll build the form for the system, and hook it up to the two classes. And you’ll make sure the classes are well encapsulated so they’re easy to change when you move on to the second part.



Sometimes class diagrams list private fields and types.



Queen



The program has one Queen object that manages the work being done. ≥≥ The Queen uses an array of Worker objects to track each of the worker bees and whether or not those bees have been assigned jobs. It’s stored in a private Worker[ ] field called worker. ≥≥ The form calls the AssignWork() method, passing a string for the job that needs to be performed and an int for the number of shifts. It’ll return true if it finds a worker to assign the job to, or false if it couldn’t find a worker to do that job. ≥≥ The form’s “Work the next shift” button calls WorkTheNextShift(), which tells the workers to work and returns a shift report to display. It tells each Worker object to work one shift, and then checks that worker’s status so it can add a line to the shift report.



private workers: Worker[] private shiftNumber: int



AssignWork() WorkTheNextShift()



CurrentJob and ShiftsLeft are read-only properties. Worker CurrentJob: string ShiftsLeft: int private jobsICanDo: string[] private shiftsToWork: int private shiftsWorked: int



The queen uses an array of Worker objects to keep track of all of the workers and what jobs they’re doing.



DoThisJob() WorkOneShift()



String.IsNullOrEmpty()



≥≥ CurrentJob is a read-only property that tells the Queen object what job the worker’s doing (“Sting patrol”, “Hive maintenance”, etc.). If the worker isn’t doing any job, it’ll return an empty string. ≥≥ The Queen object attempts to assign a job to a worker using its DoThisJob() method. If that worker is not already doing the job, and if it’s a job that he knows how to do, then he’ll accept the assignment and the method returns true. Otherwise, it returns false. ≥≥ When the WorkOneShift() method is called, the worker works a shift. He keeps track of how many shifts are left in the current job. If the job is done, then he resets his current job to an empty string so that he can take on his next assignment.



Each bee stores his current job as a string. So a worker can figur currently doing a job by checking his CurrentJob property—it’ll e out if he’s be equal to an empty string if he’s waiting for his next job. C# gives you an easy that: String.IsNullOrEmpty(CurrentJob) will return true if the way to do CurrentJob string is either empty or null, and false otherwise. 258   Chapter 6



inheritance



A queen bee needs your help! Use what you’ve learned about classes and objects to build a beehive management system to help her track her worker bees. 1



Build the form The form is pretty simple—all of the intelligence is in the Queen and Worker classes. The form has a private Queen field, and two buttons call its AssignWork() and WorkTheNextShift() methods. You’ll need to add a ComboBox control for the bee jobs (flip back to the previous page to see its list items), a NumericUpDown control, two buttons, and a multiline text box for the shift report. You’ll also need the form’s constructor—it’s below the screenshot.



This is a ComboBox control named “workerBeeJob”. Use its Items property to set the list, and set its



DropDownStyle property to “DropDownList” so the user is only allowed to choose items from the list. The Shifts box is a NumericUpDown control called “shifts.” Name this TextBox “report” and set its MultiLine property to true.



The nextShift button calls the queen’s WorkTheNextShift() method, which returns a string that contains the shift report. Look closely at this shift report, which the Queen object generates. It starts with a shift number, and then reports what each worker is doing. Use the escape sequences “\r\n” to add a line break in the middle of a string.



public Form1() { Each Worker object’s constructor takes one InitializeComponent(); parameter, an array of strings that tell it what jobs it knows how to do. Worker[] workers = new Worker[4]; workers[0] = new Worker(new string[] { “Nectar collector”, “Honey manufacturing” }); workers[1] = new Worker(new string[] { “Egg care”, “Baby bee tutoring” }); workers[2] = new Worker(new string[] { “Hive maintenance”, “Sting patrol” }); workers[3] = new Worker(new string[] { “Nectar collector”, “Honey manufacturing”, “Egg care”, “Baby bee tutoring”, “Hive maintenance”, “Sting patrol” }); queen = new Queen(workers); Your form will need a Queen field called queen. You’ll pass that array }



of Worker object references to the Queen object’s constructor.



2



Build the Worker and Queen classes You’ve got almost everything you need to know about the Worker and Queen classes. There are just a couple more details. Queen.AssignWork() loops through the Queen object’s worker array and attempts to assign the job to each worker using its DoThisJob() method. The Worker object checks its jobsICanDo string array to see if it can do the job. If it can, it sets its private shiftsToWork field to the job duration, its CurrentJob to the job, and its shiftsWorked to zero. When it works a shift, it increases shiftsWorked by one. The read-only ShiftsLeft property returns shiftsToWork shiftsWorked—the queen uses it to see how many shifts are left on the job. you are here 4   259



exercise solution



class Worker { public Worker(string[] jobsICanDo) { this.jobsICanDo = jobsICanDo; }



ShiftsLeft is a read-only property that calculates how many shifts are left on the current job. CurrentJob is a readonly property that tells the queen which job needs to be done.



public int ShiftsLeft { get { return shiftsToWork } } private string currentJob = public string CurrentJob { get { return currentJob; } }



The constructor just sets the JobsICanDo property, which is a string array. It’s private because we want the - shiftsWorked; queen to ask the worker to do a job, rather than make her check whether “”; he knows how to do it.



private string[] jobsICanDo; private int shiftsToWork; private int shiftsWorked;



The queen uses the worker’s public bool DoThisJob(string job, int numberOfShifts) { DoThisJob() method to assign if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(currentJob)) return false; work to him—he checks his for (int i = 0; i < jobsICanDo.Length; i++) JobsICanDo property to see if if (jobsICanDo[i] == job) { currentJob = job; he knows how to do the job. this.shiftsToWork = numberOfShifts; shiftsWorked = 0; We used !—the NOT operator—to return true; } check if the string is NOT null or return false; empty. It’s just like checking to see } if something’s false. The queen uses the worker’s WorkOneShift() method to tell him to work the next shift. The method only returns true if this is the very last shift that he’s doing the job. That way the queen can add a line to the report that the bee will }be done after this shift.
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public bool WorkOneShift() { if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(currentJob)) return false; shiftsWorked++; if (shiftsWorked > shiftsToWork) { shiftsWorked = 0; Take a close look at the logic here. First it shiftsToWork = 0; checks the currentJob field: if the worker’s currentJob = “”; return true; not working on a job, it just returns false, } which stops the method. If not, then it else return false; increments ShiftsWorked, and then checks }



to see if the job’s done by comparing it with ShiftsToWork. If it is, the method returns true. Otherwise it returns false.



inheritance class Queen { public Queen(Worker[] workers) { this.workers = workers; } private Worker[] workers; private int shiftNumber = 0;



s private The queen keeps her array of workerer class oth no because once they’re assigned, see n should be able to change them…or eve s them them, since she’s the only one who gived’s value. orders. The constructor sets the fiel



public bool AssignWork(string job, int numberOfShifts) { for (int i = 0; i < workers.Length; i++) if (workers[i].DoThisJob(job, numberOfShifts)) return true; When she assigns work to her worker bees, return false; the first one and tries assigning him the }



she starts with job. do it, she moves on to the next. When a bee If he can’t who can do public string WorkTheNextShift() { the job is found, the method returns (which stop shiftNumber++; s the loop). string report = “Report for shift #” + shiftNumber + “\r\n”;



for (int i = 0; i < workers.Length; i++) { The queen’s if (workers[i].WorkOneShift()) report += “Worker #” + (i + 1) + “ finished the job\r\n”; WorkTheNextShift() method tells each if (String.IsNullOrEmpty(workers[i].CurrentJob)) report += “Worker #” + (i + 1) + “ is not working\r\n”; worker to work a else if (workers[i].ShiftsLeft > 0) shift and adds a report += “Worker #” + (i + 1) + “ is doing ‘“ + workers[i].CurrentJob line to the report + “’ for “ + workers[i].ShiftsLeft + “ more shifts\r\n”; else depending on the report += “Worker #” + (i + 1) + “ will be done with ‘“ worker’s status. + workers[i].CurrentJob + “’ after this shift\r\n”; } return report; } The form uses its queen field to } Queen



We already gave you the constructor. Here’s the rest of the code for the form: Queen queen;



keep a reference to the object, which in turn has an array of references to the worker objects.



private void assignJob_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { if (queen.AssignWork(workerBeeJob.Text, (int)shifts.Value) == false) MessageBox.Show(“No workers are available to do the job ‘” + workerBeeJob.Text + “’”, “The queen bee says...”); else MessageBox.Show(“The job ‘” + workerBeeJob.Text + “’ will be done in ” + shifts.Value + “ shifts”, “The queen bee says...”); } The assignJob button private void nextShift_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { report.Text = queen.WorkTheNextShift(); } t. She



work the next shif The nextShift button tells the queen to report text box. generates a report, which it displays in the



calls the queen’s AssignWork() method to assign work to a worker, and displays a message box, depending on whether or not a worker’s available to do the job. you are here 4   261



you’re not done



Inheritancecross Before you move on to the next part of the exercise, give your brain a break with a quick crossword. 1 2



1



3 4



2



3



4



5 5



6



8



6



7



7



8



9



9



10



10



11



11



Across



This method gets the value of a property. Across 5. 7. This method returns true if you pass it “”. 5. This method the value a property. 8. Thegets constructor in a of subclass doesn’t need the same _____returns as the constructor its base 7. This method true if youinpass it “”.class. 9. A controlinon a form thatdoesn’t lets you need createthe tabbed applications. 8. The constructor a subclass same 11. This type of class be class. instantiated. _____ as the constructor in itscan't base



9. A control on a form that lets you create tabbed applications. 11. This type of class can't be instantiated.



Down



1. A _______ can override methods from its base class. Down 2. If you want a subclass to override a method, mark the



1.method A _______ cankeyword override methods from its base class. with this in the base class. method class that’storun as soonaas it’s instantiated. 2.3.If Ayou wantinaasubclass override method, mark the 4. Whatwith a subclass does to in replace a method in the base method this keyword the base class. 3.class. A method in a class that’s run as soon as it’s instantiated. This contains base classes and subclasses. 4.6.What a subclass does to replace a method in the base 7. What you’re doing by adding a colon to a class declaration. class. 10. A subclass uses this keyword to call the members of the 6.class This itcontains inherited base from. classes and subclasses. 7. What you’re doing by adding a colon to a class declaration. 10. A subclass uses this keyword to call the members of the class it inherited from.
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inheritance



Use inheritance to e xtend the bee management system Now that you have the basic system in place, use inheritance to let it track how much honey each bee consumes. Different bees consume different amounts of honey, and the queen consumes the most honey of all. So you’ll use what you’ve learned about inheritance to create a Bee base class that Queen and Worker inherit from.



The Bee class has the basic honey consumption behavior. Since honey consumption requires the number of shifts left, we’ll move the ShiftsLeft property into it and mark it as virtual so the Worker can override it.



public ShiftsLeft: int



All bees consume honey, so we’ll add a GetHoneyConsumption() method to the base so the queen and workers can inherit it. But class queens and workers consume honey differently. We’ll make it a virtual method, so one of the subclasses can override it.



The queen needs to change her report to add honey consumption data. That means she needs to add each worker’s honey consumption—and since she consumes honey herself, she’ll need to inherit from Bee and override its virtual GetHoneyConsumption() method.



Sometimes we’ll show you return values and private members in class diagrams.



Bee



virtual GetHoneyConsumption(): double



Queen private workers: Worker[] private shiftNumber: int AssignWork() WorkTheNextShift()



The worker just needs to subclass Bee and override the ShiftsLeft method with the one you already wrote. Worker



CurrentJob: string ShiftsLeft: int private jobsICanDo: string[] private shiftsToWork: int private shiftsWorked: int DoThisJob() WorkOneShift()



Add Existing Itertm exercise, it’s always a good idea to start a newuprneojedectit.foAnr



yo pa Whenever you have a two-y you can always get back to the first solution ifect’s Solution the second part. That wa right-click on the project name in the new projto the old project’s easy way to do that is to t “Add Existing Item” from the menu, navigate s of those files in Explorer in the IDE, selec you want to add. The IDE will make new copie ings to watch out folder, and select the filesand add them to the project. There are a few th it each class file the new project’s folder, NOT change the namespace, so you’ll need to edto add its designer for, though. The IDE will line by hand. And if you add a form, make sure mespaces, too. and change its namespace (.resx) files—and make sure you change their na (.Designer.cs) and resource
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we’re all just bees



We’re not done yet! The queen needs to keep track of how much honey the hive is spending on its workers. Here’s a perfect chance to use your new inheritance skills! 1



The queen needs to know how much honey the hive uses The queen just got a call from her accountant bees, who told her that the hive isn’t producing enough honey. She’ll need to know how much honey she and her workers are using so she can decide whether to divert workers from egg maintenance to honey production. ≥≥ All bees eat honey, so the hive runs through a lot of honey. That’s why they need to keep making more of it. ≥≥ Worker bees use more honey when they’re working. They need the most honey when the job starts, to give them plenty of energy for the job. They consume less and less as the job goes on. On the last shift the bee uses 10 units of honey; on the second-to-last shift he uses 11 units; on the shift before that he uses 12 units, etc. So if the bee is working (meaning his ShiftsLeft is greater than zero), then you can find out how many units of honey to consume by adding 9 to ShiftsLeft.



≥≥ If a bee doesn’t have a job (i.e., its ShiftsLeft is zero), he only uses 7.5 units of honey for the shift. ≥≥ These numbers are all for normal bees. If a bee weighs over 150 milligrams, it uses 35% more honey. This doesn’t include queens, though (see below).



≥≥ Queens require a lot of honey. A queen uses more honey when she’s got more workers doing jobs, because it’s a lot of work overseeing them. She needs to consume as much honey as if she’d worked as many shifts as the worker with the most shifts left on his job. ≥≥ Then she needs even more honey: she uses 20 extra units of honey per shift if there are 2 or fewer workers working, or 30 extra units of honey if there are 3 or more worker bees doing jobs. The queen’s consumption isn’t subject to the 35% rule, since all queens weigh 275 milligrams. ≥≥ The queen needs all the honey consumption numbers added to the end of each shift report. 2



Create a Bee class to handle the honey calculations Since the workers and queen all do their honey calculations in similar ways, you’ll be able to avoid duplicating your code by having a Bee base class that Worker and Queen can inherit from. You know that each bee needs to know its weight (so it knows whether to multiply its honey expenditure by 35%). ≥≥ Create a GetHoneyConsumption() method that calculates the amount of honey that a worker uses. Since the workers and queen all need to do this calculation but the queen needs to do extra calculations as well, it makes sense for the worker to inherit it and the queen to override it. ≥≥ The GetHoneyConsumption() method needs the number of shifts left, so add a virtual readonly property called ShiftsLeft that returns zero. The worker’s ShiftsLeft will override it.



≥≥ The honey consumption calculation needs to know the bee’s weight, so the Bee constructor will need to take the weight as a parameter and store it in a field. Since no other class needs to use it, you should make it private. Here’s a good rule of thumb. You should make fields and methods



private by default, and only make them public if another class needs them. That way you avoid bugs in your programs caused by one class accessing another class’s properties or methods incorrectly.
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inheritance



Hint: You can use the slightly cryptic “no overload” error message to your advantage! Have the Wor ker class inherit from Bee, then build your project. Wh en the the error, double-click on it and the IDE IDE displays to the Worker constructor automatically. will jump right How convenient!



3



Make the Worker class inherit from Bee You’ll need to set up the constructor to call the base class constructor, like you did with Kathleen. You’ll need to change the Worker constructor so that it takes the bee’s weight as a parameter, and pass that parameter on to the base class constructor. Then, just add the override keyword to the Worker’s ShiftLeft method. Once you do that, each worker will be able to calculate his honey consumption for the queen…and you don’t have to make any more changes to the Worker class!



4



Make the Queen class inherit from Bee The Queen class needs a little more alteration than the Worker class, since she needs to actually do the honey calculation and add it to the shift report. ≥≥ Override the Bee.GetHoneyConsumption() method and add the queen’s extra calculation. She’ll need to figure out whether she has 2 or fewer workers with jobs, so she knows whether she needs 20 or 30 units. Then she’ll need to add that to the number of units she’d use if she had the same number of shifts left as the worker with the most shifts left. ≥≥ Update the queen’s WorkTheNextShift() method by adding the honey consumption line to the report. Add a loop to add up the honey consumption for each worker and also to find the worker with the largest honey consumption—do it before the queen tells each worker to work the shift (so she gets the consumption numbers for the current shift). She’ll add those up, add her own consumption, and then add a line to the end of the shift report that says, “Total Honey Consumption: xxx units” (where xxx is the number of units of honey consumed). ≥≥ You’ll need to update the Queen constructor just like you did for Worker.



Go to the Queen class and type “public override”—when you press the space bar, the IDE automatically lists all the methods you can override. Select the method you want to override and it’ll fill in the base method call automatically. 5



Update the form to instantiate the bees properly Since you changed the Queen and Worker constructors, you’ll also need to change the way they’re called. Each constructor has a new Weight parameter, so you’ll need the weights to use: ≥≥ Worker Bee #1: 175mg; Worker Bee #2: 114mg; Worker Bee #3: 149mg; Worker Bee #4: 155mg; Queen Bee: 275mg That’s the only change you’ll need to make to the form!
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exercise solution



Here’s the Bee class. It does the basic honey consumption calculation that’s use d by both the Worker and Queen classes.



Inheritance made it easy for you to update your code public virtual int ShiftsLeft { and add the new get { return 0; } } honey consumption private double weight; behavior to the public virtual double GetHoneyConsumption() { Queen and Worker double consumption; If a bee has 1 shift ; 10 es um if (ShiftsLeft == 0) left, he cons consumption = 7.5; if 2 left, he consumesjob, classes. It would else 11, etc. If he has no5. If have been a lot consumption = 9 + ShiftsLeft; then he consumes 7., then if (weight > 150) ShiftsLeft is zero harder to make consumption *= 1.35; the bee has no job. return consumption; If the bee weighs more this change if } 150mg, then consumptionthan goes up by 35%. you’d had a lot of duplicated code.



class Bee { public Bee(double weight) { this.weight = weight; }



}



The Bee class has a constructor that sets its Weight field and a HoneyConsumption() method that calculates how much honey a worker consumes.



Only the form constructor changed— the rest of the form is exactly the sam e.



public Form1() { InitializeComponent();



}



Worker[] workers = new Worker[4]; workers[0] = new Worker(new string[] { “Nectar collector”, “Honey manufacturing” }, 175); workers[1] = new Worker(new string[] { “Egg care”, “Baby bee tutoring” }, 114); workers[2] = new Worker(new string[] { “Hive maintenance”, “Sting patrol” }, 149); workers[3] = new Worker(new string[] { “Nectar collector”, “Honey manufacturing”, “Egg care”, “Baby bee tutoring”, “Hive maintenance”, “Sting patrol” }, 155); queen = new Queen(workers);
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The only change to the form is that the weights need to be added to the Worker constructors.



inheritance class Worker : Bee { public Worker(string[] jobsICanDo, int weight) : base(weight) { this.jobsICanDo = jobsICanDo; } public override int ShiftsLeft {



// ... the rest of the class is the same ...



All the Worker class ne ed was to inherit from Bee and have its ed co nst ru so that it takes a Weight ctor adjusted passes it on to the base claparameter and and overrides the Bee.Shif ss constructor, by adding the override keywtsLeft property ord to the property declaration.



The Queen class needed a few changes, starting with inheriting from Bee. class Queen : Bee { The queen weighs 275mg, so her constructor public Queen(Worker[] workers) calls the base Bee constructor and passes it a : base(275) { weight of 275. this.workers = workers; The WorkTheNextShift() } added to the top that ca has a loop worker’s GetHoneyConsumplls each public string WorkTheNextShift() method, and then calls he tion() { GetHoneyConsumption() mer own double totalConsumption = 0; thod to for (int i = 0; i < workers.Length; i++) come up with a total consumptio n. totalConsumption += workers[i].GetHoneyConsumption(); totalConsumption += GetHoneyConsumption();



// ... here’s where the original code for this method goes, minus the return statement



}



report += “Total honey consumption: ” + totalConsumption + “ units”; return report;



The rest of WorkTheNextShift() is the same, t. except that it adds the honey line to the repor



The queen overrides the Bee’s GetHoneyConsumption() method to do her honey calculation. It finds the worker with the largest consumption and adds either 20 or 30 to it based on how many workers are working.



public override double GetHoneyConsumption() { double consumption = 0; double largestWorkerConsumption = 0; int workersDoingJobs = 0; for (int i = 0; i < workers.Length; i++) { if (workers[i].GetHoneyConsumption() > largestWorkerConsumption) This loop largestWorkerConsumption = workers[i].GetHoneyConsumption(); looks at the if (workers[i].ShiftsLeft > 0) consumption workersDoingJobs++; of all the workers and } finds the consumption += largestWorkerConsumption; if (workersDoingJobs >= 3) one with consumption += 30; t ges the lar If there are 3 or more workers else on. pti consum doing jobs, the queen needs 30 consumption += 20; more units of honey; otherwise, return consumption; she needs 20 more units. } }
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crossword solution



Inheritancecross Solution 1
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5. This method gets the value of a property. [ACCESSOR] 7. This method returns true if you pass it “”. [ISNULLOREMPTY] 8. The constructor in a subclass class doesn’t need the same _____ as the constructor in its base class. [PARAMETERS] 9. A control on a form that lets you create tabbed applications. [TABCONTROL] 11. This type of class can't be instantiated. [STATIC]



1. A _______ can override methods from its base class. [SUBCLASS] 2. If you want a subclass to override a method, mark the method with this keyword in the base class. [VIRTUAL] 3. A method in a class that’s run as soon as it’s instantiated. [CONSTRUCTOR] 4. What a subclass does to replace a method in the base class. [OVERRIDE] 6. This contains base classes and subclasses [HIERARCHY] 7. What you’re doing when add a colon to a class declaration. [INHERIT] 10. A subclass uses this keyword to call the members of the class it inherited from. [BASE]
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7 interfaces and abstract classes



Making classes keep their promises



OK, OK, I know I implemented the BookieCustomer interface, but I can’t code the PayMoney() method until next weekend.



You’ve got three days before I send some Thug objects by to make sure you implement the WalksWithALimp() method.



Actions speak louder than words. Sometimes you need to group your objects together based on the things they can do rather than the classes they inherit from. That’s where interfaces come in—they let you work with any class that can do the job. But with great power comes great responsibility, and any class that implements an interface must promise to fulfill all of its obligations…or the compiler will break their kneecaps, see?
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worker bees, unite!



Le t’s ge t back to bee-sics The General Bee-namics corporation wants to make the Beehive Management System you created in the last chapter into a full‑blown Hive Simulator. Here’s an overview of the specification for the new version of the program:



General Bee-namics Hive Simulator



, we’ll need to add specialized To better represent life in the hive capabilities to the worker bees. e a weight. • All bees consume honey and hav t reports, and tell workers to • Queens assign work, monitor shif work the next shift. • All worker bees work shifts. able to sharpen their stingers, • Sting patrol bees will need to be look for enemies, and sting them. onsible for finding flowers, • Nectar collector bees are resp g to the hive. gathering nectar, and then returnin



Looks like we’ll need to be able to store different data for the worker bees depending on the job they do.



Lots of things are still the same The bees in the new Hive Simulator will still consume honey in the same way they did before. The queen still needs to be able to assign work to the workers and see the shift reports that tell who’s doing what. The workers work shifts just like they did before, too, it’s just that the jobs they are doing have been elaborated a little bit.
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The Bee and Worke classes don’t look likr they’ll change much. e We can extend th classes we already e have to handle th new features. ese



interfaces and abstract classes



We can use inheritance to cre ate classes for dif ferent t ype s of bee s Here’s a class hierarchy with Worker and Queen classes that inherit from Bee, and Worker has subclasses NectarCollector and StingPatrol.



Here’s where information about weight and hone consumption is styor ed.



Weight



Bee



HoneyConsumption()



This is what the new subclasses will look like.



Here’s where all of the information about working shifts is kept. Worker



Queen



Job ShiftsToWork ShiftsWorked ShiftsLeft



Worker[] ShiftNumber 



DoThisJob() WorkOneShift()



AssignWork() WorkTheNextShift() HoneyConsumption()



StingPatrol



StingerLength EnemyAlert



SharpenStinger() LookForEnemies() Sting()



Remember how the ee n needed extra honey?quHe where we overrode her re’s HoneyConsumption() me thod.



NectarCollector Nectar



StingPatrol an NectarCollectord from the Worke inherit r class.



class StingPatrol : Worker { int StingerLength; bool enemyAlert; public bool SharpenStinger (int Length) {...} public bool LookForEnemies(){...} public void Sting(string Enemy){...} } class NectarCollector : Worker { int Nectar; public void FindFlowers (){...} public void GatherNectar(){...} public void ReturnToHive(){...} }



FindFlowers() GatherNectar() ReturnToHive()



And these classe hold the informats io particular to each n job.



What happens if you have a bee that needs to sting and collect nectar?
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interfaces for jobs



An interface tells a class that it must implement certain me thods and propertie s A class can only inherit from one other class. So creating two separate subclasses for the StingPatrol and NectarCollector bees won’t help us if we have a bee that can do both jobs. The queen’s DefendTheHive() method can only tell StingPatrol objects to keep the hive safe. She’d love to train the other bees to use their stingers, but she doesn’t have any way to command them to attack:



en o bje
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to



I wish you guys could help defend the hive.



ct



class Queen { private void DefendTheHive(StingPatrol patroller) { ... } }



tarC ll ec o



You use an interface to require a class to include all of the methods and properties listed inside the interface—if it doesn’t, the compiler will throw an error.



There are NectarCollector objects that know how to collect nectar from flowers, and instances of StingPatrol that can sharpen their stingers and patrol for enemies. But even if the queen could teach the NectarCollector to defend the hive by adding methods like SharpenStinger() and LookForEnemies() to its class definition, she still couldn’t pass it into her DefendTheHive() method. She could use two different methods: private void DefendTheHive(StingPatrol patroller); private void AlternateDefendTheHive(NectarCollector patroller); But that’s not a particularly good solution. Both of those methods would be identical, because they’d call the same methods in the objects passed to them. The only difference is that one method would take a StingPatrol, and the other would take a NectarCollector that happens to have the methods necessary for patrolling the hive. And you already know how painful it is to maintain two identical methods. Luckily, C# gives us interfaces to handle situations like that. Interfaces let you define a bunch of methods that a class must have. An interface requires that a class has certain methods, and the way that it does that is by making the compiler throw errors if it doesn’t find all the methods required by the interface in every class that implements it. Those methods can be coded directly in the class, or they can be inherited from a base class. The interface doesn’t care how the methods or properties get there, as long as they’re there when the code is compiled. 272   Chapter 7



Even if the queen adds sting patrol methods to a NectarCollector object, she still can’t pass it to her DefendTheHive() method because it expects a StingPatrol reference. She can’t just set a StingPatrol reference equal to a NectarCollector object. She could add a second method called AlternateDefendTheHive() that takes a NectarCollector reference instead, but that would be cumbersome and difficult to work with. Plus, the DefendTheHive() and AlternateDefendTheHive() methods would be identical except for the type of the parameter. If she wanted to teach the BabyBeeCare or Maintenance objects to defend the hive, she’d need to keep adding new methods. What a mess!



interfaces and abstract classes



Use the interface key word to define an interface Adding an interface to your program is a lot like adding a class, except you never write any methods. You just define the methods’ return type and parameters, but instead of a block of statements inside curly brackets you just end the line with a semicolon.



t with I Interface names star, you should make



Whenever you create an interface ere’s no rule its name start with an uppercase I. Th es your code that says you need to do it, but it mak for yourself a lot easier to understand. You can see r life. Just just how much easier that can make you any method go into the IDE to any blank line insideinterfaces. and type “I”—IntelliSense shows .NET



Interfaces do not store data, so you can’t add any fields. But you can add definitions for properties. The reason is that get and set accessors are just methods, and interfaces are all about forcing classes to have certain methods with specific names, types, and parameters. So if you’ve got a problem that looks like it could be solved by adding a field to an interface, try using a property instead—odds are, it’ll do what you’re looking for. interface IStingPatrol You declare an { interface like this: int AlertLevel { get;} Interfaces don’t st int StingerLength { get; set;} data. So they do ore bool LookForEnemies(); fields…but they can’t have n have } int SharpenStinger(int length); properties.



Any class that implements this interface will need a SharpenStinger() method that takes an int parameter.



interface INectarCollector { void FindFlowers(); void GatherNectar(); void ReturnToHive(); }



code for the e h t e t ri w ’t You don the interface, just methods in You write the code their names. that implements it. in the class



So how does this help the queen? Now she can make one single method that takes any object that knows how to defend the hive: private void DefendTheHive(IStingPatrol patroller)



Since this takes an IStingPatrol reference, you can pass it ANY object that implements IStingPatrol. This gives the queen a single method that can take a StingPatrol, NectarStinger, and any other bee that knows how to defend the hive—it doesn’t matter which class she passes to the method. As long as it implements IStingPatrol, the DefendTheHive() method is guaranteed that the object has the methods and properties it needs to defend the hive.



ue



ct



Q



Now that I know you can defend the hive, we’ll all be a lot safer!



en o bje



Any class that implements this method must have all of these methods and properties, or the program won’t compile.



Everything in a public interface is automatically public, because you’ll use it to define the public methods and properties of any class that implements it.
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a little bit nectarcollector and a little bit stingpatrol



Now you can cre ate an instance of NectarStinger that doe s both jobs



Q:



You use the colon operator to implement an interface, just like you do for inheritance. It works like this: the first thing after the colon is the class it inherits from, followed by a list of interfaces—unless it doesn’t inherit from a class, in which case it’s just a list of interfaces This class inherits from Worker and (in no particular order).



A:



You implement an interface with a colon implements INectarCollector and IStingPatrol. operator, just like you inherit.



class NectarStinger : Worker, INectarCollector, IStingPatrol { You can use public int AlertLevel { more than one get { return alertLevel; } interface if you separate them NectarStinger }



The sets the backing field for the AlertLevel property in its LookForEnemies() method. Every method in the interface has a method in the class. Otherwise it wouldn’t compile. }



with commas.



public int StingerLength { get { return stingerLength; } set { stingerLength = value; } }



public bool LookForEnemies() {...} public int SharpenStinger(int length) {...} public void FindFlowers() {...} public void GatherNectar() {...} public void ReturnToHive() {...}



The bee retracts its stinger when there ar e no enemies around, ect, When you create a NectarStinger obj so the backing field ha it will be able to do the job of bot ch an ges its value over ker bee. NectarCollector and a StingPatrol wor time. When you’ve got a class that implements an interface, it acts just like any other class. You can instantiate it with new and use its methods: NectarStinger bobTheBee = new NectarStinger(); bobTheBee.LookForEnemies(); bobTheBee.FindFlowers();
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I still don’t quite get how interfaces improve the beehive code. You’ll still need to add a NectarStinger class, and it’ll still have duplicate code…right?



Interfaces aren’t about preventing you from duplicating code. They’re about letting you use one class in more than one situation. The goal is to create one worker bee class that can do two different jobs. You’ll still need to create classes for them—that’s not the point. The point of the interfaces is that now you’ve got a way to have a class that does any number of jobs. Say you have a PatrolTheHive() method that takes a StingPatrol object and a CollectNectar() method that takes a NectarCollector object. But you don’t want StingPatrol to inherit from NectarCollector or vice versa—each class has public methods and properties that the other one shouldn’t have. Now take a minute and try to think of a way to create one single class whose instances could be passed to both methods. Seriously, put the book down, take a minute and try to think up a way! How do you do it? Interfaces fix that problem. Now you can create an IStingPatrol reference—and it can point to any object that implements IStingPatrol, no matter what the actual class is. It can point to a StingPatrol, or a NectarStinger, or even a totally unrelated object. If you’ve got an IStingPatrol reference pointing to an object, then you know you can use all of the methods and properties that are part of the IStingPatrol interface, regardless of the actual type of the object. But the interface is only part of the solution. You’ll still need to create a new class that implements it, since it doesn’t actually come with any code. Interfaces aren’t about avoiding the creation of extra classes or avoiding duplicate code. They’re about making one class that can do more than one job without relying on inheritance, as inheritance brings a lot of extra baggage—you’ll have to inherit every method, property, and field, not just those that have to do with the specific job. Can you think of ways that you could still avoid duplicating code while using an interface? You could create a separate class called Stinger or Proboscis to contain the code that’s specific to stinging or collecting nectar. NectarStinger and NectarCollector could both create a private instance of Proboscis, and any time they needed to collect nectar, they’d call its methods and set its properties.



interfaces and abstract classes



Classes that implement interface s have to include ALL of the interface’s me thods Implementing an interface means that you have to have a method in the class for each and every property and method that’s declared in the interface—if it doesn’t have every one of them, it won’t compile. If a class implements more than one interface, then it needs to include all of the properties and methods in each of the interfaces it implements. But don’t take our word for it...



Do this!



1



Create a new application and add a new class file called IStingPatrol.cs Instead of adding a class, type in the IStingPatrol interface from two pages ago. Your program should compile.



2



Add a Bee class to the project Don’t add any properties or methods yet. Just have it implement IStingPatrol: class Bee : IStingPatrol { }



3



Try to compile the program Select “Rebuild” from the Build menu. Uh-oh—the compiler won’t let you do it:



implement” errors for You’ll see one of these “does not t’s not implemented every member of IStingPatrolllythawants you to in the class. The compiler rea interface. implement every method in the 4



Add the methods and properties to the Bee class Add a LookForEnemies method and a SharpenStinger method—they don’t have to do anything, they just need to compile. Then add a get accessor for an int called AlertLevel and get and set accessors for an int called StingerLength. Now the program will compile!
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clowning around



Ge t a lit tle practice using interface s Interfaces are really easy to use, and the best way to understand them is to start using them. So create a new Windows Forms Application project, drag a button onto the form, and get started! 1



Do this!



Here’s the TallGuy class, and the code for a button that creates it using an object initializer and calls its TalkAboutYourself() method. Nothing new here—we’ll use it in a minute: class TallGuy { public string Name; public int Height;



}



public void TalkAboutYourself() { MessageBox.Show(“My name is ” + Name + “ and I’m ” + Height + “ inches tall.”); }



private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { TallGuy tallGuy = new TallGuy() { Height = 74, Name = “Jimmy” }; tallGuy.TalkAboutYourself(); } 2



Let’s create an IClown interface for the class. You already know that everything inside an interface has to be public. But don’t take our word for it. Create a new project and declare an interface on your own, like this: interface IClown Now try to declare a private method inside the interface: private void Honk(); Select Build>>Build Solution in the IDE. You’ll see this error:



You don’t need to type “public” inside the interface, because it automatically makes every property and method public.



Now go ahead and delete the private access modifier—the error will go away and your program will compile just fine. 3



Before you go on to the next page, see if you can create the rest of the IClown interface, and modify the TallGuy class to implement this interface. Add your interface to your project just like you add a class: right-click on the project in the Solution Explorer and add a class file called IClown.cs. Your new IClown interface should have a void method called Honk that doesn’t take any parameters, and a string read-only property called FunnyThingIHave that has a get accessor but no set accessor.
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interfaces and abstract classes



4



Here’s the interface—did you get it right? interface IClown { string FunnyThingIHave { get; } void Honk(); }



Here’s an example of an interface that has a get accessor without a set accessor. Remember, interfaces can’t contain fields, but when you implement this read-only property in a class, it’ll look like a field to other objects.



OK, now modify the TallGuy class so that it implements IClown. Remember, the colon operator is always followed by the base class to inherit from (if any), and then a list of interfaces to implement, all separated by commas. Since there’s no base class and only one interface to implement, the declaration looks like this: TallGuy



class TallGuy : IClown



will implement the IClown int



erface.



Then make sure the rest of the class is the same, including the two fields and the method. Select “Build Solution” from the Build menu in the IDE to compile and build the program. You’ll see two errors, including this one: X



5



‘TallGuy’ does not implement interface member ‘IClown.Honk()’



The errors will go away as soon as you add all of the methods and properties defined in the interface. So go ahead and implement the interface. Add a readonly string property called FunnyThingIHave with a get accessor that always returns the string “big shoes”. Then add a Honk() method that pops up a message box that says, “Honk honk!” that a Here’s what it’ll look like: public string FunnyThingIHave { get { return “big shoes”; } } public void Honk() { MessageBox.Show(“Honk honk!”); }



6



What the IDE is telling you is that when you said TallGuy would implement IClown, you promised to add all of the properties and methods in that interface…and then you broke that promise!



class that ave is es ir qu re ngIH ce fa er All the int has a property called FunnyTachicessor in it t s implement cessor. You can put any ge e string every with a get ac e that just returns the sam t this will there, even on t accessors won’t do this, bu to do. time. Most gee if it does what you need it work just fin The interface says that you need a public void method called Honk, but it doesn’t say what that method needs to do. It can do anything at all—no matter what it does, the code will compile as long as some method is there with the right signature.



Now your code will compile! Update your button so that it calls the TallGuy object’s Honk() method. you are here 4   277



interfaces don’t make objects



You can’t instantiate an interface, but you can reference an interface Say you had a method that needed an object that could perform the FindFlowers() method. Any object that implemented the INectarCollector interface would do. It could be a Worker object, Robot object, or Dog object, as long as it implements the INectarCollector interface. That’s where interface references come in. You can use one to refer to an object that implements the interface you need and you’ll always be sure that it has the right methods for your purpose—even if you don’t know much else about it.



This won’t work…



rker You can create an array of IWo antiate an references, but you can’t instdo point interface. But what you can ancesis of classes those references at new instw you can have that implement IWorker. No ferent kinds of an array that holds many dif objects!



tiate If you try to inste an mpiler an interface, th co will complain.



IStingPatrol dennis = new IStingPatrol(); You can’t use the new keyword with an interface, which makes sense—the methods and properties don’t have any implementation. If you could create an object from an interface, how would it know how to behave?



…but this will.



NectarStinger ginger = fred; You know what this third statement does—it creates a new NectarStinger reference called ginger and points it at whatever object fred is pointing to. The george statement uses IStingPatrol the same way. So what happened? There’s only one new statement, so only one object was created. The second statement created a reference variable called george that can point to an instance of any class that implements IStingPatrol.
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fred george ginger
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The second line is where things start to get interesting, because that line of code creates a new reference variable using IStingPatrol. That line may look a little odd when you first see it. But look at this:



object can do more, when you use an interface ly reference you on have access to the methods in the interface.



obj



The first line is an ordinary new statement, creating a reference called Fred and pointing it to a NectarStinger object.



tarSti nge



r



Remember how you could pass a BLT reference into any class that expects a Sandwich, because BLT inherits from Sandwich? Well, this is the same thing—you can use a NectarStinger in any method or statement that expects an IStingPatrol.



NectarStinger fred = new NectarStinger(); IStingPatrol george = fred; Even though this



interfaces and abstract classes



Interface reference s work just like object reference s You already know all about how objects live on the heap. When you work with an interface reference, it’s just another way to refer to the same objects you’ve already been dealing with. Look—it’s easy!



StingPatrol biff = new StingPatrol(); NectarCollector bertha = new NectarCollector();



St
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N



P a t r ol
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or



Create a couple of bees This is totally familiar stuff by now.



ct



1



BIFF



tarColl e



Let’s assume that StingPatrol implements the IStingPatrol interface and NectarCollector implements the INectarCollector interface.



biff = null;



4



This object didn’t disappear because defender is still pointing to it.



Assign a new instance to an interface reference You don’t actually need an object reference—you can create a new object and assign it straight to an interface reference variable. INectarCollector gatherer = new NectarStinger();
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or



An interface reference will keep an object alive When there aren’t any references pointing to an object, it disappears. But there’s no rule that says those references all have to be the same type! An interface reference is just as good as an object reference when it comes to keeping track of objects.



ct



3



Pie cutie HA der BERT n e f e N Sd ec tin tarColl e g P a t r ol



or



These two statements use interfaces to create new references to existing objects. You can only point an interface reference at an instance of a class that implements it.



Pie cutie A ERTH B N ec tarColl e



ct



IStingPatrol defender = biff; INectarCollector cutiePie = bertha;



BIFF r e fend Sdt e ing P a t r ol



gatherer N ec tarStin



r



Add IStingPatrol and INectarCollector references You can use interface references just like you use any other reference type.



ge



2
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we’re expecting a big inheritance



You can find out if a class implements a certain interface with “is” Sometimes you need to find out if a certain class implements an interface. Suppose we have all our worker bees in an array, called Bees. We can make the array hold the type Worker, since all worker bees will be Worker classes, or subclasses of that type. But which of the worker bees can collect nectar? In other words, we want to know if the class implements the INectarCollector interface. We can use the is keyword to find out exactly that.



All the workers are in an array of Workers. We’ll use “is” to sort out which type of worker each bee is.



y of We’ve got an arraar e all ho w Worker bees a nectar on eligible to go So we’ll collecting mission. ar ray, Worker[] bees = new Worker[3]; loop through the gure out fi to “is” bees[0] = new NectarCollector(); and use es have the right which on ties bees[1] = new StingPatrol(); methods and proper b. to do the jo



Q:



Wait a minute. When I put a property in an interface, it looks just like an automatic property. Does that mean I can only use automatic properties when I implement an interface?



A:



No, not at all. It’s true that a property inside an interface looks very similar to an automatic property—like Job and ShiftsLeft in the IWorker interface on the next page. But they’re definitely not automatic properties. You could implement Job like this: 



public Job { get; private set; } bees[2] = new NectarStinger(); You need that private set, because for (int i = 0; i < bees.Length; i++) re interfaces automatic properties require you to is lets you compaty { pes, too! have both a set and a get (even AND also other if they’re private). But you could also if (bees[i] is INectarCollector) implement it like this: This is like saying, if this bee implements public job { get { return { the INectarCollector interface…do this. “Accountant”; } } and the compiler will be perfectly happy bees[i].DoThisJob(“Nectar Collector”, 3); with that, too. You can also add a set accessor—the interface requires a } get, but it doesn’t say you can’t have the bee is a nectar a set, too. (If you use an automatic } Now that we knowassign it the job of property to implement it, you can collector, we can . decide for yourself whether you want collecting nectar the set to be private or public.)



If you have some other class that doesn’t inherit from Worker but does implement the INectarCollector interface, then it’ll be able to do the job, too! But since it doesn’t inherit from Worker, you can’t get it into an array with other bees. Can you think of a way to get around the problem and create an array with both bees and this new class?
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interfaces and abstract classes



Interfaces can inherit from other interfaces When one class inherits from another, it gets all of the methods and properties from the base class. Interface inheritance is even simpler. Since there’s no actual method body in any interface, you don’t have to worry about calling base constructors or methods. The inherited interfaces simply accumulate all of the methods and properties from the interfaces they inherit from. interface IWorker



{



string Job { get; }



We’ve created a new IWorker interface that the other interfaces inherit from.



(interface) IWorker Job ShiftsLeft DoThisJob() WorkOneShift()



int ShiftsLeft { get; }



void DoThisJob(string job, int shifts) }



When we draw an interface on a class diagram, we’ll show inheritance using dashed lines.



void WorkOneShift()



(interface) IStingPatrol



(interface) INectarCollector



Any class that implements an interface that inherits from IWorker must implement its methods and properties



StingerLength EnemyAlert



Nectar



When a class implements an interface, it has to include every property and method in that interface. And if that interface inherits from another one, then all of those properties and methods need to be implemented, too.



SharpenStinger() LookForEnemies() Sting()



FindFlowers() GatherNectar() ReturnToHive()



interface IStingPatrol : IWorker { int AlertLevel { get;} int StingerLength { get; set;} bool LookForEnemies(); int SharpenStinger(int length); }



plements A class that im ust not only IStingPatrol mse methods… implement the



...but the methods of the IWorker interface this interface inherits from, too.



Here’s the same IStingPatrol interface, but now it inherits from the IWorker interface. It looks like a tiny change, but it makes a huge difference in any class that implements IStingPatrol. (interface) IWorker Job ShiftsLeft DoThisJob() WorkOneShift()
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Icanhascheezburger



The RoboBee 4000 can do a worker bee’s job without using valuable honey RoboBee Let’s create a new bee, a RoboBee 4000, that runs on gas. We can have it inherit from the IWorker interface, though, so it can do everything a normal worker bee can.



Robot This is our basic ca n run ts bo class, so ro on gasoline.



ShiftsToWork ShiftsWorked ShiftsLeft Job DoThisJob()



class Robot { public void ConsumeGas() {...} }



The RoboBee class inherits from Robot and implements IWorker. That means it’s a robot, but can do the job of a worker bee. Perfect! The RoboBee clases implements all th e methods from the. IWorker interfac



class RoboBee : Robot, IWorker { private int shiftsToWork; private int shiftsWorked; public int ShiftsLeft {get {return shiftsToWork - shiftsWorked;}} public string Job { get; private set; } public bool DoThisJob(string job, int shiftsToWork){...} public void WorkOneShift() {...} } everything in the IWorker If RoboBee didn’t implement com pile. interface, the code wouldn’t Remember, for other classes in the application, there’s no functional difference between a RoboBee and a normal worker bee. They both implement the IWorker interface, so both act like worker bees as far as the rest of the program is concerned. But, you could distinguish between the types by using is: if (workerBee is Robot) { // now we know workerBee // is a Robot object } 282   Chapter 7



We can see what class or interface workerBee implements or subclasses with “is”.



Any class can implement ANY interface as long as it keeps the promise of implementing the interface’s methods and properties.



interfaces and abstract classes



is tells you what an object implements, as tells the compiler how to treat your object Sometimes you need to call a method that an object gets from an interface it implements. But what if you don’t know if that object is the right type? You use is to find that out. Then, you can use as to treat that object—which you now know is the right type—as having the method you need to call.



IWorker[] bees = new IWorker[3]; bees[0] = new NectarStinger(); bees[1] = new RoboBee(); bees[2] = new Worker();



All these bees but we don’t knimowplement IWorker, implement other which ones INectarCollector. interfaces, like



We’re looping through each bee…



for (int i = 0; i < bees.Length; i++) { if (bees[i] is INectarCollector) {



…and checking to see if it implements INectarCollector.



INectarCollector thisCollector;



We can’t call INectarCollector methods on the bees. They’re of type IWorker, and don’t know about INectarCollector methods.



thisCollector = bees[i] as INectarCollector; thisCollector.GatherNectar(); ...



y, We use “as” tojesa AS ct ob s treat thi lector NOW we can call INectarCollector methods. an INectarCol implementation. Take a look at the array on the left. For each of these statements, write down which values of i would make it evaluate to true. Also, two of them won’t compile—cross those lines out.



IWorker[] Bees[0] = Bees[1] = Bees[2] = Bees[3] = Bees[4] = Bees[5] = Bees[6] = Bees[7] =



Bees = new IWorker[8]; new NectarStinger(); new RoboBee(); new Worker(); Bees[0] as IWorker; IStingPatrol; null; Bees[0]; new INectarCollector();



1. (Bees[i] is INectarCollector)



2. (Bees[i] is IStingPatrol)



3. (Bees[i] is IWorker)
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it looks like one thing, but it’s really another!



A Cof feeMaker is also an Appliance



Appliance



PluggedIn Color



If you’re trying to figure out how to cut down your energy bill each month, you don’t really care what each of your appliances does. You only really care that they consume power. So if you were writing a program to monitor your electricity consumption, you’d probably just write an Appliance class. But if you needed to be able to distinguish a coffee maker from an oven, you’d have to build a class hierarchy. So you’d add the methods and properties that are specific to a coffee maker or oven to some CoffeeMaker and Oven classes, and they’d inherit from an Appliance class that has their common methods and properties.



ConsumePower()



CoffeeMaker



public void MonitorPower(Appliance appliance) {



}



// code to add data to a household Here’s a method // power consumption database in the program to



This code would appear later on in the program to monitor the coffee maker’s power consumption.



monitor the power consumption for a house.



Oven



CoffeeLeft



Capacity



FillWithWater() MakeCoffee()



Preheat() HeatUp() Reheat()



CoffeeMaker misterCoffee = new CoffeeMaker(); MonitorPower(misterCoffee);



Even though the MonitorPower() method takes a reference to an Appliance object, you can pass it the misterCoffee reference because CoffeeMaker is a subclass of Appliance.



You already saw this in the last chapter, when you saw how you could pass a BLT reference to a method that expected a Sandwich.



Take a look at the array on the left. For each of these statements, write down which values of i would make it evaluate to true. Also, two of them won’t compile—cross them out.



IWorker[] Bees[0] = Bees[1] = Bees[2] = Bees[3] = Bees[4] = Bees[5] = Bees[6] = Bees[7] =
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1. (Bees[i] is INectarCollector) Bees = new IWorker[8]; new NectarStinger(); NectarStinger() 0 and 6 new RoboBee(); imple ments the new Worker(); IStingPatrol 2. (Bees[i] is IStingPatrol) Bees[0] as IWorker; interface. IStingPatrol; 0, 6 null; 3. (Bees[i] is IWorker) Bees[0]; new INectarCollector();



0, 1, 2, 3, and 6



interfaces and abstract classes



Upcasting works with both objects and interface s When you substitute a subclass for a base class—like substituting a coffee maker for an appliance or a BLT for a sandwich—it’s called upcasting. It’s a really powerful tool that you get when you build class hierarchies. The only drawback to upcasting is that you can only use the properties and methods of the base class. In other words, when you treat a coffee maker like an appliance, you can’t tell it to make coffee or fill it with water. But you can tell whether or not it’s plugged in, since that’s something you can do with any appliance (which is why the PluggedIn property is part of the Appliance class). 1



Let’s create some objects We can create a CoffeeMaker and Oven class as usual: CoffeeMaker misterCoffee = new CoffeeMaker(); Oven oldToasty = new Oven();



2



We’ll start by instantiating an Oven object and a CoffeeMaker object as usual.



What if we want to create an array of appliances? You can’t put a CoffeeMaker in an Oven[ ] array, and you can’t put an Oven in a CoffeeMaker[ ] array. But you can put both of them in an Appliance[ ] array: Appliance[] kitchenWare = new Appliance[2];



But you can’t treat an appliance like an oven When you’ve got an Appliance reference, you can only access the methods and properties that have to do with appliances. You can’t use the CoffeeMaker methods and properties through the Appliance reference even if you know it’s really a CoffeeMaker. So these statements will work just fine, because they treat a CoffeeMaker object like an Appliance: Appliance powerConsumer = new CoffeeMaker(); powerConsumer.ConsumePower();



But as soon as you try to use it like a CoffeeMaker: powerConsumer.MakeCoffee();



This line won’t compile because powerConsumer is an Appliance reference, so it can only be used to do Appliance things.



r wem pos u er n o c



your code won’t compile, and the IDE will display an error: X



powerConsumer is an Appliance reference pointing to a CoffeeMaker object.



‘Appliance’ does not contain a definition for ‘MakeCoffee’



Co



ject



3



ff



ob



kitchenWare[1] = oldToasty;



g to create an You can use upcastesin that can hold array of appliancers and ovens. both coffee mak



eeMake



r



kitchenWare[0] = misterCoffee;



because once you upcast from a subclass to a base class, then you can only access the methods and properties that match the reference that you’re using to access the object. you are here 4   285



upcasting is easy downcasting is risky



Downcasting le ts you turn your appliance back into a cof fee maker



2



But what if we want to turn the Appliance back into a CoffeeMaker? The first step in downcasting is using the is keyword to check if it’s even an option. if (powerConsumer is CoffeeMaker) // then we can downcast!



3



Now that we know it’s a CoffeeMaker, let’s use it like one The is keyword is the first step. Once you know that you’ve got an Appliance reference that’s pointing to a CoffeeMaker object, you can use as to downcast it. And that lets you use the CoffeeMaker class’s methods and properties. And since CoffeeMaker inherits from Appliance, it still has its Appliance methods and properties. if (powerConsumer is CoffeeMaker) {



CoffeeMaker javaJoe = powerConsumer as CoffeeMaker;



}



javaJoe.MakeCoffee();



So what happens if you try to use as to convert an Oven object into a CoffeeMaker? It returns null—and if you try to use it, .NET will cause your program to break. powerConsumer Uh-oh, these



don’t match!



Oven foodWarmer = powerConsumer as Oven; foodWarmer.Preheat(); }
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ff



eeMake



The javaJoe reference points to the same CoffeeMaker object as powerConsumer. But it’s a CoffeeMaker reference, so it can call the MakeCoffee() method. r r wem e pos u n co oe javaJ Co



When downcasting fails, as re turns null



if (powerConsumer is CoffeeMaker) {



ject



Co



ob



powerConsumer.ConsumePower();



r



Appliance powerConsumer = new CoffeeMaker();



r r wem e pos u con



ject



We’ll start with the CoffeeMaker we already upcast Here’s the code that we used:



ff



ob



1



Here’s our Appliance reference that points to a CoffeeMaker object from the last page.



eeMake



r



Upcasting is a great tool, because it lets you use a coffee maker or an oven anywhere you just need an appliance. But it’s got a big drawback—if you’re using an Appliance reference that points to a CoffeeMaker object, you can only use the methods and properties that belong to Appliance. And that’s where downcasting comes in: that’s how you take your previously upcast reference and change it back. You can figure out if your Appliance is really a CoffeeMaker using the is keyword. And once you know that, you can convert the Appliance back to a CoffeeMaker using the as keyword.



is NOT an Oven object. So when you try to downcast it with “as”, the foodWarmer reference ends up set to null. And when you try to use a null reference, this happens....
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Upcasting and downcasting work with interface s, too You already know that is and as work with interfaces. Well, so do all of the upcasting and downcasting tricks. Let’s add an ICooksFood interface for any class that can heat up food. And we’ll add a Microwave class—both Microwave and Oven implement the ICooksFood interface. Now there are three different ways that you can access an Oven object. And the IDE’s IntelliSense can help you figure out exactly what you can and can’t do with each of them:



(interface) ICooksFood Capacity



Oven misterToasty = new Oven();



HeatUp() Reheat()



misterToasty.



As soon as you type the dot, the IntelliSense window will pop up with a list of all of the members you can use.



misterToasty is an Oven reference pointing to an Oven object, so it can access all of the methods and properties…but it’s the least general type, so you can only point it at Oven objects.



Any class that implements ICooksFood is an appliance that can heat up food.



Oven Capacity



Microwave Capacity



Preheat() HeatUp() Reheat()



HeatUp() Reheat() MakePopcorn()



ICooksFood cooker;



if (misterToasty is ICooksFood)



cooker = misterToasty as ICooksFood; cooker.



cooker is an ICooksFood reference pointing to that same Oven object. It can only access ICooksFood members, but it can also point to a Microwave object. Appliance powerConsumer;



if (misterToasty is Appliance)



powerConsumer = misterToasty; powerConsumer.



powerConsumer is an Appliance reference. It only lets you get to the public fields, methods, and properties in Appliance. You can also point it at a CoffeeMaker object if you want.



Three different references that point to the same object can access different methods and properties, depending on the reference’s type. you are here 4   287



no dumb questions



Q:



So back up—you told me that I can always upcast but I can’t always downcast. Why?



A:



Because the compiler can warn you if your upcast is wrong. The only time an upcast won’t work is if you’re trying to set an object equal to a class that it doesn’t inherit from or an interface that it doesn’t implement. And the compiler can figure out immediately that you didn’t upcast properly, and will give you an error. On the other hand, the compiler doesn’t know how to check if you’re downcasting from an object or interface reference to a reference that’s not valid. That’s because it’s perfectly legal to put any class or interface name on the right-hand side of the as keyword. If the downcast is illegal, then the as statement will just return null. And it’s a good thing that the compiler doesn’t stop you from doing that, because there are plenty of times when you’d want to do it.



Q:



Someone told me that an interface is like a contract, but I don’t really get why. What does that mean?



A:



Yes, we’ve heard that too—a lot of people like to say that an interface is like a contract. (That’s a really common question on job interviews.) And it’s true, to some extent. When you make your class implement an interface, you’re telling the compiler that you promise to put certain methods into it. The compiler will hold you to that promise. But we think that it’s easier to remember how interfaces work if you think of an interface as a kind of checklist. The compiler runs through the checklist to make sure that you actually put all of the methods from the interface into your class. If you didn’t, it’ll bomb out and not let you compile.
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Q:



What if I want to put a method body into my interface? Is that OK?



A:



No, the compiler won’t let you do that. An interface isn’t allowed to have any statements in it at all. Even though you use the colon operator to implement an interface, it’s not the same thing as inheriting from a class. Implementing an interface doesn’t add any behavior to your class at all, or make any changes to it. All it does is tell the compiler to make sure that your class has all of the methods that the interface says it should have.



Q:



Then why would I want to use an interface? It seems like it’s just adding restrictions, without actually changing my class at all.



A:



Because when your class implements an interface, then an interface reference can point to any instance of that class. And that’s really useful to you—it lets you create one reference type that can work with a whole bunch of different kinds of objects. Here’s a quick example. A horse, an ox, a mule, and a steer can all pull a cart. But in our zoo simulator, Horse, Ox, Mule, and Steer would all be different classes. Let’s say you had a cart-pulling ride in your zoo, and you wanted to create an array of any animal that could pull carts around. Uhoh—you can’t just create an array that will hold all of those. If they all inherited from the same base class, then you could create an array of those. But it turns out that they don’t. So what’ll you do? That’s where interfaces come in handy. You can create an IPuller interface that has methods for pulling carts around. Now you could declare your array like this: 



IPuller[] pullerArray;



Now you can put a reference to any animal you want in that array, as long as it implements the IPuller interface.



Q:



Is there an easier way to implement interfaces? It’s a lot of typing!



A:



Why yes, there is! The IDE gives you a very powerful shortcut that automatically implements an interface for you. Just start typing your class: 



class Microwave : ICooksFood { } Click on ICooksFood—you’ll see a small bar appear underneath the “I”. Hover over it and you’ll see an icon appear underneath it: Sometimes it’s hard to click on the icon, but Ctrl-period work, too. will Click on the icon and choose “Implement Interface ‘ICooksFood’” from the menu. It’ll automatically add any members that you haven’t implemented yet. Each one has a single throws statement in it—they’ll cause your program to halt, as a reminder in case you forget to implement one of them. (You’ll learn about throws in Chapter 10.)



An interface is like a checklist that the compiler runs through to make sure your class implemented a certain set of methods.
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Extend the IClown interface and use classes that implement it. 1



IClown (interface) FunnyThingIHave



Start with the IClown interface from the last “Do This!” on page 277:



Honk()



interface IClown { string FunnyThingIHave { get; } void Honk(); }



2



3



Extend IClown by creating a new interface, IScaryClown, that inherits from IClown. It should have an additional string property called ScaryThingIHave with a get accessor but no set accessor, and a void method called ScareLittleChildren().



FunnyFunny FunnyThingIHave



IScaryClown (interface) ScaryThingIHave



Honk()



ScareLittleChildren()



Create these classes: ≥≥ A funny clown class called FunnyFunny that uses a private string variable to store a funny thing. Use a constructor that takes a parameter called FunnyThingIHave and uses it to set the private field. The Honk()method should say, “Honk honk! I have a ” followed by the funny thing it has. The FunnyThingIHave set accessor should return the same thing. ≥≥ A scary clown class called ScaryScary that uses a private variable to store an integer that was passed to it by its constructor in a parameter called numberOfScaryThings. The ScaryThingIHave get accessor should return a string consisting of the number from the constructor followed by “spiders”. The ScareLittleChildren() pops up a message box that says, “Boo! Gotcha!”



4



ScaryScary ScaryThingIHave



ScareLittleChildern()



Here’s code for a button—but it’s not working. Can you figure out how to fix it? private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { ScaryScary fingersTheClown = new ScaryScary(“big shoes”, 14); FunnyFunny someFunnyClown = fingersTheClown; IScaryClown someOtherScaryclown = someFunnyClown; someOtherScaryclown.Honk();



}



Fingers the Clown is



scary.



You better get this one right…or else!
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no no! nooo! noo! no more scary clowns!



Extend the IClown interface and use classes that implement it.



interface IClown { string FunnyThingIHave { get; } void Honk(); } interface IScaryClown : IClown { string ScaryThingIHave { get; } void ScareLittleChildren(); }



The Honk() method just uses class FunnyFunny : IClown { this set accessor public FunnyFunny(string funnyThingIHave) { to display its this.funnyThingIHave = funnyThingIHave; message—no need You could have } to have the same implemented the private string funnyThingIHave; IClown method and code twice. public string FunnyThingIHave { property again, but get { return “Honk honk! I have ” + funnyThingIHave; } why not just inherit } from FunnyFunny?



}



public void Honk() { MessageBox.Show(this.FunnyThingIHave); } Since ScaryScary is a



subclass of FunnyFunny and FunnyFunny implements IClown, ScaryScary implements IClown too.



class ScaryScary : FunnyFunny, IScaryClown { public ScaryScary(string funnyThingIHave, int numberOfScaryThings) : base(funnyThingIHave) { this.numberOfScaryThings = numberOfScaryThings; } private int numberOfScaryThings; public string ScaryThingIHave { get { return “I have ” + numberOfScaryThings + “ spiders”; } You can set a FunnyFunny reference }



}



public void ScareLittleChildren() { MessageBox.Show(“Boo! Gotcha!”); }



equal to a ScaryScary object because ScaryS inherits from FunnyFunny. But you can cary any IScaryClown reference to just any ’t set because you don’t know if that clow clown, That’s why you need to use the as keyn is scary. word. EventArgs e) {



private void button1_Click(object sender, ScaryScary fingersTheClown = new ScaryScary(“big shoes”, 14); FunnyFunny someFunnyClown = fingersTheClown; IScaryClown someOtherScaryclown = someFunnyClown as ScaryScary; someOtherScaryclown.Honk(); You can also use the someOtherScaryClown reference to }



call ScareLittleChildren()—but you can’t get to it from the someFunnyClown reference.
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interfaces and abstract classes



There’s more than just public and pri vate You already know how important the private keyword is, how you use it, and how it’s different from public. C# has a name for these keywords: they’re called access modifiers. The name makes sense, because when you change an access modifier on a property, field, or method of a class—its members—or the entire class, you change the way other classes can access it. There are a few more access modifiers that you’ll use, but we’ll start with the ones you know:



We call a class’s methods, fields, and properties its members. Any member can be marked with the public or private access modifier.



(as long as they can access the declaring class)



≥



public means that anyone can access it When you mark a class or class member public, you’re telling C# that any instance of any other class can access it. It’s the least restrictive access modifier. And you’ve already seen how it can get you in trouble—only mark class members public if you have a reason. That’s how you make sure your classes are well encapsulated.



≥



private means that only other members can access it When you mark a class member private, then it can only be accessed from other members inside that class or other instances of that class. You can’t mark a class private— unless that class lives inside another class, in which case it’s only available to instances of its container class. Then it’s private by default, and if you want it to be public you need to mark it public.



≥



protected means public to subclasses, private to everyone else You’ve already seen how a subclass can’t access the private fields in its base class—it has to use the base keyword to get to the public members of the base object. Wouldn’t it be convenient if the subclass could access those private fields? That’s why you have the protected access modifier. Any class member marked protected can be accessed by any other member of its class, and any member of a subclass of its class.



≥



internal means public only to other classes in an assembly The built-in .NET Framework classes are assemblies—libraries of classes that are in your project’s list of references. You can see a list of assemblies by right-clicking on “References” in the Solution Explorer and choosing “Add Reference…”—when you create a new Windows Forms application, the IDE automatically includes the references you need to build a Windows application. When you build an assembly, you can use the internal keyword to keep classes private to that assembly, so you can only expose the classes you want. You can combine this with protected—anything you mark protected internal can only be accessed from within the assembly or from a subclass.



≥



sealed says that this class can’t be subclassed There are some classes that you just can’t inherit from. A lot of the .NET Framework classes are like this—go ahead, try to make a class that inherits from String (that’s the class whose IsEmptyOrNull() method you used in the last chapter). What happens? The compiler won’t let you build your code—it gives you the error “cannot derive from sealed type ‘string’”. You can do that with your own classes—just add sealed after the access modifier.



There’s a little more to all of these definitions. Take a peek at leftover #2 in the appendix to learn more about them.



If you leave off the access modifier when you declare a class member, it defaults to private. If you leave off the access modifier when you declare a class or an interface, then by default it’s set to internal. And that’s just fine for most classes—it means that any other class in the assembly can read it. If you’re not using multiple assemblies, internal will work just as well as public for classes and interfaces. Give it a shot—go to an old project, change some of the classes to internal, and see what happens. r, Sealed is a modifaciecess an t but it’s no modifier. That’saffects because it only doesn’t inheritance—it the class change the way . can be accessed
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minty fresh scope



Access modifiers change visibilit y Let’s take a closer look at the access modifers and how they affect the scope of the various class members. We made two changes: the funnyThingIHave backing field is now protected, and we changed the ScareLittleChildren() method so that it uses the funnyThingIHave field: 1



Here are two interfaces. IClown defines a clown who honks his horn and has a funny thing. IScaryClown inherits from clown. A scary clown does everything a clown does, plus he has a scary thing and scares little children.



interface IClown { string FunnyThingIHave { get; } void Honk(); } interface IScaryClown : IClown { string ScaryThingIHave { get; } void ScareLittleChildren(); }



2



Make these two changes to your own exercise solution. Then change the protected access modifier back to private and see what errors you get.



The “this” keyword also changes what variable you’re referring to. It says to C#, “Look at the current instance of the class to find whatever I’m connected to—even if that matches a parameter or local variable.” This is a really common way to use “this”, since the parameter and backing field have the same name. funnyThingIHave refers to the parameter, while this. funnyThingIHave is the backing field.



The FunnyFunny class implements the IClown interface. We made the funnyThingIHave field protected so that it can be accessed by any instance of a subclass of FunnyFunny.



class FunnyFunny : IClown { public FunnyFunny(string funnyThingIHave) { this.funnyThingIHave = funnyThingIHave; We changed FunnyThingIHave } to protected. Look and see protected string funnyThingIHave; how it affects the ScaryScary. public string FunnyThingIHave { ScareLittleChildren() method. get { return “Honk honk! I have ” + funnyThingIHave; } }



By adding “this”, we told C# that we’re talking about the backing field, not the parameter that has the same name.



}



public void Honk() { MessageBox.Show(this.FunnyThingIHave); }
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When you use “this” with a property, it tells C# to execute the set or get accessor.



interfaces and abstract classes



3



The ScaryScary class implements the IScaryClown interface. It also inherits from FunnyFunny, and since FunnyFunny implements IClown, that means ScaryScary does, too. Take a look at how the ScareLittleChildren() method accesses the funnyThingIHave backing field—it can do that because we used the protected access modifier. If we’d made it private instead, then this code wouldn’t compile.



Access Modifiers Up Close numberOfScaryThings is private, which is typical of a backing field. So only another instance of ScaryScary would be able to see it.



class ScaryScary : FunnyFunny, IScaryClown { public ScaryScary(string funnyThingIHave, int numberOfScaryThings) : base(funnyThingIHave) { this.numberOfScaryThings = numberOfScaryThings; }



private int numberOfScaryThings; public string ScaryThingIHave { get { return “I have ” + numberOfScaryThings + “ spiders”; } The protected keyword }



tells C# to make something private to everyone except instan ces of a subclass. MessageBox.Show(“You can’t have my ” + base.funnyThingIHave); The “base” keyword tells C# to use If we’d left funnyThingIHave private, the value from the base class. But this would cause the compiler to give we could also use “this” in this case. you an error. But when we changed Can you figure out why? it to protected, that made it visible to any subclass of FunnyFunny.



public void ScareLittleChildren() {



} 4



}



Here’s a button that instantiates FunnyFunny and ScaryScary. Take a look at how it uses as to downcast someFunnyClown to an IScaryClown reference.



private void button1_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { ScaryScary fingersTheClown = new ScaryScary(“big shoes”, 14); FunnyFunny someFunnyClown = fingersTheClown; IScaryClown someOtherScaryclown = someFunnyClown as ScaryScary; someOtherScaryclown.Honk(); We put in some extra steps to show you that you could }



Since this button click event handler is not part of FunnyFunny and ScaryScary, it can’t access the protected funnyThingIHave field.



upcast ScaryScary to FunnyFunny, and then downcast that to IScaryClown. But all three of those lines could be collapsed into a single line. Can you figure out how?



It’s outside of both classes, so the statements inside it only have access to the public members of any FunnyFunny or ScaryScary objects.
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eww, duplicate code!



Q:



Why would I want to use an interface instead of just writing all of the methods I need directly into my class?



A:



You might end up with a lot of different classes as you write more and more complex programs. Interfaces let you group those classes by the kind of work they do. They help you be sure that every class that’s going to do a certain kind of work does it using the same methods. The class can do the work however it needs to, and because of the interface, you don’t need to worry about how it does it to get the job done. Here’s an example: you can have a truck class and a sailboat class that implement ICarryPassenger. Say the ICarryPassenger interface stipulates that any class that implements it has to have a ConsumeEnergy() method. Your program could use them both to carry passengers even though the sailboat class’s ConsumeEnergy() method uses wind power and the truck class’s method uses diesel fuel. Imagine if you didn’t have the ICarryPassenger interface. Then it would be tough to tell your program which vehicles could carry people and which couldn’t. You would have to look through each class that your program might use and figure out whether or not there was a method for carrying people from one place to another. Then you’d have to call each of the vehicles your program was going to use with whatever method was defined for carrying passengers. And since there’s no standard interface, they could be named all sorts of things or buried inside other methods. You can see how that’ll get confusing pretty fast. 
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Q: A:



Why do I need to use a property? Can’t I just include a field?



Good question. An interface only defines the way a class should do a specific kind of job. It’s not an object by itself, so you can’t instantiate it and it can’t store information. If you added a field that was just a variable declaration, then C# would have to store that data somewhere—and an interface can’t store data by itself. A property is a way to make something that looks like a field to other objects, but since it’s really a method, it doesn’t actually store any data.



Q:



What’s the difference between a regular object reference and an interface reference?



A:



You already know how a regular, everyday object reference works. If you create an instance of Skateboard called VertBoard, and then a new reference to it called HalfPipeBoard, they both point to the same thing. But if Skateboard implements the interface IStreetTricks and you create an interface reference to Skateboard called StreetBoard, it will only know the methods in the Skateboard class that are also in the IStreetTricks interface. All three references are actually pointing to the same object. If you call the object using the HalfPipeBoard or VertBoard references, you’ll be able to access any method or property in the object. If you call it using the StreetBoard reference, you’ll only have access to the methods and properties in the interface. 



Q:



Then why would I ever want to use an interface reference if it limits what I can do with the object?



A:



Interface references give you a way of working with a bunch of different kinds of objects that do the same thing. You can create an array using the interface reference type that will let you pass information to and from the methods in ICarryPassenger whether you’re working with a truck object, a horse object, a unicycle object, or a car object. The way each of those objects does the job is probably a little different, but with interface references, you know that they all have the same methods that take the same parameters and have the same return types. So, you can call them and pass information to them in exactly the same way.



Q:



Why would I make something protected instead of private or public?



A:



Because it helps you encapsulate your classes better. There are a lot of times that a subclass needs access to some internal part of its base class. For example, if you need to override a property, it’s pretty common to use the backing field in the base class in the get accessor, so that it returns some sort of variation of it. But when you build classes, you should only make something public if you have a reason to do it. Using the protected access modifier lets you expose it only to the subclass that needs it, and keep it private from everyone else.



Interface references only know about the methods and properties that are defined in the interface.



interfaces and abstract classes



Some classe s should never be instantiated Remember our zoo simulator class hierarchy? You’ll definitely end up instantiating a bunch of hippos, dogs, and lions. But what about the Canine and Feline classes? How about the Animal class? It turns out that there are some classes that just don’t need to be instantiated…and, in fact, don’t make any sense if they are. Here’s an example.



Shopper TotalSpent CreditLimit ShopTillYouDrop() BuyFavoriteStuff()



Let’s start with a basic class for a student shopping at the student bookstore. class Shopper {



ArtStudent



Engineering Student



BuyFavoriteStuff()



BuyFavoriteStuff()



public void ShopTillYouDrop()



while (TotalSpent < CreditLimit)



}



BuyFavoriteStuff();



public virtual void BuyFavoriteStuff () {



// No implementation here - we don’t know



}



}



// what our student likes to buy!



Here’s the ArtStudent class—it subclasses Shopper:



class ArtStudent : Shopper {



The ArtStudent and EngineeringStudent classes both override the BuyFavoriteStuff() method, but they buy very different things.



public override void BuyFavoriteStuff () { BuyArtSupplies();



BuyBlackTurtlenecks();



}



}



BuyDepressingMusic();



And the EngineeringStudent class also inherits from Shopper: class EngineeringStudent : Shopper {



public override void BuyFavoriteStuff () { BuyPencils();



BuyGraphingCalculator();



}



}



BuyPocketProtector();



So what happens when you instantiate Shopper? Does it ever make sense to do it? you are here 4   295



i can’t believe it’s not an interface!



An abstract class is like a cross be t ween a class and an interface Suppose you need something like an interface, that requires classes to implement certain methods and properties. But you need to include some code in that interface, so that certain methods don’t have to be implemented in each inheriting class. What you want is an abstract class. You get the features of an interface, but you can write code in it like a normal class. ≥



≥



≥



An abstract class is like a normal class You define an abstract class just like a normal one. It has fields and methods, and you can inherit from other classes, too, exactly like with a normal class. There’s almost nothing new to learn here, because you already know everything that an abstract class does!



An abstract class is like an interface When you create a class that implements an interface, you agree to implement all of the properties and methods defined in that interface. An abstract class works the same way—it can include declarations of properties and methods that, just like in an interface, must be implemented by inheriting classes.



But an abstract class can’t be instantiated The biggest difference between an abstract class and a concrete class is that you can’t use new to create an instance of an abstract class. If you do, C# will give you an error when you try to compile your code.



X
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Cannot create an instance of the abstract class or interface ‘MyClass’



A method that has a declaration but no statements or method body is called an abstract method. Inheriting classes must implement all abstract methods, just like when they inherit from an interface. Only abstract classes can have abstract methods. If you put an abstract method into a class, then you’ll have mark that class abstract or it won’t to compile. You’ll learn more about how mark a class abstract in a minute. to



The opposite of abstract is concrete. A concrete method is one that has a body, and all the classes you’ve been working with so far are concrete classes.



This error is because you have abstract methods without any code! The compiler won’t let you instantiate a class with missing code, just like it wouldn’t let you instantiate an interface.



interfaces and abstract classes Wait, what? A class that I can’t instantiate? Why would I even want something like that?



Because you want to provide some code, but still require that subclasses fill in the rest of the code. Sometimes bad things happen when you create objects that should never be created. The class at the top of your class diagram usually has some fields that it expects its subclasses to set. An Animal class may have a calculation that depends on a Boolean called HasTail or Vertebrate, but there’s no way for it to set that itself.



Here’s a class that the Objectville Here’s an example… Astrophysics Club uses to send their rockets to different planets. It doesn’t make sense to class PlanetMission { set these fields in the public long RocketFuelPerMile; base class, because we public long RocketSpeedMPH; don’t know what rocket public int MilesToPlanet; or planet we’ll be using. public long UnitsOfFuelNeeded() { return MilesToPlanet * RocketFuelPerMile; }



public int TimeNeeded() { return MilesToPlanet / (int) RocketSpeedMPH; }



}



public string FuelNeeded() { return “You’ll need ” + MilesToPlanet * RocketFuelPerMile + “ units of fuel to get there. It’ll take ” + TimeNeeded() + “ hours.”; }



The astrophysicists have two missions—one to Mars, and one to Venus.



class Venus : PlanetMission { public Venus() { MilesToPlanet = 40000000; RocketFuelPerMile = 100000; RocketSpeedMPH = 25000; } } class Mars : PlanetMission { public Mars() { MilesToPlanet = 75000000; RocketFuelPerMile = 100000; RocketSpeedMPH = 25000; } } The constructors for the Mars and Venus



subclasses set the three fields they inherited from Planet. But those fields won’t get set if you instantiate Planet directly. So what happens when FuelNeeded() tries to use them?



private void button1_Click(object s, EventArgs e) { Mars mars = new Mars(); MessageBox.Show(mars.FuelNeeded()); } private void button2_Click(object s, EventArgs e) { Venus venus = new Venus(); MessageBox.Show(venus.FuelNeeded()); } private void button3_Click(object s, EventArgs e) { PlanetMission planet = new PlanetMission(); MessageBox.Show(planet.FuelNeeded()); }



Before you flip the page, try to figure out what will happen when the user clicks the third button.... you are here 4   297



abstract classes avoid this mess



Like we said, some classe s should never be instantiated The problems all start when you create an instance of the PlanetMission class. Its FuelNeeded() method expects the fields to be set by the subclass. But when they aren’t, they get their default values—zero. And when C# tries to divide a number by zero… private void button3_Click(object s, EventArgs e) { PlanetMission planet = new PlanetMission(); MessageBox.Show(planet.FuelNeeded()); }



The PlanetMission class wasn’t written to be instantiated. We were only supposed to inherit from it. But we did instantiate it, and that’s where the problems started.



When the FuelNeeded() method tried to divide by RocketSpeedMPH, it was zero. And whenis you divide by zero, th happens.



Solution: use an abstract class When you mark a class abstract, C# won’t let you write code to instantiate it. It’s a lot like an interface—it acts like a template for the classes that inherit from it.



Adding the abstract keyword to the class declaration tells C# this is an abstract class, and can’t be instantiated.



abstract class PlanetMission { Now C# will public long RocketFuelPerMile; refuse to compile public long RocketSpeedMPH; our program until public int MilesToPlanet; we remove the line that creates public long UnitsOfFuelNeeded() { an instance of return MilesToPlanet * RocketFuelPerMile; PlanetMission. }



}



// the rest of the class is defined here



Flip back to the solution to Kathleen’s party planning program in the previous chapter on pages 254–256, and take another look at the encapsulation problems that we left in the code. Can you figure out how you’d use an abstract class to solve them? 298   Chapter 7



interfaces and abstract classes



An abstract me thod doe sn’t have a body You know how an interface only has declarations for methods and properties, but it doesn’t actually have any method bodies? That’s because every method in an interface is an abstract method. So let’s implement it! Once we do, the error will go away. Any time you extend an abstract class, you need to make sure that you override all of its abstract methods. Luckily, the IDE makes this job easier. Just type “public override”—as soon as you press space, the IDE will display a drop-down box with a list of any methods that you can override. Select the SetMissionInfo() method and fill it in:



abstract class PlanetMission {



Every method in an interface is automatically abstract, so you don’t need to use the abstract keyword in an interface, just in an abstract class. Only abstract classes can have abstract methods… but they can have concrete methods too.



public abstract void SetMissionInfo( int milesToPlanet, int rocketFuelPerMile, long rocketSpeedMPH); 



// the rest of the class...



It really sucks to be an abstract method. You don’t have a body.



u’d just like what yody, is d ho et m ct ra bo a This abst e—it doesn’t have see in an interfacat inherits from PlanetMissiond but any class tht the SetMissionInfo() metho has to implemenm won’t compile. or the progra



If we add that method in and try to build the program, the IDE gives us an error: X



‘VenusMission’ does not implement inherited abstract member ‘PlanetMission.SetMissionInfo(long, int, int)’



So let’s implement it! Once we do, the error will go away. class Venus : PlanetMission { public Venus() { SetMissinInfo(40000000, 100000, 25000); }



}



When you inherit from an abstract class, you need to override all of its abstract methods.



public override SetMissionInfo(int milesToPlanet, long rocketFuelPerMile, int rocketSpeedMPH) { this.MilesToPlanet = milesToPlanet; this.RocketFuelPerMile = rocketFuelPerMile; this.RocketSpeedMPH = rocketSpeedMPH; } you are here 4   299



worth a thousand words



Here’s your chance to demonstrate your artistic abilities. On the left you’ll find sets of class and interface declarations. Your job is to draw the associated class diagrams on the right. We did the first one for you. Don’t forget to use a dashed line for implementing an interface and a solid line for inheriting from a class.



Given: 1) interface Foo { }



What’s the Picture ? 1)



(interface) Foo



class Bar : Foo { }



Bar



2) interface Vinn { }



2)



abstract class Vout : Vinn { }



3) abstract class Muffie : Whuffie { }



3)



class Fluffie : Muffie { } interface Whuffie { }



4)



4)



class Zoop { } class Boop : Zoop { } class Goop : Boop { }



5)



5) class Gamma : Delta, Epsilon { } interface Epsilon { } interface Beta { } class Alpha : Gamma,Beta { } class Delta { }
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interfaces and abstract classes



On the left you’ll find sets of class diagrams. Your job is to turn these into valid C# declarations. We did number 1 for you.



What’s the Declaration ?



Given:



1) public class Click { }



Click



1



public class Clack : Click { }



Top



2



2)



Clack



Tip



3)



Fee



3 4



Foo



4)



Fi



Bar



5)



Zeta



5 Baz



Beta



KEY



Alpha



extends implements Delta



Clack



class



Clack



interface



Clack



abstract class
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them’s fightin’ words



Tonight’s talk: An abstract class and an interface butt heads over the pressing question, “Who’s more important?”



Abstract Class:



Interface:



I think it’s obvious who’s more important between the two of us. Programmers need me to get their jobs done. Let’s face it. You don’t even come close. Nice. This oughta be good. You can’t really think you’re more important than me. You don’t even use real inheritance—you only get implemented. Great, here we go again. Interfaces don’t use real inheritance. Interfaces only implement. That’s just plain ignorant. Implementation is as good as inheritance, in fact it’s better! Better? You’re nuts. I’m much more flexible than you. I can have abstract methods or concrete ones. I can even have virtual methods if I want. Sure, I can’t be instantiated but then, neither can you. And I can do pretty much anything else a regular class does. Yeah? What if you want a class that inherits from you and your buddy? You can’t inherit from two classes. You have to choose which class to inherit from. And that’s just plain rude! There’s no limit to the number of interfaces a class can implement. Talk about flexible! With me, a programmer can make a class do anything.



2)



(interface) Vinn



Vout



3)



(interface) Whuffie



Muffie



Fluffie
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4)



Zoop



Boop



Goop



5)



(interface) Epsilon



Delta



(interface) Beta



Gamma



Alpha



interfaces and abstract classes



Abstract Class:



Interface:



You might be overstating your power a little bit. You think that just because you can contain code, you’re the greatest thing since sliced bread. But you can’t change the fact that a program can only inherit from one class at a time. So you’re a little limited. Sure, I can’t include any code. But really, code is overrated. That’s exactly the kind of drivel I’d expect from an interface. Code is extremely important! It’s what makes your programs run. Nine times out of ten, a programmer wants to make sure an object has certain properties and methods, but doesn’t really care how they’re implemented. Really? I doubt that—programmers always care what’s in their properties and methods. OK, sure. Eventually. But think about how many times you’ve seen a programmer write a method that takes an object that just needs to have a certain method, and it doesn’t really matter right at that very moment exactly how the method’s built. Just that it’s there. So bang! The programmer just needs to write an interface. Problem solved! Yeah, sure, tell a coder he can’t code. Whatever!



2) abstract class Top { } class Tip : Top { }



3) abstract class Fee { } abstract class Fi : Fee { }



4) interface Foo { } class Bar : Foo { } class Baz : Bar { }



5) interface Zeta { } class Alpha : Zeta { } interface Beta { } class Delta : Alpha, Beta { }



s Delta inheritand a h from Alp Beta. implements
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multiple inheritance sucks I’m still hung up on not being able to inherit from two classes. I can’t inherit from more than one class, so I have to use interfaces. That’s a pretty big limitation of C#, right?



It’s not a limitation, it’s a protection. If C# let you inherit from more than one base class, it would open up a whole can of worms. When a language lets one subclass inherit from two base classes, it’s called multiple inheritance. And by giving you interfaces instead, C# saves you from a big fat mess that we like to call....



The Deadly Diamond of Death! MoviePlayer int ScreenWidth



Television and MovieTheater both inherit from MoviePlayer, and both override the ShowAMovie() method. Both inherit the ScreenWidth property, too.



ShowAMovie()



MovieTheater



Television



ShowAMovie()



ShowAMovie()



HomeTheater



?



Avoid ambiguit y!



Which Sho when you cwallAMovie() method runs HomeTheate ShowAMovie() on the r object?



A language that allows the Deadly Diamond of Death can lead to some pretty ugly situations, because you need special rules to deal with this kind of ambiguous situation…which means extra work for you when you’re building your program! C# protects you from having to deal with this by giving you interfaces. If Television and MovieTheater are interfaces instead of classes, then the same ShowAMovie() method can satisfy both of them. All the interface cares about is that there’s some method called ShowAMovie(). 304   Chapter 7



h he ScreenWidtev ision and Imagine that ted el T h t bo by us is y t er values. op pr with differenter needs to , er at he T ie ov M HomeTheat What happensesifof ScreenWidth—say, use both valu made-for-TV movies and to show both feature films?
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Pool Puzzle



Your job is to take code snippets from the pool and place them into the blank lines in the code and output. You may use the same snippet more than once, and you won’t need to use all the snippets. Your goal is to make a set of classes that will compile and run and produce the output listed.



}



class : { public Acts() : base(“Acts”) { } public override { return 5; } Here’s the entry } complete



Nose { ; string Face { get; }



point—this is a C# program.



abstract class : { public virtual int Ear() { return 7; } public Picasso(string face) { = face; } public virtual string Face { { ; } } string face; }



class : { public override string Face { } get { return “Of76”; }



class : { public Clowns() : base(“Clowns”) { } }



}



public static void Main(string[] args) { string result = “”; Nose[] i = new Nose[3]; i[0] = new Acts(); i[1] = new Clowns(); i[2] = new Of76(); for (int x = 0; x < 3; x++) { result += ( + “ ” + ) + “\n”; } MessageBox.Show(result); }



Output



Note: Each snippet from the pool can be used more than once!



Acts( ); Nose( ); Of76( ); Clowns( ); Picasso( ); Of76 [ ] i = new Nose[3]; Of76 [ 3 ] i; Nose [ ] i = new Nose( ); Nose [ ] i = new Nose[3];



: ; class abstract interface



i i( ) i(x) i[x]



int Ear() this this. face this.face



get set return



class 5 class 7 class 7 public class



Answers on page 324.



i.Ear(x) i[x].Ear() i[x].Ear( i[x].Face



Acts Nose Of76 Clowns Picasso
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form of…a bucket of eagles!



OK, I think I’ve got a pretty good handle on objects now!



The idea that you could com your data and your code intobine classes and objects was a revolutionary one when it was first introduced—but tha how you’ve been building all yourt’sC# programs so far, so you can thi nk of it as just plain programming .



You’re an object oriented programmer. There’s a name for what you’ve been doing. It’s called object oriented programming, or OOP. Before languages like C# came along, people didn’t use objects and methods when writing their code. They just used functions (which is what they call methods in a non-OOP program) that were all in one place—as if each program were just one big static class that only had static methods. It made it a lot harder to create programs that modeled the problems they were solving. Luckily, you’ll never have to write programs without OOP, because it’s a core part of C#.



The four principle s of object oriented programming When programmers talk about OOP, they’re referring to four important principles. They should seem very familiar to you by now because you’ve been working with every one of them. You’ll recognize the first three principles just from their names: inheritance, abstraction, and encapsulation. The last one’s called polymorphism. It sounds a little odd, but it turns out that you already know all about it too.



Inheritance



This just means having one class or interface that inherits from another.



Encapsulation mean an object that keepsscreating of its state internallytrack private fields, and us using properties and methodes public other classes work wi s to let the part of the inte th only that they need to se rnal data e.



Encapsulation Abstraction



you You’re using abstraction when rts with sta t tha del create a class mo sses, more general—or abstract—classe s cla ic cif spe re and then has mo it. m that inherit fro 306   Chapter 7



Polymorphism



The word “polymorphism” literally means “many forms”. Can you think of a time when an object has taken on many forms in your code?



interfaces and abstract classes



Polymorphism me ans that one object can take many dif ferent forms



You’re using polymorphism when you take an instance of one class and use it in a statement or a method that expects a different type, like a parent class or an interface that the class implements.



Any time you use a mockingbird in place of an animal or aged Vermont cheddar in a recipe that just calls for cheese, you’re using polymorphism. That’s what you’re doing any time you upcast or downcast. It’s taking an object and using it in a method or a statement that expects something else.



Keep your eye s open for polymorphism in the ne xt e xercise! You’re about to do a really big exercise—the biggest one you’ve seen so far—and you’ll be using a lot of polymorphism in it, so keep your eyes open. Here’s a list of four typical ways that you’ll use polymorphism. We gave you an example of each of them (you won’t see these particular lines in the exercise, though). As soon as you see similar code in what you write for the exercise, check it off the following list: Taking any reference variable that uses one class and setting it equal to an instance of a different class. NectarStinger bertha = new NectarStinger(); INectarCollector gatherer = bertha; Upcasting by using a subclass in a statement or method that expects its base class. spot = new Dog(); zooKeeper.FeedAnAnimal(spot);



If FeedAnAnimal() expects imal object, and Dog inherits from Animaanl, An the n you can pass Dog to FeedAnAnimal().



Creating a reference variable whose type is an interface and pointing it to an object that implements that interface. IStingPatrol defender = new StingPatrol(); Downcasting using the as keyword. void MaintainTheHive(IWorker worker) { if (worker is HiveMaintainer) {



This is upcasting, too!



od takes any The MaintainTheHive() methuse s as to IWorker as a parameter. Iterence to the point a HiveMaintainer ref worker.



HiveMaintainer maintainer = worker as HiveMaintainer; ... you are here 4   307



let’s get started



Let’s build a house! Create a model of a house using classes to represent the rooms and locations, and an interface for any place that has a door.



1



Start with this class model Every room or location in your house will be represented by its own object. The interior rooms all inherit from Room, and the outside places inherit from Outside, and both subclass the same base class, Location. It has two fields: Name is the name of the location (“Kitchen”), and Exits is an array of Location objects that the current location connects to. So diningRoom.Name will be equal to “Dining Room”, and diningRoom.Exits will be equal to the array { LivingRoom, Kitchen }.  Create a Windows Application project and add Location, Room, and Outside classes to it.



2



You’ll need the blueprint for the house This house has three rooms, a front yard, a back yard, and a garden. There are two doors: the front door connects the living room to the front yard, and the back door connects the kitchen to the back yard.



The living room connects to the dining room, which also connects to the kitchen.



Living Room Front Yard



This symbol is an exterior door between the front yard and the living room. There’s also an exterior door between the kitchen and back yard. 3



Dining Room



Location Name Exits Description()



Room Decoration



Outside Hot



Inside locations each have some kind of a decoration in a read-only property. Outside locations can be hot, so the Outside class has a read-only Boolean property called Hot.



Kitchen Back Yard



Garden



Location is an abstract class. That’s why we shaded it darker in the class diagram.



You can move between the back yard and the front yard, and both of them connect to the garden.



All rooms have doors, but only a few rooms have an exterior door that leads inside or outside the house.



Use the IHasExteriorDoor interface for rooms with an exterior door IHasExteriorDoor There are two exterior doors in the house, the front door and the back door. Every DoorDescription location that has one (the front yard, back yard, living room, and kitchen) should DoorLocation implement IHasExteriorDoor. The DoorDescription read-only property contains a description of the door (the front door is “an oak door with a brass knob”, the back door is “a screen door”). The DoorLocation property contains a reference to the Location where the door leads (kitchen).
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4



Here’s the Location class To get you started, here’s the Location class:



abstract class Location { public Location(string name) { this.name = name; is a }



Description virtual method. You’ll need to override it.



public Location[] Exits;



The constructor sets the name field, which is the read-only Name property’s backing field. an array ofck is ld ie f s it x a The public Eeferences that keeps ttrhis Location r he other places that of all of t nnects to. location co



private string name; The Room public string Name { class will get { return name; } } override public virtual string Description { and extend get { Description The Description property string description = “You’re standing in the “ + name to add the + “. You see exits to the following places: ”; returns a string that decoration, for (int i = 0; i < Exits.Length; i++) { describes the room, including and Outside description += “ ” + Exits[i].Name; the name and a list of all will add the if (i != Exits.Length - 1) of the locations it connects temperature. description += “,”; to (which it finds in the } Remember, Location is an Exits[] field). Its subclasses description += “.”; ab the stract class—you can ge chan to will need return description; inh so erit from it and declare tly, sligh ion descript } re fe it. rence variables of type ride they’ll over } Lo ca tion, but you can’t }



instantiate it.



5



Create the classes First create the Room and Outside classes based on the class model. Then create two more classes: OutsideWithDoor, which inherits from Outside and implements IHasExteriorDoor, and RoomWithDoor, which subclasses Room and implements IHasExteriorDoor. Get the classes started Here are the class declarations to give you a leg up:



now—we’ll give you more details about them on the next page.



class OutsideWithDoor : Outside, IHasExteriorDoor { // The DoorLocation property goes here // The read-only DoorDescription property goes here } class RoomWithDoor : Room, IHasExteriorDoor { // The DoorLocation property goes here // The read-only DoorDescription property goes here }



This one’s going to be a pretty big exercise…but we promise it’s a lot of fun! And you’ll definitely know this stuff once you get through it.



We’re not done yet—flip the page! you are here 4   309



watch your objects do stuff!



(continued) Now that you’ve got the class model, you can create the objects for all of the parts of the house, and add a form to explore it. How your house objects work Here’s the architecture for two of your objects, frontYard and diningRoom. Since each of them has a door, they both need to be instances of a class that implements IHasExteriorDoor. The DoorLocation property keeps a reference to the location on the other side of the door.
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LivingRoom is an instance of RoomWithDoor, which inherits from Room and implements IHasExteriorDoor.
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Garden



FrontYard is an OutsideWithDoor object, which is a subclass of Outside that implements IHasExteriorDoor. t



6



W i t h Do



You started building the IHasExteriorDoor interface and added these two classes that implement it. One inherits from Room, the other is a subclass of Outside. Now it’s time to finish them.



7



Exits[]



Exits is an array of Location references. LivingRoom has one exit, so its Exits array has a length of 1.



Finish building the classes, and instantiate their instances You’ve got all the classes—now it’s time to finish them and build your objects. ≥≥ You’ll need to make sure that the constructor for the Outside class sets the read-only Hot property and overrides the Description property to add the text “It’s very hot here.” if Hot is true. It’s hot in the back yard but not the front yard or garden. ≥≥ The constructor for Room needs to set the Decoration, and should override the Description property to add, “You see (the decoration) here.” The living room has an antique carpet, the dining room has a crystal chandelier, and the kitchen has stainless steel appliances and a screen door that leads to the back yard. ≥≥ Your form needs to create each of the objects and keep a reference to each one. So add a method to the form called CreateObjects() and call it from the form’s constructor. Every location ≥≥ Instantiate each of the objects for the six locations in the house. Here’s one of those lines: will have its own field in RoomWithDoor livingRoom = new RoomWithDoor(“Living Room”, form class. the “an antique carpet” , “an oak door with a brass knob”); Exits is an array of ≥≥ Your CreateObjects() method needs to populate the Exits[] field in each object:



Location references, frontYard.Exits so this line creates one that has two references in it.
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= new Location[] { backYard, garden };



These are curly brackets. Anything else will cause an error.



interfaces and abstract classes



8



Build a form to explore the house Build a simple form to let you explore the house. It’ll have a big multiline text box called description to show the description of the current room. A ComboBox called exits lists all of the exits in the current room. It’s got two buttons: goHere moves to the room selected in the ComboBox, and goThroughTheDoor is only visible when there’s an exterior door.



Click the goHere button to move to another location.



This is a multiline TextBox that displays the Description() of the current location. Its name is description. This is a ComboBox



9



Now you just need to make the form work! You’ve got all the pieces, now you just need to put them together.



u’ll Here’s where yopu lates po t ha set up w the ComboBox. The ComboBox contains a list of all of the exits, so name it exits. Make sure its DropDownStyle is set to DropDownList. This button is only visible when you’re in a room with an exterior door. You can make it visible or invisible by setting its Visible property to true or false. It’s called goThroughTheDoor.



≥≥ You’ll need a field in your form called currentLocation to keep track of your current location. ≥≥ Add a MoveToANewLocation() method that has a Location as its parameter. This method should first set currentLocation to the new location. Then it’ll clear the combo box using its Items.Clear() method, and then add the name of each location in the Exits[ ] array using the combo box’s Items.Add() method. Finally, reset the combo box so it displays the first item in the list by setting its SelectedIndex property to zero. ≥≥ Set the text box so that it has the description of the current location. ≥≥ Use the is keyword to check if the current location has a door. If it does, make the “Go through the door” button visible using its Visible property. If not, make it invisible. ≥≥ If the “Go here:” button is clicked, move to the location selected in the combo box. ≥≥ If the “Go through the door” button is clicked, move to the location that the door connects to.



Hint: When you choose an item in the combo box, its selected index in the combo box will be the same as the . index of the corresponding location in the Exits[] array



Another hint: Your form’s currentLocation field is a Location reference. So even though it’s pointing to an object that implements IHasExteriorDoor, you can’t just type “currentLocation.DoorLocation” because DoorLocation isn’t a field in Location. You’ll need to downcast if you want to get the door location out of the object. you are here 4   311



exercise solution



Here’s the code to model the house. We used classes to represent the rooms and locations, and an interface for any place that has a door. interface IHasExteriorDoor { string DoorDescription { get; } Location DoorLocation { get; set; } } class Room : Location { private string decoration; public Room(string name, string decoration) : base(name) { this.decoration = decoration; }



}



Here’s the IHasExteriorDoor



interface.



The Room class inherits from Locat and adds a backing field for the ion read-only Decoration property. Its constructor sets the field.



public override string Description { get { return base.Description + “ You see ” + decoration + “.”; } }



class RoomWithDoor : Room, IHasExteriorDoor { public RoomWithDoor(string name, string decoration, string doorDescription) : base(name, decoration) { this.doorDescription = doorDescription; } private string doorDescription; public string DoorDescription { get { return doorDescription; } }



}



private Location doorLocation; public Location DoorLocation { get { return doorLocation; } set { doorLocation = value; } }
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The RoomWithDoor class inherits from Room and implements IHasExteriorDoor. It does everything that the room does, but it adds a description of the exterior door to the constructor. It also adds DoorLocation, a reference to the location that the door leads to. DoorDescription and DoorLocation are required by IHasExteriorDoor.



interfaces and abstract classes



class Outside : Location { private bool hot; public bool Hot { get { return hot; } }



Outside is a lot like Room—it inherits from Location, and adds a backing field for the Hot property, which is used in the Description() method extended from the base class.



public Outside(string name, bool hot) : base(name) { this.hot = hot; }



}



public override string Description { get { string NewDescription = base.Description; if (hot) NewDescription += “ It’s very hot.”; return NewDescription; } }



class OutsideWithDoor : Outside, IHasExteriorDoor { public OutsideWithDoor(string name, bool hot, string doorDescription) : base(name, hot) { this.doorDescription = doorDescription; OutsideWithDoor inherits } private string doorDescription; public string DoorDescription { get { return doorDescription; } } private Location doorLocation; public Location DoorLocation { get { return doorLocation; } set { doorLocation = value; } }



}



from Outside and implements IHasExteriorDoor, and it looks a lot like RoomWithDoor.



The base class’s Description property fills in whether or not the location is hot. And that relies on the original Location class’s Description property to add the main description and exits.



public override string Description { get { return base.Description + “ You see ” + doorDescription + “.”; } }
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exercise solution



(continued) Here’s the code for the form. It’s all in the Form1.cs, inside the Form1 declaration.



This is how the form keeps track of which room is being displayed.



public partial class Form1 : Form { Location currentLocation; RoomWithDoor livingRoom; Room diningRoom; RoomWithDoor kitchen; OutsideWithDoor frontYard; OutsideWithDoor backYard; Outside garden;



The form uses these reference variables to keep track of each of the rooms in the house.



public Form1() { InitializeComponent(); CreateObjects(); MoveToANewLocation(livingRoom); }



The form’s constructor creates the objects and then uses the MoveToANewLocation method.



When the form creates the objects, first it needs to instantiate the classes and pass the right information to each one’s constructor.



private void CreateObjects() { livingRoom = new RoomWithDoor(“Living Room”, “an antique carpet”, “an oak door with a brass knob”); diningRoom = new Room(“Dining Room”, “a crystal chandelier”); kitchen = new RoomWithDoor(“Kitchen”, “stainless steel appliances”, “a screen door”); frontYard = new OutsideWithDoor(“Front Yard”, false, “an oak door with a brass knob”); backYard = new OutsideWithDoor(“Back Yard”, true, “a screen door”); garden = new Outside(“Garden”, false); Here’s where we pass diningRoom.Exits = new Location[] { livingRoom, kitchen }; livingRoom.Exits = new Location[] { diningRoom }; kitchen.Exits = new Location[] { diningRoom }; frontYard.Exits = new Location[] { backYard, garden }; backYard.Exits = new Location[] { frontYard, garden }; garden.Exits = new Location[] { backYard, frontYard }; livingRoom.DoorLocation = frontYard; frontYard.DoorLocation = livingRoom;



}



kitchen.DoorLocation = backYard; backYard.DoorLocation = kitchen;
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the door description to the OutsideWithDoor constructors.



Here’s where the Exits[] array for each instance is populated. We need to wait to do this until after all the instances are created, because otherwise we wouldn’t have anything to put into For the IHasExteriorDoor each array! objects, we need to set their door locations.



interfaces and abstract classes



private void MoveToANewLocation(Location newLocation) { The currentLocation = newLocation;



MoveToANewLocation() met displays a new location in the forhod m.



exits.Items.Clear(); for (int i = 0; i < currentLocation.Exits.Length; i++) exits.Items.Add(currentLocation.Exits[i].Name); First we need to clear the combo box, exits.SelectedIndex = 0; then we can add each of the locations’ description.Text = currentLocation.Description;



}



if (currentLocation is IHasExteriorDoor) goThroughTheDoor.Visible = true; else goThroughTheDoor.Visible = false;



This makes the “Go through the door” button invisible if the current location doesn’t implement IHasExteriorDoor.



names to it. Finally, we set its selected index (or which line is highlighted) to zero so it shows the first item in the list. Don’t forget to set the ComboBox’s DropDownStyle property to “DropDownList”—that way the user won’t be able to type anything into the combo box.



private void goHere_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { MoveToANewLocation(currentLocation.Exits[exits.SelectedIndex]); }



}



private void goThroughTheDoor_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { IHasExteriorDoor hasDoor = currentLocation as IHasExteriorDoor; MoveToANewLocation(hasDoor.DoorLocation); }



When the user clicks the “Go here:” button, it moves to the location selected in the combo box.



We need to use the as keyword in order to downcast currentLocation to an IHasExteriorDoor so we can get access to the DoorLocation field.



But we’re not done ye t! It’s fine to create a model of a house, but wouldn’t it be cool to turn it into a game? Let’s do it! You’ll play Hide and Seek against the computer. We’ll need to add an Opponent class and have him hide in a room. And we’ll need to make the house a lot bigger. Oh, and he’ll need someplace to hide! We’ll add a new interface so that some rooms can have a hiding place. Finally, we’ll update the form to let you check the hiding places, and keep track of how many moves you’ve made trying to find your opponent. Sound fun? Definitely!
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build your opponent



Time for hide and seek! Build on your original house program to add more rooms, hiding places, and an opponent who hides from you.



1



IDE’s Create a new project, and use the the add to e “Add Existing Item” featur the exe rcise. of t classes from the first par



Add an IHidingPlace interface We don’t need to do anything fancy here. Any Location subclass that implements IHidingPlace has a place for the opponent to hide. It just needs a string to store the name of the hiding place (“in the closet”, “under the bed”, etc.). ≥≥ Give it a get accessor, but no set accessor—we’ll set this in the constructor, since once a room has a hiding place we won’t ever need to change it.



2



3



Add classes that implement IHidingPlace You’ll need two more classes: OutsideWithHidingPlace (which inherits from Outside) and RoomWithHidingPlace (which inherits from Room). Also, let’s make any room with a door have a hiding place, so it’ll have to inherit from RoomWithHidingPlace instead of Room. h an



exterior So every room wit place. door will also have a hiding



Add a class for your opponent The Opponent object will find a random hiding place in the house, and it’s your job to find him.



≥≥ He’ll need a private Location field (myLocation) so he can keep track of where he is, and a private Random field (random) to use when he moves to a random hiding place. ≥≥ The constructor takes the starting location and sets myLocation to it, and sets random to a new instance of Random. He starts in the front yard (that’ll be passed in by the form), and moves from hiding place to hiding place randomly. He moves 10 times when the game starts. When he encounters an exterior door, he flips a coin to figure out whether or not to go through it. ≥≥ Add a Move() method that moves the opponent from his current location to a new location. First, if he’s in a room with a door, then he flips a coin to decide whether or not to go through the door, so if random.Next(2) is equal to 1, he goes through it. Then he chooses one of the exits from his current location at random and goes through it. If that location doesn’t have a hiding place, then he’ll do it again—he’ll choose a random exit from his current location and go there, and he’ll keep doing it over and over until he finds a place to hide.



4



≥≥ Add a Check() method that takes a location as a parameter and returns true if he’s hiding in that location, or false otherwise. Add more rooms to the house Update your CreateObjects() method to add more rooms: ≥≥ Add stairs with a wooden bannister that connect the living room to the upstairs hallway, which has a picture of a dog and a closet to hide in. ≥≥ The upstairs hallway connects to three rooms: a master bedroom with a large bed, a second bedroom with a small bed, and a bathroom with a sink and a toilet. Someone could hide under the bed in either bedroom or in the shower. ≥≥ The front yard and back yard both connect to the driveway, where someone could hide in the garage. Also, someone could hide in the shed in the garden.
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5



OK, time to update the form You’ll need to add a few buttons to the form. And we’ll get a little more intricate with making them visible or invisible, depending on the state of the game. ddle button’s



ttons and the You use the top twothbue same way as combo box exactly they’re only visible before, except thatnning. while the game is ru



When the game first starts, the hide button is the only one dis yed. When you click it, the form coupla nts to 10 in the text box, and ls the opponent’s Move() method 10caltim Then it makes this button invisib es. le. 6



called check. You The mi property. don’t need to set its Text



use to This is the button you’ll pla ce. It’s check the room’s hidinga room that only visible if you’re in en it’s shown, has a place to hide. Wh anged the Text property is ch rd “Check” from “check” to the woof the hiding followed by the name h a hiding place—so for a room wite button will place under the bed, thbed”. say, “Check under the



Make the buttons work There are two new buttons to add to the form.



Flip back to Chapter 2 for a refresher on DoEvents() and Sleep()—they’ll come in handy.



≥≥ The middle button checks the hiding place in the current room and is only visible when you’re in a room with a place to hide using the opponent’s Check() method. If you found him, then it resets the game. ≥≥ The bottom button is how you start the game. It counts to 10 by showing “1…”, waiting 200 milliseconds, then showing “2…”, then “3…”, etc., in the text box. After each number, it tells the opponent to move by calling his Move() method. Then it shows, “Ready or not, here I come!” for half a second, and then the game starts.



7



Add a method to redraw the form, and another one to reset the game Add a RedrawForm() method that puts the right text in the description text box, makes the buttons visible or invisible, and puts the correct label on the middle button. Then add a ResetGame() method that’s run when you find your opponent. It resets the opponent object so that he starts in the front yard again—he’ll hide when you click the “Hide!” button. It should leave the form with nothing but the text box and “Hide!” button visible. The text box should say where you found the opponent, and how many moves it took.



8



Keep track of how many moves the player made Make sure the text box displays the number of times you checked a hiding place or moved between rooms. When you find the opponent, he should pop up a mesage box that says, “You found me in X moves!”



9



Make it look right when you start the program When you first start the program, all you should see is an empty text box and the “Hide!” button. When you click the button, the fun begins!
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exercise solution



Build on your original house program to add more rooms, hiding places, and an opponent who hides from you. Here’s the new IHidingPla



ce interface. It just has one string field with a get accessor that returns the name of the hiding place.



interface IHidingPlace { string HidingPlaceName { get; } } class RoomWithHidingPlace : Room, IHidingPlace { public RoomWithHidingPlace(string name, string decoration, string hidingPlaceName) : base(name, decoration) { this.hidingPlaceName = hidingPlaceName; } ace class inherits private string hidingPlaceName; public string HidingPlaceName { get { return hidingPlaceName; } }



}



The RoomWithHidingPl lace by from Room and implements IHidingPty. adding the HidingPlaceName proper The constructor sets its backing field.



public override string Description { get { return base.Description + “ Someone could hide “ + hidingPlaceName + “.”; } }



class RoomWithDoor : RoomWithHidingPlace, IHasExteriorDoor { public RoomWithDoor(string name, string decoration, string hidingPlaceName, string doorDescription) : base(name, decoration, hidingPlaceName) { Since we decided every room with a this.doorDescription = doorDescription; doo r also needed a hiding place, we } private string doorDescription; public string DoorDescription { get { return doorDescription; } }



}



private Location doorLocation; public Location DoorLocation { get { return doorLocation; } set { doorLocation = value; } }
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made RoomWithDoor inherit from RoomWithHidingPlace. The only change to it is that its constructor takes a hiding place name and sends it on to the RoomWithHidingPlace constructor.



interfaces and abstract classes class OutsideWithHidingPlace : Outside, IHidingPlace { public OutsideWithHidingPlace(string name, bool hot, string hidingPlaceName) : base(name, hot) { this.hidingPlaceName = hidingPlaceName; } private string hidingPlaceName; public string HidingPlaceName { get { return hidingPlaceName; } }



}



The OutsideWithHidingPlace class inherits from Outside and implements IHidingPlace just like RoomWithHidingPlace does.



public override string Description { get { return base.Description + “ Someone could hide ” + hidingPlaceName + “.”; } }



The Opponent class constructor takes a



class Opponent { starting location. It creates a new instance private Random random; of Random, which it uses to move randomly private Location myLocation; between rooms. public Opponent(Location startingLocation) { myLocation = startingLocation; The Move() method first checks if the current random = new Random(); room has a door using the is keyword—if so, it } has a 50% chance of going through it. Then it public void Move() { moves to a random location, and keeps moving if (myLocation is IHasExteriorDoor) { until it finds a hiding place. IHasExteriorDoor LocationWithDoor = myLocation as IHasExteriorDoor; if (random.Next(2) == 1) myLocation = LocationWithDoor.DoorLocation; e loop. It } The guts of the Move() method is thisiswhil e—and it sets tru en hidd bool hidden = false; keeps looping until the variable place. ng hidi a with while (!hidden) { it to true when it finds a room int rand = random.Next(myLocation.Exits.Length); myLocation = myLocation.Exits[rand]; if (myLocation is IHidingPlace) hidden = true; } } The Check() method just checks the public bool Check(Location locationToCheck) { opponent’s location against the location if (locationToCheck != myLocation) that was passed to it using a Location return false; reference. If they point to the same else object, then he’s been found! return true; } }



We’re not done yet—flip the page!
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exercise solution



Here’s all the code for the form. The only things that stay the same are the goHere_Click() and goThroughTheDoor_Click() methods.



(continued)



Here are all the fields in the Form1 class. It uses them to keep track of the locations, the opponent, and the number of moves the player has made.



The Form1 constructor creates the objects, sets up the opponent, and then resets the game. We added a boolean parameter to Game() so that it only displays its messageReset when you win, not when you first start up the progr am.



public Form1() { InitializeComponent(); CreateObjects(); opponent = new Opponent(frontYard); ResetGame(false); }



int Moves; Location currentLocation; RoomWithDoor livingRoom; RoomWithHidingPlace diningRoom; RoomWithDoor kitchen; Room stairs; RoomWithHidingPlace hallway; RoomWithHidingPlace bathroom; RoomWithHidingPlace masterBedroom; RoomWithHidingPlace secondBedroom; OutsideWithDoor frontYard; OutsideWithDoor backYard; OutsideWithHidingPlace garden; OutsideWithHidingPlace driveway; Opponent opponent;



private void MoveToANewLocation(Location newLocation) { Moves++; currentLocation = newLocation; RedrawForm(); }



d sets the



The MoveToANewLocation() metho



form. private void RedrawForm() { new location and then redraws the exits.Items.Clear(); for (int i = 0; i < currentLocation.Exits.Length; i++) exits.Items.Add(currentLocation.Exits[i].Name); exits.SelectedIndex = 0; description.Text = currentLocation.Description + “\r\n(move #” + Moves + “)”; if (currentLocation is IHidingPlace) { IHidingPlace hidingPlace = currentLocation as IHidingPlace; We need the hiding place name but we’ve only got the check.Text = “Check “ + hidingPlace.HidingPlaceName; Curr entLocation object, which check.Visible = true; does n’t have a HidingPlaceName } prop erty . So we can use as else to copy the reference to an check.Visible = false; IHidingPlace variable. if (currentLocation is IHasExteriorDoor) goThroughTheDoor.Visible = true; else RedrawForm() populates the combo box list, sets the goThroughTheDoor.Visible = false; text (adding the number of moves), and then makes } the buttons visible or invisible depending on whether or not there’s a door or the room has a hiding place.
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Wow—you could add an entire wing onto the house just by adding a couple of lines! That’s why well-encapsulated classes and objects are really useful.



private void CreateObjects() { livingRoom = new RoomWithDoor(“Living Room”, “an antique carpet”, “inside the closet”, “an oak door with a brass handle”); diningRoom = new RoomWithHidingPlace(“Dining Room”, “a crystal chandelier”, “in the tall armoire”); kitchen = new RoomWithDoor(“Kitchen”, “stainless steel appliances”, “in the cabinet”, “a screen door”); stairs = new Room(“Stairs”, “a wooden bannister”); hallway = new RoomWithHidingPlace(“Upstairs Hallway”, “a picture of a dog”, “in the closet”); bathroom = new RoomWithHidingPlace(“Bathroom”, “a sink and a toilet”, “in the shower”); masterBedroom = new RoomWithHidingPlace(“Master Bedroom”, “a large bed”, “under the bed”); secondBedroom = new RoomWithHidingPlace(“Second Bedroom”, “a small bed”, “under the bed”); frontYard = new OutsideWithDoor(“Front Yard”, false, “a heavy-looking oak door”); backYard = new OutsideWithDoor(“Back Yard”, true, “a screen door”); garden = new OutsideWithHidingPlace(“Garden”, false, “inside the shed”); driveway = new OutsideWithHidingPlace(“Driveway”, true, “in the garage”); diningRoom.Exits = new Location[] { livingRoom, kitchen }; livingRoom.Exits = new Location[] { diningRoom, stairs }; kitchen.Exits = new Location[] { diningRoom }; stairs.Exits = new Location[] { livingRoom, hallway }; hallway.Exits = new Location[] { stairs, bathroom, masterBedroom, secondBedroom }; bathroom.Exits = new Location[] { hallway }; masterBedroom.Exits = new Location[] { hallway }; secondBedroom.Exits = new Location[] { hallway }; frontYard.Exits = new Location[] { backYard, garden, driveway }; backYard.Exits = new Location[] { frontYard, garden, driveway }; garden.Exits = new Location[] { backYard, frontYard }; driveway.Exits = new Location[] { backYard, frontYard }; livingRoom.DoorLocation = frontYard; frontYard.DoorLocation = livingRoom;



}



kitchen.DoorLocation = backYard; backYard.DoorLocation = kitchen;



The new CreateObjects() method creates all the objects to build the house. It’s a lot like the old one, but it has a whole lot more places to go. We’re still not done—flip the page! you are here 4   321



exercise solution



(continued)



Here’s the rest of the code for the form. The goHere and goThroughTheDoor button event handlers are identical to the ones in the first part of this exercise, so flip back a few pages to see them.



private void ResetGame(bool displayMessage) { if (displayMessage) { MessageBox.Show(“You found me in ” + Moves + “ moves!”); IHidingPlace foundLocation = currentLocation as IHidingPlace; description.Text = “You found your opponent in “ + Moves + “ moves! He was hiding ” + foundLocation.HidingPlaceName + “.”; } The ResetGame() method resets the gam Moves = 0; displays the final message, then makes all e. It hide.Visible = true; buttons except the “Hide!” one invisible. the goHere.Visible = false; check.Visible = false; goThroughTheDoor.Visible = false; We want to display the name of the exits.Visible = false; hiding place, but CurrentLocation is a } Location reference, so it private void check_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { Moves++; if (opponent.Check(currentLocation)) ResetGame(true); else RedrawForm(); } private void hide_Click(object sender, EventArgs e) { hide.Visible = false; for (int i = 1; i 
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